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Introduction

Attheendofthelg60s,severalArabarmiesclashedwithlsrae]i

forces on a grand scale. rn a period of only six days, however, the rsraeli

defence forces stunned the Arab world by soundly defeating all the armies

arrayeda$ainstit.ThePa]estinianswereshockedbythedecisive]ossand

concluded that the Arab armies would never be able to help them establish

apermanenthomeland.othermeasureswerethusneededtodemonstrate

to the world that the Palestínians were willing and able to internationalize

the conflict; so, from a position of relative weakness, Palestinians beE|an

their modern wave of terrorism. Any state could be vulnerable at any

time,andthesubsequentterroristassaultwouldtakethetr{estby

surprise.

AttheSametime,intheUnÍtedStatesandcontinentalEurope'

studentsprotestedinhugenumbersagainstsuchissuesastheVietnam

conflict, the shah of Iran and his Lour through west Germany' the shock

oftheSixDayWar,unemployment,poverty,imperialism,capitalism,andthe

ColdWar;anyíssuewasdeemedsatisfactoryasabasisformassprotest

byhugenumbersofradicalstudents.Thesecurityservicesofmost

countries monitored the radicals as they disrupted societies' carefully

watching for Soviet inf]uence. Meanwhile, unknown to the secret services,

smallgroupsofterroristsemergedfromundertheumbrellaofradicalism'

fully prepared for violent campaigns a$ainst governments and the tsystem"

AwaveofterrorismwouldtaketheEuropeancontinentbysurprise.

InNorthernlreland,thelackoffu}lcivilrightsforathirdofthe

populationspawnedprotestsanddemandsforchange,whichwasmetby

stiff resistance on the part of the majority. clashes in the streets became

commonplace and the securiLy forces slowly lost their ability to maintain



order. PeopÌe 'F/ere dying at the hands of the police and from inter-

communal violence, while terrorist groups began to form under the noses

of the authorities, riding the coattails of the civil rights movement. The

sectrrity services had little idea what was happening, or what was to come;

tens of thousands of British soldiers eventually assumed control over the

province of Northern lreland as order almost completely vanished. An

organized, mass movement of terrorists would t¿ke Great Britain by

surprise as the Ulster conflict gradually spread outward.

The Troubles in Northern lreland became worse as the 1970s wore on.

The province was nearing a situation of complete anarchy, and the British

government was forced to respond by assuming control of the political and

security arrangements there. Meanwhile, in Great Britain itself' order was

not decaying as it was on the continent, although a small group of

anarchÍsts calling themselves the Angry Brigade managed to destroy bits

of infrastructure in rural areas, earning no consideration of them as a

threat, but as an annoyance; they were rounded up by the police rather

quickty and the situation returned to normal. Additionally, groups of

Palestinian terrorists established bases in London, Paris and elsewhere,

hoping to attack their enemies in the full glare of the Western media. The

problem \,\,as for Great Britain to resolve, just as terrorism in Germany was

not a French concern, and vice versa. In each country, terrorism was

something used by Palestinians or the lrish; none of these st¿tes even

considered terrorism to be a shared plague. The lrish Troubles was

something that would never affect Germany; the Red Army Faction (RAF)

was somethingl that would never affect France or Great Britain; various

French and Spanish groups would never affect Germany or Great Britain.
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i^Iith t,he exception of the occasional terrorist act' carried out by

Palestinians, and in tight of various legal and political reasons such as

prayers for isolationism, terrorism was someone elsets problem, not ours'

held the conventionai wisdom.

In Germany, the Baader-Meinhof Gang, Iater the Red Army Faction

(RAF), began destroying offices and department stores by using arson.

captured shortly thereafter, the members were found not to be the

oppressed, the downtrodden, or the poor; they were the spoiled children

of the upper-middle classes' Presumably frustrated with the current social

order but also not considered overly dangerous to society' They were

convicted of some criminal offences related Lo terrorism and were sentenced

to short terms of incarceration. These angry children, it was thought'

would find time to see the error of their ways and would eventually reioin

society as useful citizens. Naturally, the courts were unaware that the

members of the RAF would seek training in the Middle East in the tactics

of terror, weapons use, and would establish contacts with Arab terrorists'

Besides, hijacking was a far more serious problem and it was becoming

more frequent, better organized, and occasionally more violent; there was

certainly enough media attention on this issue. Additionally, tenorism from

Middle Eastern sources struck at the heart of Germany and inLensified over

the next two decades, causing successive German governments to place

greater attention on security procedures. Whether national or

international, teporism grew at alarmin$ rates and had to be confronted'

France faced much the same problem. Early attempts by domestic

groups to terrorize were not especially effective unless carried out by

groups with Middle Eastern connections. The greatest concern was
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hijacking,whilethesmalldomesticgrouPswerefrustrat'edyouth'nol

particularlysophisticatedorterriblyactive.Yetwithinafewshortyears,

FrancebecameabattlegroundforArabterroristsandlsraelisecret

services, the spanish separatists (Basque ETA) gradually forced France to

concentratesomeeffortst,othesouth,andCorsicannationalistsbegana

massivebombingcampaignagainstFrenchtargets.Armeniansatt,ackedin

force and with particular brutality, and by the late 19?os and early 1980s

FrancebecameaprimarylocationforMidd]eEasternbatt]es.Franceand

Germanybothfacedwhattheybelievedwerespasmodicboutsofviolence

from a particular sector of society, but the problem surely would not be

Permanent;afterall,thegreatnessofdemocracyoweditsstrengthtoopen

politicalparticipation.Thatopennesswou]dcertainlytriumph'orSoitwas

thought.

Thebreakdowninsocialorderandasustainedwaveofterrorism

occurredatroughlythesametimeinthethree]argest]ibera]democracies

in Europe: the united Kingdom, west Germany, and France' These states

hadfinerecordsasopensocietiesgovernedbytheruleoflaw,theywere

thestrongestmi}itaryandeconomicpowersintheregionatthetime,and

hadsuperbtradilionsofrespectforhumanrights.TheBieThree'

however,a]sobecamethefocalpointforsustainedLerroristatt¿ck,both

fromwithintheirou'nsocietiesandfromoutsideSourcessuchas
palestinians, given the convenient geographical proximity of Europe to the

Middle East, the free movement allowed by European countries' and a low

leve}ofsecurityagainsLsubst¿tevio]ence.Toagreaterdegreethanmany

others,thesestateswerealsolargecentresofmediaattention,since

occurrencesinLondon,Bonn,andPariscou]du)'timatelyaffectg]obal

tv



politics; the media thus became a tool of terroris¡n' The greaL democratic

powers of western Europe came under assault from a variety of sources'

and all had to respond to the new threat using powers beyond t'hose of

regular criminal Procedures'

Inthefaceofthesesuddenterroristatt¿cksonthegreatWestern

European democracies, there was clearly a case for legat reform' improved

intelligence, and a host of other measures' but there were problems with

thatapproachgiventhefactthatnogovernmentwantedtodestroy

democracy in the mad rush to eliminate terrorism' Furthermore' there was

noagreementonthenatureorScopeofthethreat,andnoneofthemajor

European democracies could agree that they were each under att¿ck at a

basic level, even though it was obvious that some hostile st¿tes were

occasionally involved. Each state's terrorist problem remained its own' and

no assístance or intergovernment¿l strucLure was established to find a

common approach. This international problem remained a national one in

the eyes of governments. All that changed with the Munich Massacre of

7g72, when a handful of Palestinian terrorists disrupted the olympics by

kidnapping and kiÌÌing a number of Israeli athletes' The clash between the

Bavarian police and the terrorisls demonstrated that the German police

were outgunned and unPrepared for such an event, and the episode jolted

theEuropeansfromtheircomplacency.Sudden]y,iLwasabso]ute]yc]ear

that something had to be done, and all three major European powers began

to respond to the terrorist threat. still, the fact remaÍns that the problem

had existed since the late 1960s and counLerterrorism would take years --

even decades -- to maLure in some areas. In this thesis' the key question

istodeterminewhyGreatBrÍLain,GermanyandFrancetooksolongto



develop effective counterterrorism programs when it was abundantly clear

that a threat to order existed and was getting worse very quickly'

Thepurposeofthispaperistoapplyfourtheoreticalbases

that demonstrate the híndrances faced by these three states when

implementing effective counterterrorism procedures, including defining the

problem, maintaining the values of liberal democracy, incrementalism in

decision-making, and organízaLional and bureaucratic politics' An analysis

using these four areas will explain why so much time elapsed bet'ween the

onset of the modern age of terrorism and when governments finally decided

to respond forcefullY.

Thefirsttheoreticalapproachconcernsthedefinitionand

identification of the threat. states are unable to respond to a threat that

has not been accurately defined and assessed according to firmly

estabtished criteria. The strength of the movement or movements' the

Sources of support for such groups, t,he weaponry invo]ved, the possib]e

targets, and the frequency of violent activity are ali indicators that must

be scrutinized in order to provide decision-makers with crucial information'

without this input, political leaders are incapable of designing balanced and

effective responses to terrorism. The failure to answer these questions is

a direct function of a lack of information, which results in either no

government action, consistent underreaction, or incorrect policy decisions'

At the point where the threat is more fully understood, governments are

in a better position to respond effectively'

The second theoretical approach concerns the hindrances placed on

counterterrorism by the nature of liberal democratic societies' values such

as the rule of law, freedom, and human rights are an integral part of the
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psychesofthepublicandtheauthoritiesinchargeofdecision_makinÉ.

Governmentsarethushamperedintheprocessoffightingterrorismbyt'he

principlestheyhaveSworntodefend,sinceeffectivecountermeasuresmay

requireamoreintrusiveandint,o]erantstate.Thekeyproblemfor

governmentsistostrikef.balancebetweenrepressionandopenness

withoutdamagingthebasicvaluesofsociety.Thishindranceisseparate

but connected to all other limiting factors'

Thethirdtheoretica}approachtothestudyofhindrancesto

effectivecounterterrorismconcernsincrementa]ismindecision-making.

Counterterrorismisaprocessoftrialanderrorinwhichaseriesof

terroristactsorafewparticulartybrut¿loneswillprovokesomereaction

fromagivengovernment,eventhoughthechangemaynotradicallyaffect

policyitselfintheshortterm.Uncertainofthemeaningandintentofthe

terroristattacksandtheimplicationsofpossibleresponses,glovernments

wi]ltendtochoosesmallchangesinsecuritystructuresandpoliciesinan

efforL to solve the problem using minimal changes which carry tittle risk'

Inthelongterm'however'thesumofincrementalshiftsmadein

responsetoterrorismtendstodemonstrateadramaticchangeinpoì.icies

and countermeasures' Agencies of the st¿te that are involved in

counterterrorismreceiveincreasedbudgetsandmanpower]evels,andthese

shifts demonstrate the areas in which a government believes its resources

can have the most impact. The result of this process is that governments

receive$reateramountsofaccurateinformationovertime,which

contributes to an underst¿nding of the threat, and therefore further

decisionsaremadethatdonotthreatensocietyasawhole.Additional]y'

theobjectiveofgovernmentsistoincreasethechancesthatterroristswi]]

vlr



becaptured,imprisoned,orki}led,whi]etherightsofthepublicare

maintained.

ThefourthhindrancetoeffectivecounterLerrorisminvolves

ol]ÊallizaLionaland.bureaucraticpolitics.Thecompositionofmodernlibera}

$overnmentsmeanSthatdifferentorganizationsandindividualswith

competingintereststendtointerpretthegoalsofcounterterrorismandthe

means of attainingi those goals in different ways, thereby contributing to

policyconfusionandineffectiveness,whichinturndoeslittletodiminish

the threat. These otganizajions can work at cross-purposes' effectively

cancelling the political message $overnments wish to convey' By

control}ing the budgets of or$anizations, governments attempt to contro]'

andinf]uenceanynegativeorganizaLronalorbureaucraticbehaviour.

organizalions,ontheotherhand,arePressuredbygovernmentstot¿rget

specificareasofweaknessintheoverallcounterterrorismplanby

incrementally creating sub-units, while refraining from threatening societal

norms and values. Due to the tendency of multiple organizations and

multiple sub-units to operate in secrecyr glovernments may also face

information blockages that prevent better understanding of the threat'

whichhinderseffectivepolicy-making.Furthermore,communicaLions

betweensub-uniLsandtheirleaderstendtobelessthanideal,making

intelligencefailureScommonplace.Governmentsmustovercomethisproblem

in order to lessen the success rate of terrorism'

Theformatofthispaperisnarratiwe,chronologicalandempirical,

demonstrating the context of the threats faced by Great BriLain' (west)

Germany and France, and how counterterrorism ín each of these states

gradually evolved. chapter I will provide a discussion of the theoretical
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hindrances to counterterrorism. chapter II will examine the evolution of

counterterrorism in Great Britain since L968; Chapter III will examine the

experiencesofGermany;ChapterlVwilldothesameforFrance"Afterthis

hasbeencompleted,anotherbriefsectionwillprovideadiscussionofthe

differences and similarities of the counterterrorism processes of these

three European liberal democracies, and Lhe relationship between these

experiencesandthefourtheoreticalhindrancestoeffective

cou nterterrorism.
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Since1963,terrorismhasprovidedachallengetothesecurityof

Great Britain, Germany and France. Terrorist threats from a varieLy of

political sources have exponentially increased, effectively placi¡g greater

strains on the security apparatus of these three st¿tes' violent political

activity from groups based either internally or externally has required

states to respond by instituting changes in structures and procedures'

Terrorism and counterterrorism combine to exemPlify the process of action

and reaction between illegitimaLe and legal force, and between order and

anarchy. Faced with a subst¿ntial and sustained teruorist att^ack' states

are obligated to respond to that threat. Indeed, the three great European

liberal democracies have gradually come to the realization that a number

ofmeasuresarerequiredintheattempttopreventvio]enceortobring

those responsible to justice. This process has taken time in all three

states, and it is important to examine the reasons why countering the

terrorist threat has taken so long'

There are four essential reasons why terrorism was not effectively

countered for a substantial period of time, including the elusiveness of a

definition of terrorism and any related understanding of the problem, the

values of liberal democracies, the incremental nature of policy-making in

such an environment, and otganizaLronal and bureaucratic politics' All four

factors are inextricably intertwined, operate in tandem, and serve to

complicate the process of sound counterterrorism; the very nature of

Iiberal democracies effectively hinders quick and effective measures aglainst

terrorists, quite unlike the capabilities of repressive, totalit¿rian regimes'

Democratic governmenls certainly have the power to quell rebellions or

control small groups formed into violent gangs' and it may seem



paradoxicalty positive that governments have not been willing to move to

crush terrorist movements, since such measures could quite easily destroy

democracy itself. However, these governments have been painfully slow to

react to terrorism and the negative aspect of this has meant' of course'

that certain populations have endured terrorist campaigns longer than

necessary.

The first major hindrance to effective counterterrorism involves the

calcu]ationoftheactua]threatandtheSourceofthatthreat.This

processrequiresanaccuratedefinitionofthephenomenonanda

determination of whether the group or groups are internal, transnational,

state-directed, or st¿te-supported. The size of each €lroup, the weapons

involved, the t¿ctics of each $roup, and the intended goals of each must

be carefully analyzed. The definition of terrorism provides the government

with a legal and analytical guideline which helps deLermine what must be

fought and aL what point a small group falls under the rubric of a

terroristgroupasopposedtoapurelycrimina]gang.Allterrorism

involves murder, attempted murder, wilful destruction of property' and a

host of other violent events. The essential difference between terrorism

andregu]arcriminality,ho'*,ever,usual]y]iesinthemotiveforsuch

activities. Thus, a crime of passion is not normally intended to influence

awidercrowd,doesnotinvolvethesamedegreeofmediaattentionand

fear, and can be dealt with using existing criminal statutes; the same

applies to criminal activities whjch are used for personal or private gain'

Terrorists,ontheotherhand,carelessaboutthevictimsoftheir

activities than the political demands made durinEl a given campaígn of

vioLence. The criminal nature of terrorist acts or threats is overshadowed



by political considerations. The problem of defining terrorism t'hus

involves separating it to some de$ree from regular criminality, while at the

same time ensuring¡ that the problem itself is not blown out of proportion'

Accurate definitions of terrorism are cert¿inly plentiful' as Alex P.

schmid discovered wfren he found some 109 0f them in a study

concenLrating on the definitional quagmire.l More imporlant for the

analyst is the creation (or emphasis) of a definition which neither dismisses

terrorism as a threat nor exacerbates fear by calling terrorism another war

that threatens the very existence of all societies. To be sure' there are

sma]I groups that have iittle effect on the societies in which they operate'

and aL the other extreme there may be groups operating under the

directions of a state, which would therefore constitute an act of war'

however small. Threats that can be more easily understood are those

which emanate from within and constitute a significant disruption of society

without causing the collapse of governments, and which tend to be more

vulnerable to state countermeasures. In this vein, terrorists that attack

once and flee the country are not susceptible to the victim st¿te's legal

recourse in many instances, while domestic grouPs must themselves live in

constant fear of aPPrehension.

violence, the threat of violence, fear, intimidation, and coercion are

merely a few of the descriptive terms usually attached to definitions'

While it is true that terrorism is illegal and most acts of terrorism fall

under most criminal sLatutes, the problem is larger than that in reality'

Most governments have altered criminal procedures and state structures

to meet the threat even though the greatest threat may have been from a

mere fifteen people aL any given moment, as was the case in Germany at



a particular time. Terrorism can also affect, a state and its citizens if and

when the threat is primarily external, as has been the case with the IRA

or Kurds or Islamic revolutionaries when they have operated in western

Europe. some of these external groups are given support and sanctuary

by hostile states and thus can present the glreatest danger to democratjc

societies, since better weapons' explosives, tactics and information can be

made available to violent groups by states seeking to alter a particular

order or seek revenge on another foreign government. Hencer any

definition must account for five factors in the threat: internal' external'

state-supportedandsLate-directedgroups'aSwel]asthestateitselfin

extreme circumstances, and any combination of the above' The definition

must also account for tactical and sLrategic realities of the problem, such

as threats or acts which are designed to alter the policies of states, and

the same combination of factors which may not be aimed at a specific state

orgovernment,butmaybedesignedtoinfiuencelSâYlaparticularethnic

sector of society. one such definition largely accomplishes the objectives

as established above, and will be accepted for the purposes of this paper'

Terrorism shall be regarded as "the purposeful act or the threat of the act

of violence to create fear and/ot compliant, behaviour in a victim' and/or

audience of the act or threat"'2

The second major hindrance to counterterrorism involves }iberal

democratic values. one of the most important of these values, held by any

society, is the concept of the rule of law.3 Elected representatives carry

out the wishes of their constituents by creating, altering or abolishing

lawswhicharereguiredfortheeffectivefunctioningofsociety'butthis

process must be tempered by the constraints of constitutionality' Thus'



thejudiciarymayenforcet,helawspassedbytheexecutiveandlegis]ative

branches of government, but may also declare them illegal' This system

of checks and balances ensures that the power of the government never

exceedswhatwasoriginallyintended,andthatnoexecutiveactivitycan

exceedtheboundariesastheyarewritteninlaw.Atthesametime'

citizensareboundbytheseSameru]es.Constraintsplacedon

governmentsarea]soplacedonthepopulation,sinceanarchymustbe

avoided. Terrorists, however, do not function with the rule of law in mind;

they fully realize that $overnments have limited powers' so terroriste

intentionally operate in such a fashion as to decrease the possibility of

effectivecounLermeasures.Neitherwritten]awnorsocietalnormsserve

toconstraintheactivitiesofterrorists,butthesetwofeatureseffective]y

limit the actions of governments'

Freedomisanotherprizedvalueofliberaldemocracies.Cítizens

fullyexpectasmuchfreedomaspossible'andthisisenforcedbylaw'

People expect freedom of movement, association, and speech without fear

ofanintrusiveg¡overnment,.Theabi}itytodiscussandcriticizeopenlyis

embodied in a free presst uncontrolled by any $overnment agency'

rnformation is therefore accessible, input can be made into the decision-

makingprocessthroughpubliccriticism,andthemediaactsasacheck

against the possibility of government overreaction' Additionally' people

expectandaregivenfreedomfromgovernmentsurveil]anceandconlro],

exceptingravesituationsinvolvingnationalsecurÍty.Also,thecivi]

rightsoftheindividua]ensurethatanypersoncannotbearbitrari]y

arrested or detained without access to legal defence or without reasonable

cause. AII these cherished values of liberal democracies combine ta form



the core and the essence of human expectations, yet the terrorist uses

theseveryfreedomsagainstthepopulationandthestate.Sincea

terrorist group wears no uniform, the individuals that form the $roup have

the same rights as any other individual. The st¿te, faced with a terrorist

threat, must therefore find a way to fight terrorists wit'hout violating or

destroyingthevaluesandlawsthatsocietyasawholedeservesand

expects,yetthegovernmentmustalsobeseentobefirminitsabilttyto

maintain order. Therein lies the dilemma of democracy when faced with

terrorism.

While democratic governments are constrained by specific rules which

limit the necessary activities of counterterrorism, another feature of

democracyworkstochangethatproblem.Thus,theru]eof]awandthe

values associated with democracy can al.so be seen from the sharp side of

thesr,r,ord.Thevotingptiblicremainsthemostimportantunitin

democracies, and when faced with chaos and violence, the same public that

cherishes freedom from government can demand and receive the opposite'

The demands made on governments to retain only skeletal security services

and structures can be completely reversed in a situation of susLained

temorist attack. The public can demand enhanced security procedures in

publicp}acessuchasairports,theycandecidetostrengthenguncontrols,

cry for increased surveillance of suspected terrorists, influence immigration

policy,andmakedemandsforcapitalpunishmentforactsofterrorism.]n

the face of a wave of terrorism, the public can dramatically affect the

actionsofgovernments,particularlyase]ectionsloomonthehorizon.

security can become a primary issue in an election, with law and order

risingtothepeakoftheelectoralagenda.Thisisafeatureon]ypresent



in democracies, since totalitarian regimes do not need to satisfy public

opiníon. Thus, democracies have enormous potential strengths in security

against terrorism to go along with the aforementioned weaknesses' The

rule of law does not mean capitulation or defeat; it only means caution in

the decisions regarding counterterrorism. The values of liberal

democracies are part of the decision-making process and can serve as

hindrances to effective counterterrorism, and this area can be seen as

separate but connected to other hindrances'

The third major hindrance to effective counterterrorism involves

increment¿Iism. An astonishingly common feature of the policy-making

process is the small steps taken by governments as opposed to large'

sweeping changes which could have more substantial effects on terrorist

groups. This is a trial and error process in which a series of terrorist

acts or a few particularly brutal ones will provoke some reaction from a

gìven government, even if the change does not radically affect policy itself

over the short Lerm. The long-term effects of incremental changes made

as responses to terrorist activities üåv¡ however, not be particularly

different than what may have occurred if the government had altered

internal security from the beginning. This slow process relates directìy

back to the problems of defending democracy without compromising its

values, and the added confusion of a lack of understanding about the

actual threat posed by terrorists. Public outcry can also feed this

process.

Like other po]icy problems faced by governments, the ones posed by

terrorists "must first be perceived and accurately defined before they can

be solved",4 yet difficulties arise in the overall policy process' FirsL,



since there are many actors interested in counterterrorism' not all may

agree on a particular definition or signíficance of the threat' Thus' a lack

of clarity or direction from above allows competing agencies to create or

insist on certain programs which may not be coordinated with other

s.gencies. second, as opposed to the rational decision-making model of

political theory, the secrecy of terrorist groups makes it highly unlikely

that any agency or government has perfect information. The end result

of this means that governments and organizations must make decisions

based on imperfect or non-existent information, which is a direct

consequence of poor intelligence. Third, incrementalism suggests that

governments can achieve an agenda by confrontation and compromise with

agencies, which can result in a policy outcome with great disparities from

the intended goals. Finalìy, as Hayes has said, "increment¿lism often means

not just a small policy change but also inadequate statutoÏy powers and

limited appropriations for most agencies' making implementation difficult"'5

Overall, the decision-making process in counterterrorism may have little

resemblance to the rational model; instead, inexplicable policies and

programs can result from the tendency toward incrementalism in

glovernment.

The most obvious manifestations of incrementalism are increases in

manpower and budget levels for police agenciest along with siow, case-by-

case changes in responses to threats, which in turn reflects the

evolutionary process of counterterrorism. The normal reaction of a

government faced with extreme violence is to increase st¿ffing for the

police, since those agencies are the most visible aspects of any

counterterrorism sfrategy. Since terrorism involves criminal acts' the



police are called in to resolve situations, arrest the offenders' and process

them on their way through the criminal justice system. More police has

the added benefit of convincing the public that they are safer from

terrorism.

Prob]emscanbeencounteredasitbecomesevidentthat,thepolice

forcesmaynotbeadequate]yequippedtodealwithterrorismemanating

fromavarietyofsources,fromnewsources,orfromskilledadversaries

whoshowgreatexpertiseinavoidingthepolicethroughvariousmeans.

Budgetsagainmaybethegreatbeneficiarles,ascomputerizationcanassist

the police in finding their quarry; this creates the definite impression that

terrorjstsdomoretomodernizethepolicethanwou]dotherwisebe

accomplished'However,whenitbecomesappaÏentthatt'hemodernized'

strengthenedpolicearestittunab]etodefeatterrorism,itbecomes

necessarytoinvokeothermeasureswhichmaycomplementthepolice.

Criminalandprocedurallal¡,smaybea]teredforterrorists,thepo}icemay

receivepowersofdetentionwhichwou]dnormallynotexistorbeal]owed'

tria]sbyjurymaybebannedforcasesinvolvingterrorists,government.a]

structures are created to coordinate Lhe efforts of the security agencies'

thepoliceandthemilitary,andchangescanbemadeinvolvingthe

creation or willingness to use special forces, although the task of

counterterrorism may seem to be purely a police role. Incremental shifts

can, and frequently do, change the way governments seek solutions to

such Problems as terrorism'

Thesmallchangesmadebygovernmentsaccordingtoincrementa]ism

eventuallyadduptoamuchgreaterwhole,asoverallpolicycomesto

reflect the sum of all changes' For example' a government typically begins



with an unclear stand, preferring to allow terrorists dictate the next

countermeasure. Buildings may be destroyed and otherwise damaged until

thegovernmentdecidesthatcertainchangesaredue,includingplacing

more police on the streets. Hostage incjdents may increase in frequency

and lethality until special forces are assigned to resolve such atLacks and

effectively make such options more costly for temorist $roups' Bombings

may be so frequent that it becomes necessary to train people to defuse the

devices,makingasuccessfulbombingmoredifficulttoachíeve'

Kidnappingsmayoccuratalarmingratesuntilgovernmentsrealizethat

theycannolongermakeconcessions,sincetodosoeitherencourages

moresuchacLsordoesnotdiscouragethem,andonlyservesasasource

of embarrassment. Many other incremental changes in approach occur as

well.

The sum of these parts creates the impression that governments

begínaLsomepointtobepulledbytheirpastchangesandfind

themselves in a situation u,here policy becomes hardened' Each small

changeinstructure,law,police'finance'orothercountermeasuresadds

up to a point in which govelnments have the tools to challenge Lerrorists

stronglyandeffectively,sothatoptionbecomesmorelikeiywitheach

additional change. Potic¡' can change quite dramaticatly in the long term'

as each "policy cycle" contributes a small change and can constitute a

quantum shift over time,6 over the course of several years or decades'

terrorismmaynotnecessarilybeeradicated,butbecomesmorecost]yto

the terrorists. The process of trial and error gradually works to alter

government behaviour in the reaction sphere, and may even encourage

more assertiveness on the part of the government. In short, successful
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terrorism tends to lead to its own demise by encours;girlg further steps

againstit.Governmentsbecomebet,terpreparedandmorewillingto

prevent future oulragles'

Thefourthmajorhindrancetoeffectivecounterterrorisminvolves

organizaLional and bureaucratic politics.T since liberal democratic

$overnmentsarecomprisedofanumberoforganizationsandleading
personalities, all with competing interests, the estab]ishment of Policy and

the means used to achieve goals may be interpreted in different ways by

theseor$anizatíonsandindividuals.Governmentsestab}ishoverall

guidelinesthatareintendedtolayfoundationsforthewayinwhich

organizaLionsdea]withcertainproblems,buttheinterestsofbureaucracies

maycloudtheissues.otganizaLíonsandseniorpersonaJitiesmaydecide

that a certain course of action is preferable, even if the government did

not originally intend it. Furthermore' organizations and individuals with

competinginterestsmayworkatcross-purposesandastheirowninterests

dictate.Problemsarethuscreatedforgovernmentsinadditiontothe

original plan of combating terrorism'

Since governments are constructed of smaller unjts such as

organizationsoragencies,thelatterprovidesausefulunitofanalysis

whendeterminingst¿teactionagainstterrorism.Therequirementsof

decentralízalion in problem-solving results in "fractionated power"' or a

conditioninwhichanumberoforganizatjonsandsub-unitsarecreatedfor

specific tasks.s However, this decentralized structure may result in such

difficulties as compelition between organiza'ions and sub-units' confusion

ofgoalsandmeans,disparitybetweenunitsre]atedtoadefinedproblem

and the inLerpretation of that definition, the quest of each unit to survive
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atallcosts,andthetendencyforor$anizationstoestablishroutinesand

programswhichmayeitherbesomewhatunrelatedtothedesiredgoalsor

bedefendedandcontinuedaftertheprogramhasbeenprovenineffective.

Furthermore, agencies are "constantly jockeying for power, position' and

presti$e, and this behavior has enormous consequences for pubjic policy''.9

onedistinguishingfeatureofotganizaïions,accordingtocriteria

established by Max weber in rg2!, is the tendency of agencies to have

fixedjurisdictionsthatarecontrolledbyclearlywrittenrulesand

regulations.l0 within that context, each agency establishes st¿ndard

operatingprocedures(SoPs)inordertoeffectivelycontroltheoutputsof

thatagencyanditsemp]oyees.llsuchprogramsandproceduresensure

the smooth functioning of the bureaucracy within anticipated sets of

demands,yetproblemscanarisefromthisstructuralandadministrative

arrangement.First,theamorphousnatureofterrorismrequiresaccurate

anticipationofthethreatandthebestresponsestoit,yetorganizations

are notoriously slo,^, to reacL, particularly in instances of imperfect

information.Second,programsestablishedtomeetagiventhreatmaynot,

infact,bebestsuitedforthetask.Third,organizationstendtobe

incapableofhandlingallproblemsatthesametime,solimitedattentjon

maybeplacedonanaspectofathreat,beginningwiththeproblem

perceivedasmostpressing.12Fourth,inthesearchforpolicyoptions'

thefirstgoodoptionwil}beemphasized,butnotnecessarilythebest.r3

Fifth'certaintendenciesofgovernmentsandorganizationscanbe

observed,suchasincrementalchangesinbudgetsandproceduresas

opposedtosharpshifts;st¿blepriorities,perceptionsandissuesevenin

thefaceofexternalchange;programmomentumcarriesproceduresbeyond

1.2



normal usefulness; and new actions tend to be slight adaptations to

existing o."".14 These difficulties force Élovernments to consider other

options.

Faced with sets of organizations that do not rapidly change to meet

constant changes in threats, governments can be forced into agency

restructuring that can be counterproductive. An organization tasked with

countering terrorism can receive orders from political masters to counter

a specific aspect of a threat, such as a shift in targeting. Rather than

engaging in a complete Ínternal shift, the organization will tend to create

sub-units to handle a broad spectrum of real or perceived threats. Thus'

over time, agencies further decentralize in order to meet political demands,

which creates an enormous challenge for governments. The number of

organizations and sub-units expands to the point where information is

inefficiently handled, competition between agencies becomes unhealthy' and

each unit strives for seìf-survival as opposed to handling the given task.

Therefore, since delegated poþ'er is required for action, "the necessity for

decentralization runs head-long into the requirement for coordination".15

Governments are thus faced with the danger of inefficiency due to

scatlered power, which in turn can manifest itself most destructively in the

quest for centralized information services. Preventing temorism becomes

more difficult.

The strongest methods governments have for controllin8 the actions

of organizations are financial incentives and the establishment of the

clearest possible guidelines for expected actions. Budgets can be

increased, decreased, or maintained according to the results of the

organization, juxtaposed with the results expected and achieved by
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competiliveagencies'Guidelines'ont'heotherhand'a]r.edesignedtß

providetheorganizationanditsleadershipwithoveral}goalsand

limitations,whicharetrans]atedintost¿ndardprocedures.Each

organizationinterpretsthesetguide]inesanddecideswhichcourseof

action to fake in order to achieve the desired results' This process entails

a degree of decentralization or delegation of authority' which in turn

produces a greater Problem'

Thesing]egreatestproblemincounterterrorism,whichisessentia}ly

basedoninformation,isthatdecentralizationdoesnotdiscourage

unreasonable degrees of compartment¿lization and inter-service rivalry'

organizationsandgovernmentsfrequentlyest¿blishsub-unitstodea}with

areas of security which may have been overlooked in the beginning of t'he

processandinaccordancetoperceivedshiflsinterroristtargeting.

These units and sub_units ho]d their own interests and information, and

seemingly unrelated or irrelevant bits of information may be overlooked'

Hence, an overall security structure that emphasizes delegation of authority

and the creation of an excess number of sub-units may unwittingly create

a situation in which information is gathered in a haphazard manner and

never used to its full potential. The proliferation of organizations and

sub-organizationscanaddtothepotentialforenormousandfrequent

securitY failures'

Anotherprobleminherentinbureaucraticgovernmentandre]atedto

competingorganizationsisthetendencytowardsecrecy'bothbetween

organizationsandbetweenthemandthegovernmentasawhoje.Itisnot

uncommonforsomeorganizationstooverlaptheiroperationswithout

discussingCooperation,creatingunnecessaryduplicationsofinformation
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which,inturn,mayproduceentirelydifferentconc]usionsuponcareful

analysis.Theanticipationofaneventmaythereforebecloudedinthe

eyesofgovernmentbecauseitreceivescontradictoryreports.Worseeti]]

istheSecrecyoforganizationswhendealingwithpoliticalmasters.Some

structures will be reluctant to divulge information which could be used by

governments in such a fashion as to create better policy and recognize

strengths and weaknesses among terrorist groups. The tendency of

organizationsandsub-unitstowardthisSecrecythereforecreates

inefficienciesthatcouldbeavoided,although&massive,centra]ized

organizationpresentsitse]fasacreationtobefeared.Proper

administrativeoversightmightthereforestrikeaba]ancebetweentbetwo

extremes.

In addition to organizational politics, bureaucratic poìitics affects the

plansandproceduresofcounterterrorism.Civi]servantswhohead

importanLorganizationsorsub-unitsmaytendtoemphasizetheimportance

oftheirunitinordertoreceivecontinuedfundingandfreater

recognition. when options for policies are presented to political masters'

these senior bureaucrats have a greal deal of controì over the available

choices. Rather than presenting a balanced perspective of available

options,itmaybecommonforasenior.departmentheadtohavemadethe

decisionaheadoftime;oneoptioncanbepresentedasthemostfavourable

one,withoneortwounacceptablechoicesonthemenu.Thegovernment

minister then naturally selects the best option as it has been presented'

whichcaninf}atetheimporLanceofthepresentingagencyandthehead

bureat¡cral.16 Indeed, the goals of the career civil servant may t¿ke

precedenceoverthegoalsofthegovernment,inthattheformerseeks
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$reaterpowerwhilethelatt,erseekseffectiveness.Whenthesegoalsclash'

the overall counterterrorism plan can lose the battle'

Eachbureeucracytendstoformaninternalsetofprioritiescalled

the ,,agency ideology".r? Since the top bureaucrats of each agency

possess the best and most accurate information regarding problems in their

issue-areas,theycanensurethatt,hegovernmentreceívesinformation

whichwilltendtoresultinanincreaseintheimportanceofthatagency

by becoming economical with the truth, or by giving the government select

bits of information as opposed to the full picture. The feasibilitv of

optionscanbemouldedbythesebureaucrats,ascanthetechniquesthat

will be used to implement the chosen course of action'l8

Thissituationmaynotnecessarilybethefaultofthebureaucracy

it,se}f,sincetherearethreemainreasonsforafailuretocomp}ywith

government directives, all of which involve poor communication'ls First'

operational]eve]officia]smaynotbeclearaboutthetasktheyare

supposedtoperformandwhatmeasuresshouidbeusedtoimplementthe

program.Second,bureaucratsmaynotbeab]etoperformcert¿int¿sks

becausethedirec|iveistoobroad,resultingintoomanyoptionsfor

operations.Third,bureaucratsmayresistdirectivesbecausepersonalor

organizationalinterestsmaycontradictthedirective.ordersmaybe

withheld,cosmeticchangesalonemayoccur,delaysmaybepiacedahead

of the directive, and the spirit of the order may be ignored'zo Alt this

maynotnecessari]yindicaleanyma]iceonthepartofthebureaucrats,but

itservestocomplicatethedecision-makingProcessandthecoherenceof

policies chosen bY governments'

Insummary'organizaLionaTandbureaucraticpoliticsmayhaveinputs
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into the structure, behaviour, and efficiency of counterterrorism' units

arecreated,sub-unitsareadded,andcompetitionbetweenthemincreases

witheachincrementalchange.Besidestheinefficienciescreatedbysuch

changes,theinformationblocksestablishedbetweentheorganizations

effectivelyhindergoodcounterterrorism.Governmentsmaytrytoremedy

thisbybudgetfeastsandfaminesorbyreplacingtopbureaucrats,but

theblockagesarelikelytoremain.TheonlyotheralLernativetothe

governmentisasystemofcommandandcontrolthatcanattemptto

coordinateagencies,centralizeinformation,controland]imitturfwars,and

prevent sysLemic abuses of power by competing organizations' To date'

thisoptionhasbeenchosenoverthelesspalatableoneofcreatingamore

centralized security structure, even though the latter would likely be more

effective. organizational and bureaucratic politics can be observed as a

hindrance to good counterterrorism in Britain, Germany and France in

empirical terms'

Thefourtheoretica]perspectivesmenLionedaboveprowidea

frameworkfortheanalysisofcounterterrorism.Thesehindrancesto

governmentactioninliberaldemocraciesareevidentinthesixmajorareas

ofgovernmentcountermeasures'includingovera]lpolicy,thesizeand

structureofpoliceforces,thecreationanddeploymentofspecialforces,

certainchangesandreformsincourtproceduresandiegalmeasures,the

est¿blishmentofcommandandcontrolstructuresdesignedtooverseethe

operationsofthenationalresponses,andthereformanddeploymentof

nationalintelligenceservicesagainstterrorist$roups.Thesesixareas

formthecoreofnationa]responsemechanismsandwillthusbeplaced

under tighter scrutiny than other responseS, such aS diplomacy and
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international law. While the latter two mechanisms are cert¿inly important

for the study of countertemorism, the secrecy of diplomacy in this field

prevents thorough examination. Second, international law has been almost

entirely ineffective in controtling terrorism; terrorists and their sponsors

flout the law, while liberal democracies must operate within it. Finally'

ethícal and moral issues related to state responses will not be examined in

detail, although the theoretical approach regarding the values of liberal

democracies provides stron$ hints about an interconnection between those

values and the ethical behaviour of gor.'ernments. For the purposes of this

paper, the aforementioned six mechanisms will serve as focal points'

First, Efovernments have been forced to est¿blish policy. Since no

response to terrorism can be developed or analyzed without some national

guideline, the policy of st¿tes is an important feature for the examination

of counterterrorism. Atl governmenLs start at a position of zetot or benign

neglect, since there is virtually no proof that any specific countermeasures

have been established. Policy reflects the overall position of governments

in that it demonstrates the conscious and intended desires of national

leadership.

There are a number of descriptive terms on the response continuum

beyond the position of benign neglect. 'Avoidancet suggests that a

government is aware that a threat exists, but there is uncertainty

regarding the nature and scope of the threat and the need for strict

countermeasures, resulting in no effective action. tActive involvement'

denotes a policy between avoidance and harsh countermeasures, reflecting

the early stages in the development of countertegorisrn in which

governments take only cautious and incomplete reactive stePs' Closely
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related to this poticy is tflexibilit,fo, in which glovernments use a broad

range of responses frorn surrender to retaliation and where no eingle

descriptio ît cð.rr be affixed to the long-term position of affected states; the

reactions of governments are essentially made in accordance with a specific

crisis. tNo concessionst refers to a general unwillingness to capitulate'

indicates that the government is prepared to enforce that policy choice

with a plethora of countermeasures, and that those countermeasures become

quite visible. rRet¿liation" which is at the extreme end of the spectrum'

suggests that governments have developed the political will and the

internal structures that can be used to strike back at terrorists and their

sponsors, including the use of armed force. The most desirable long-term

policy is tno concessionst, since goveÏnments come to the realization that

they have little to lose and possibly much to gain by refusing to allow

terrorism to succeed.

The second major cotrntermeasure involves police forces and the sub-

units that are added to traditional force postures. over periods of time

and in direct relation to threat, police forces expand enormously in terms

of manpower, computerizalion, and overall budgets. The third maior

countermeasure involves the establishment and use of specíal forces' or

those specialized units from military and paramilitary organizations that are

designed specifically to be used against terrorists, and therefore represent

the onset of a tougher policy. The fourth major set of countermeasures

involves incremental changes to criminal and procedural law, along with

changes in court procedures, including the use of juryless trials' The

fifth major countermeasure is indirect, in that governments establish

centralized command and controL structures in order to facilitate effective
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coordination between organizations and sub-uníLs, and to ensure effective

and timely transfer of information.

The sixth countermeasure available to governments is also arguably

the most important. National intelligence agencies are perhaps the only

means u'ith which governments can actually prevent terrorist attacks,

either singularly or as part of a larger campaign. Using methods and

procedures not generally available to other government bodies, intelligence

agencies have unique abilities that can be used for covert investigations,

warnings regarding future trends, the identification of terrorists, and the

use of djscreet measures against terrorists and their sponsors. Most

importantty, intelligence agencies are frequently cjted as the first line of

defence against terrorism, since timely and accurate information can assist

governments in poUcy-making and correct choices regarding the possibìe

use of direct or indirect force againsL terrorists. In the evolutior¡ of

counterterrorism, the expansion and use of intelligence agencies to provide

security represents the highest stage of development to date. Although

these organizaLions can function effectively only with the cooperation of

mililary, paramilitary, legal, police, and other countermeasures, the

inLelligence agencies can provide governments with the ability to pre-empt

the activities of terrorists. In this regard, the use of intelligence agencies

demonstrates tougher policies and therefore a demonstralion of stronger

overall policies. Finatly, an empirical examination of Europets three

greatest liberal democracies can provide the basis for determining the

similarities and differences between the three countries and the theoretical

explanations for divergences and convergences in policies.
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Chapter II: The United Kinedom

BackÃround

The United Kingdom has a long and bloody history regarding threats

to security other than conventional warfare, particularly with reference to

guerrilla warfare and terrorism.l In every inst¿nce of violent political

activity emanating from nonsLate actors, Great Britain has responded

accordingly, assigning special police units, intelligence agencies, the

military and the judiciary to roLes in the struggle for order. Every

campaign of terrorism has been met with appropriate countermeasures, such

as new legal measures by the go\¡ernment of the day, the use of troops in

the role of aid to the civil power, the tasking of intelligence assets to meet

the threat, and the creation of specialized police units charged with narrow

goals. Terrorists have accomplished litLle against the British with the

exception of assisting the authorities in the creation of new bureaucratic

machinery for the purpose of combating terrorism. Over the years, this

constant process of action and reaction between terrorists and governments

has resulted in a cluster of institutions and behavioral processes which

have now neared the apex of development.

One of the first instances of the process of counterterrorism

occurred in the early 1880s when Fenians rioted and bombed their way

through Great Britain, hoping to secure political change. This sort of

violence proved counterproductive, as it "led to the formation of the

Special Branch of the MetropoLitan Poljce".2 The 1916 Easter Uprising

accomplished nothing as well, save for the possible creation of the Irish

Republican Army (IRA) as a folk legend of sorls. The IRA had taken

advantage of British involvement in World War I to foment rebellion;



instead, they were quickly and forcefu).ly suppressed. The IRA continued

their campaign in 1919, ushering in a newer phase of terrorism and

guerrilla warfare. The Black and Tans, the British army and the police

were instrumental in suppressinS this period of violence, although the era

is negatively remembered for the questionable activities of the security

forces. By 7922 the process had killed some 300 people, wounded another

1000, and resulted in some Ê3 million in property damage.3 IRA terrorism

was enough of a problem that it forced the Stormont government to

introduce a new piece of legislation, the Civit Authorities (Special Powers)

Act 7922, which permitted internment of suspected IRA activists for

indefinite periods of time without trial or charge.a once again, the

terrorists had solved nothing, and the governments affected began their

journey toward a more complex procedure for combating terrorism.

Ïntermittent outbreaks of violence gave the Stormont government the

excuse to make the Special Powers Act permanent in 1933, even though the

Act had been intended as a temporary solution.s In 1g36 the IRA was

declared "an unlawful association", which sent the message to the IRA and

the public that terrorism would not be tolerated and any activity

associated with such a group would be regarded as illegal or as grounds

for investigation by the police.6 still, the existing po\¡/ers were

insufficient in the battle against the IRA. Their activities continued,

culminating in a bombing campaign in Coventry in 1939 which left five dead

and sixty wounded.T With v/ar on the horizon, the UK created the

Offences Against the State Act 1939. IRA members were subject to arrest

without warrant, imprisonment without trial, and regular searches of their

homes and businesses.s Militar¡' tribunals were established to try IRA
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prisoners, and the "const¿nt harassment" of the judiciary, t,he military and

the police served to drive the IRA underground for the duration of the

w"r.e FacÍng pressure from the British, Eire acted in kind; since it was

neutral in the war it had a vested interest in suppressing the IRA. The

possibility existed that the UK could invade the South in order to protect

the sea lanes and the all-important convoys from North America. The UK

v¡as satisfied, however, with retaining the North as a strategic naval patrol

area, and troop levels served to keep IRA activities to a minimum.

After the war, the new Labour government proposed reforms to the

education system, allowing for free higher education for Catholics as well

as Protestants. For the latter, this reform \¡/as a direct assault on the

perception of themselves &s the privileged part of society and was

interpreted as a threat to their social and political position; the last thing

the Protestants wanted was an educated Catholic,/nationalist minority

chatlenging the authority of the Loyalist Protestants.r0 The education

controversy served to exacerbate existing tensions, driving the wedge

bet'*'een the two political groupings even deeper.

The IRA proved a worthy adversary in spite of tough legislation and

the relative absence of the media. In 1954, the IRA was credited with two

attacks in two separate counties in Ulsterr yet litlle attention was paid to

these activities.ll Subsequently, the IRA began a campaign of terrorism

and guerrilla warfare throughout the North, but the combination of special

powers for the police, judicjal powers, internment and censorship served

to quell the campaign, even though this process lasted from L956-1962.12

The IRA appeared to have been defeated, although the authorities should

never have come to that conclusion given the past history of the Troubles.
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This attitude or policy of benign neglect would carry a heavy price for the

British in future yeers.

The IRA was cert¿inly not the only illegal paramilitary organization

in Ulster, then or now. The Loyalists created their own terrorist groups

on the pretext of self-defence. When the Repubrt"rn" staged a march in

1966 to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the Easter Uprising, the

Protestants were infuriated. Under the leadership of 'Gusty' Spence, who

feared that British negligence would result in a united Ireland, the

Protestants formed the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) in 1966 to counter the

nascent, tight community spirit of the Republicans.13 If conflict erupted

again under the flag of the IRA, the UVF would respond forcefully to make

up for the inaction of Stormont and Westminster. Indeed, the UVF carried

out its first terrorist act on April 16, 1966. There is little or no evidence

to suggest the British government was the least bit concerned about this

polarization into paramilikry organizations, nor is there any evidence of

involvement in the area by the Special Branch (RUC) or the intelligence

agencies. The formation of the UVF was clearly a warning that went

unheeded by Great Britain, particularly significant in view of its position

of ignorance regarding the IRA. The situation in Ulster would become

uncontrollabÌe because of this policy; without advance warning the British

were unable to co-opt the growing militancy on both sides of the quarrel.

The paternalism of the Protestant majority in Ulster led directll' to

the formation on February 1, 1967, of the Northern lreland Civil Rights

Association (NICRA), which was established to gain electoral reform and to

change discriminatory practices in hiring and public housing.ra Modetled

to some degree after the procedures of Martin Luther King Jr. in the
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United States, the organization Bought change without violence, although

the Loyalists were suspicious of this claim. Their fears became justified,

as NICRA was penetrated by both the Trotskyist International Group of

London and the Marxist Official IRA.ls It appeared that ¡{ICRA was merely

a front for communists and thus represented a threat to the Loyalists, who

were both staidly conservative in social matters and unwavering in their

dedication to the Monarchy. The threat to the Loyalists was increasing:

the paramilitaries were in the process of being formed; marches,

demonstrations and riots began to occur; the security forces were unable

to cope with the rise in street violence. Public order rdas dissolving

rapidly, and each side in the dispute Ìooked to their paramilit¿ry

associations to protect them from the other party or to avenge the other's

activities. Inexplicably, there was little action from Stormont, and nothing

at all from Westminster. The policy of benign neglect was now sho,"'jng

results with the deaths and injuries of Ulster's citizens, and there was

little or no intelligence to use in strategic threat assessments. Despite

violence in the streets and rising tensions, by 1968 London "responded

lethargically", preferring instead to let the police in Ulster handle the

problem.16 Terrorism was already establishing itself in Europe, Iargely

a result of Vietnam, the Six Day War, student radicalism, and a subsequent

disrespect for authority. In the process of attempting to remain isolated

from these outbreaks of terrorism, or perhaps due to complete denial,

terrorism and the breakdown of public order took Great Britain almost

completely by surprise.
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The Modern Aee Beeins: 1969-1972

The attitude, Íf not the policy, of successive British governments

since the 1920s was to "let sleeping dogs lie".r? This was particularly

applicable to the lrish Question, but had ramifications beyond t^hat region.

l{estern Europe was under some strain at the time from the early vestiges

of revolutionary violence by student radicals, aircraft seizures by a

variety of Sroups, and occasional outbursts of attention-seeking

Palestinians, who had decided to use Europe's openness for publicity,

surrogate warfare and revenge. Inexplicably, Great Brit¿in considered

terrorism to be a problem for others,r8 despite growing violent activities

in Ireland and the occasional bombing in England or Scotland by the Angry

Brigades, only when the latter began to destroy British property were

some counte¡measures instituted; it represented the earliest vestiges of the

British response to terrorism, but did not demonstrate the existence of a

coherent policy. By this time, ho"r'ever, pubtic order was deteriorating

rapidly in Ulster and the British were forced to respond.

The year 1969 was a banner year for the beginnings of IRA terrorism

and for demonstrating that the British government, along with Stormont,

had little information on what was happening and virtually no plan of

action. The Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and the Ulster Special

Const¿bulary (B-Specials) were the primary response units, and the British

sent in a small contingent of troops for the purpose of defending certain

inst¿llations. Still, the British were hesitant to become involved in the

rioting or the counterterrorist operations in Ulster, preferring to leave

that role for the local police. This highly cautious approach allowed the

situation to become worse, and it would not be long until the British r+'ould
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have to assume primary responsibility for counterterrorism and public

order.

The greatest problem at the time was the iack of intelligence

regarding the overall political conditions in Ulster and the activities of the

IRA. The RUC had merely 3OOO staffls, which wa^s hardly enough to

blanket the area in any concerted effort to gain low-level intelligence on

potentially violent individuals and the organizations to which they

belonged. By April 1969, the IRA became more organized and proceeded to

undercut the authority of the police, who were largely blamed for failing

to prevent Protestant attacks on Catholics. The IRA succeeded in forming

'No-Go' areas, effectively throwing the police out of select Catholic areas;

they became, in effect, the only authority in some neighbourhoods. The

No-Go areas of Andersonstown, Bogside and Creggan 'was seen [sic] by the

Protestants as a dÍrect challenge to their majority in the Province"20, and

tempers began to boil over. By August 1969, the rioting in Ulster was noL

only frequenL, but the groups were large and out of control. The failure

of British political leaders fo t¿sk the intelligence agencies with gathering

information in Ulster was now paying off. According to the Rt. Hon. James

Callaghan, MP, who was the Home Secretary from 1967 to 1970, "At that

sLage we knew little enough at first hand about what was going on, and

had few reliable means of finding out".21 Westminster had "iittle or no

concrete information" regarding the activities of the IRA and any possible

countermeasures; there was only one senior civil servant in Ulsler at the

time.zz The policy of benign neglect had failed.

The events of 1968 and 1969 did not go unnoticed in the Republic of

Ireland. Charles Haughey and another member of the Dáil proposed
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sending troops to the border, the est¿blishment of field hospitals and

refugee camps, training for Northern lrish Catholics in the army, and the

possible intervention of lrish troops into the border regions.zs The

situation deteriorated to such a degree that the lrish Minister of Defence

"began to draw up military contingency plans".24 The British responded

to the anarchical situation by deploying troops at 5:15 p.m. on August L4,

1969.25 Tokl troop levels by mid-September reached 7500 men, placing

the military into the role of colonial police.26 The B-Specials were

disbanded, the army established the Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR) under

its direct control, and the Special Air Service (SAS) was introduced "for

a few weeks".2? It was now apparent that the British government was

no longer willing to tolerate extreme civil disorder, and showed a

willingness to confront terrorism directly. In this sense, counterterrorism

policy had moved from benign neglect to the other extreme of using the

military as the lead agency. The army would continue in this role longer

than could have possibly been predicted,

The army had been deployed for the purposes of restoring public

order, confronting the rise of the IRA, and quite possibly to discourage

covert intervention from Eire. At the time, however, terrorism did not

have the frequency or the large-scale lethality that it would have in the

near future. Thus, public order could be regarded as the primary reason

for the introduction of the military. Meanwhile, the problem of aerial

piracy was becoming more serious, and it was apparent that Brit¿in could

not remain immune from this scourge. Leila Khaìed, an infamous Palestinian

terrorist, was placed in the custody of the British after the 1970 muìtipJe

hijacking to Dawson's Field, Jordan. Less than two months later, the PFLP
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hijacked a British Airways VC-10 en route to London from Bahrain.zs

Khaled was released in accordance w-ith the demands of the hijackers.

Great Britaín could not respond to the situation any other way, since there

were small children on board the plane; a refusal to negotiate or eapitulate

would have been politically untenable. Nevertheless, the incident displayed

that the UK had "a less than firm and uncompromising stand over hijack

blackmail".29 The release of Khaled by the British was, in fact, "in

contravention of their own legal principles"30, &nd demonstrated the point

that the UK was not yet prepared to meet terrorist threats with the vigour

they would eventually require in the process of developÍng an effective set

of institutions for countering terrorism. The apex of Lhis development

would require several more years to become established and to point tbe

way for other countries.

The most important development at the time regarding terrorism in

the United Kingdom was, without a doubt, the split which occurred within

the IRA. Dissatisfied u'ith the more rpolitical' approach of the Marxist

Official IRA, a group of individuals established the Provisional IRA in

December 1969.31 Casuallies were not especially high under the régime

of the OIRA -- some 15 people were killed by the terrorists in 1969.32

PIRA wanted to pursue a different strategy; its members were less patient

than the committed Marxists and would settle for nothing less than a

united, socialist Ireland as soon as possible. That effectively required

PIRA to become much more aggressive in its campaign to destroy British

morale and drive them out of Ulster, and the casualty rate in the ensuing

years would be horrible testament to their determination.33 The British

were under assault from many sources by the beginning of 1970. PIRA
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surfaced on January 10' L970 in Dublin3a, signalling a newer and bloodier

campaign to follow. The Angry Brigade was bombing its way through Great

Britain, although it would be disassembled in 1971. Terrorists were

establishing themselves as serious threats in Germany, the Middte East, the

united states, and central America. In ulster, the greatest single

countermeasure for such activity was a series of incremental increases in

the number of troops from 7500 in the fall of 1969 to some 13,000 by July

1970.3s The British made occasional attempts to ameliorate complaints

regarding civil rights, but "encountered intractable opposition from

Stormont".36 PubÌic order remained unrestored, terrorism was on the

rise, and Brítish policy seemed locked in "a period of indecision".3? To

complicate matters, the British police held the attitude that "every lrishman

was a terrorist", making relations between the two ethnic and religious

groups somewhat tense in Great Britain itself.38 The Engtish eyed the

Trish with great suspicion despite the fact that there was little or no

evidence linking 'maínland' Irish with the Troubles. Fear and hatred

guided policy on the ground as opposed to proper intelligence assessments

and recruiting' and in spite of acceptable police conduct. The government

had not yet communicated an effective policy to the police, nor was one in

sight. Effectively the only line of deferrce in Great Britain, the police were

forced to conduct counterterrorism on an ad hoc basis. It would not

change much in the near future.

Ìn 1971 the United Kingdom began serjous attempts toward restoring

order in Ulster as well as in Great Brit¿.in. The Immigration Act of 19?i

slightly increased the power of immigration officers to exclude suspected

terrorists from Great Britain; fears persisted that terrorists from the
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Middle East were trying to establish t,he UK as a centre for subversive and

violent activities.3s Meanwhile, the ångry Brigade, a group of student

anarchists, established notoriety by bombing a number of installations

across northern England. The police came under some political pressure

to effect Bome arrests, but a more pressing issue was at hand.ao It was

clear by now that the unarmed British police were ill-suited for

antiterrorism, and that the threat of multiple explosions required an

appropriate countermeasure.

The Bomb Squad was formed by the end of July 1971 and was placed

under the control of Scotland Yard's Serious Crimes Squad.al Due to the

increased capability of the police, the Angry Brigade "was virtually

destroyed as a functioning entity by a series of arrests in 1g?1".42 The

result of their efforts to terrorize was threefold: First, the British began

to make use of "p""iulir"d units to carry out political ob jectives, as

opposed to complete reliance on existing structures. This would be a

harbinger of things to come. second, the creation of the Bomb squad

signalìed a greater interest in terrorism by the political masters and the

police. Third, "their most significant achievement was to convince the

police of the need to concentrate research on terrorism".43 Eight

terrorists were arrested and four convicted; their efforts had not only

been counterproductive, but had demonstrated an unwillingness of the

government to allow such activities. Serious efforts at counterterrorism

were beginning in earnest.

The conflict in Ulster was not nearing any soìution, despite attempts

by the British Lo reform Parliament in order to give greater representation

to the Catholic Irish. Bombings and shootings occurred with regular
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frequency, and civil order was no nearer at hand than it had been at any

other time. On February 1., 1971, the first British soldier was killed by a

terrorist.44 The army and the police began to change t¿ctics. The army

established the Military Reconnaissance Force (MRF) in 1971, t¿sked with

both rural and urban deep-cover operations.4s The SAS helped the RUC

develop a specialized unit, E4A, which gained the same t¿ctics and

capabilities as the SAS. The British tasked both MI5 (BSS) and MI6 (SIS)

to operate in Ulster, although the latter is normally forbidden from

participating in internal activities.46 The UK was nov/ demonstrating a

greater interest in the establishment of effective intelligence-gathering

units as well as nurturing a greater role for covert activities in Northern

Ireland. With the reconstruction of the RUC, the use of the RUC Special

Branch, the establishment of E4A and the MRF, and the deployment of the

traditional intelligence agencies, Great Britain's Tory government was

changing its policy from benign neglect to active intervention with non-

traditional means.

Unfortunately, the Special Branch had a habit of tagging its files

"For UK Eyes Only",4? liaison between the intelligence agencies wês

"poor"48, and the police and army jealously guarded their info¡mation.

This effectively cancelled many positive effects which could have been

achieved as a result of the sharp increase in attention paid Lo intelligence.

Added to that problem, the OIRA was able to tap a teleprinter line linking

army headguarters with t¿ctical headquarters; they were apparently "able

to read the plain language daily intelligence summaries and also battalion

commanderst requests for permission to raid specific houses".4s Thu

British seriously underestimated the capabilities of their adversaries.
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The increased attention to intelligence-gathering did not come in time

to prevent any increase in violent activities. From January to July 19?1

there \^/ere some 304 bombings.so On March 72, 19?1, over 5,000 people

from both the Catholic and Protestant communities marched in the streets,

demanding stronger countermeasures to IRA activities. A resolutjon was

handed to the Ulster Unionist Party, which st¿ted:

We, the engineering workers of Harland and l{olff, composed
of all shades of political and religious beliefs, call on the
Northern lreland Government to immediately arrest and intern
all known members of the Republican Army. In our opinion if
this is not done at once we could well be facing further
murders and outrages. . . sr

Minor concessions were made to the Catholic community, parades were

prohibited, and greater control was sought over the sale and possession

of weapons and explosives.s2 Brian Faulkner, the Priure Minister of

Northern lreland, suggested that the IRA had sanctuaries and unofficial

supportfrom the Republic of Ireland, and furthermore "claimed that 85 per

cent of ltheir] weapons came from Eire".53 There were twenty bombings

between August 1 and August 8,7977, and yet another Protest¿nt

paramilitary organization was established -- the Ulster Defence Association

(UDA).54 The possibility of full-scale civil war could not be ruled out,

and Faulkner concluded that serious countermeasures would have to be

implemented immediately.

The violence in Ulster required more than the establishment of

special unils, especially sÍnce they appeared on the Bcene so late. On

August 5, 1971, Faulkner met with Prime Minister Heath and discussed the

implementation of the Civil Authorities (Special Powers) Act 1922 in order

to quell the violence in Ulster.ss On August 9, 1971, Faulkner announced

the reinstatement of the Special Powers Act:
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Every means has been tried to make terrorists amenable to t,he
law. Nor have such methods been without success, because a
substantial number of the most prominent leaders of the rRA
are now serving ordinary prison sentences. But the tenorist
campaign continues at an unacceptable level, and I have had
to conclude that the ordinary law cannot deal complehensively
or quickly enough with such ruthless viciousness.s6

section l-0 of the Act authorized the RUc tÐ det¿in any person for up to

48 hours "for the purpose of interrogation"; Section 11 allowed arrests

without warrant based merely on suspicÍon and the possession of an

"article, book, letter, or other document" which might lead a police officer

to suspect any given person of being a member or supporter of a terrorist
group.sT

The security forces received vastly strengthened powers under

Section 11(1):

Any person authorised for the purpose by the civil Authority
. . . may arrest without warrant any person whom he suspects
of acting or of having acted or of being about to act in a
manner pre ju dicial to the preservation of the peace or
maintenance of order . . . s8 -

There was no provision requiring suspicion to be 'reasonablet, as required

under normal British Common Law. Furthermore, a provision was added to

accommodate the perceived need for detention beyond normal criminal

proceedings:

Any person 60 arrested ffiâyr on the order of the Civil
Authorit¡', be detained either in any of Her Majesty's prisons
or elsewhere, as may be specified in the order, upon such
conditions as the civil Authority may direct, until he has been
discharged by direction of the Attorney Ç_enerar or is brought
before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction.ss

The Special Powers Act marked a dramatic changle in the British approach

to civiì conflict in Ulster. Approved by Westminster, it was apparent that

there was more interest in suppressing the conflict. The combination of

special legislation, increased concentration on intelligence, and the creatjon
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and use of specialized police and military units laid the groundwork for

future counterterrorist efforts by Britain,

The problem of terrorism wouid reach epidemic proportions in L972,

and some events suggested there was still no concrete policy in place,

although stricter countermeasures were being established. PIRA had moved

into the taxi business, creating a source of funding through extortion and

quasi-legal business ventures which allowed them to purchase more

weapons and place more members on the payroll.60 Some 300 buses were

destroyed, costing the taxpayers about å10 million.sl PIRA showed its

intention to cause economic damage as weÌl as fear and death. During the

course of the year there would be 10,630 shootings and 7382 bombings,

reflecting the absolute chaos of the environment.6z The British would

eventually be forced to respond with greater intensity.

One event in 7972 did more to affect the process of politics and

counterterrorism than could have been imagined. PIRA was becoming much

deadlier than before and the security forces were placed in a much more

difficult and tense position. On January 30, yet another riot occurred,

with troops called in to assist in crowd control. The troops opened fire

on the crowd, killing 13 and wounding scores of others.63 The Republic

of Ireland recalled its ambassador to London, and the British embassy in

Dublin was burned to the ground while Irish police and firefighters stood

back and watched. The event "produced such a degeneration in security

that Westminster instituted direct rule of Northern Ireland in March".64

The shooting inspired further acts of terrorism. On Februarl' 22,

19'72, the OTRA bombed the officers' mess at Aldershot, killing seven.65

The const¿nt action/reaction of violence had reached a peak, and "the
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stage was 6et, for the Prevention of Terrorism Act, which would be

introduced in another year and a half.66 The UK was clearly well on its
way to another step up the ladder toward t,he full development of a

comprehensive counterterrorism program.

The worsening situation in Ulster prompted the British to assume

lega) control of all matters relating to Northern Ireland in March 1,972,

Prime Minister Faulkner had resisted attempts by the British to improve

security and socÍal balance, so Stormont was dissolved. Westminster was

now placing itself in the most active role possible by assuming alt

legislative and security functions in Ulster. In the meantime, terrorist

incidents increased in frequency, and an alarming trend was discovered.

on March 28, 1972, after shadowing the cargo ship s.s. claudia from

Tripoli' the Royal Navy instructed the Irish Navy to inspect the contents

of the ship. on board were five tons of armaments, inctuding sA-z

missiles, all provided courtesy of col. eaddafi of Libya.67 The event

signalìed a broadening of the conflict to include outside powers, which

would bedevil British efforts to control the IRA.

The dissolution of Stormont and the assumption of all functions of

go\¡ernment and security by the British resulted in a temporar)' period of

confusion of aims in counterterrorism policy. From active involvement and

a desire not to placate the IRA, the British briefly wavered from the hard

line policy. The army was ordered into a position of "low profiìe"68,

causing the flow of intelligence into the hands of the security forces to be

practically eliminated.69 IRA prisoners under orders of internment were

effectively granted political prisoner status, which only served to legitimize

their existence as a fighting unit and not a band of criminals.To The,H-
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Blockst, as the groups of Nissen huts were called, eerved to encourage

communication between terrorists to the point where they became the

greatest source of terrorist education in Ulster.Tr The frequency of

terrorist incidents nearly doubled from March to April,?z eignalling that

the scaling back of the military in security operations was & serious

mistake, The problem would become worse.

The post of Secret¿ry of St¿te for Northern Ireland was created by

the resumption of Direct Rule in March, and the first to hold the position

was William Whitelaw. Tasked with the responsibility for all Northern lrish

affairs, Whitelaw assisted in demonstrating the confusion in British policy

at the time. In April and May, Whitelaw released a number of terrorists

from internment, including Gerry Adams, one of the leaders of PIRA. Man]

of those released immediately returned to their respective terrorist Sroups

armed with greater knowledge of the business of violence.?3 Poii"y

changed from 'hard line' to 'negotiations'. Adams had been released as a

precondition to hold talks with the IRA, and an RAF plane was placed at

their disposal.Ta Secret talks with the IRA were held between June 26

and July 9, while the IRA declared a temporary ceasefire.Ts The talks

ultimately failed and the TRA had the time to gather its strength.

Terrorism resumed with greater vigour than before.

While British policy was in a state of flux and specific security

measures were being reassessed, the frequency of terrorist acts and

casualties both began to increase. In March 1972, there were 535 shootings

and bombings (the two most common types of attacks); the figure increased

to 829 in April; 131? in May; 1332 in June; 2962 in July.76 In tot¿l there

were nearly 4300 terrorist incidents by shooting and bombing alone since
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the resumption of Direct Rule. This dramatic increase in terrorist activity

was attributable to two causes. First, the reduction in activity by the

army as ordered by the new government contributed to an increase in the

ability of the IRA to reassemble its forces, recruit more menbers, and

gather more weapons. Essentially, the time given to them was put to good

use. Second, fluctuations during this time in British policy served to give

the IRA a boost in morale since they could have interpreted a lack of

resolve on the part of the British as a sign of weakness which required

exploitation. The IRA thought it was close to realizing its dream of troop

withdrawal by t¿king advantage of an apparently weak government. That

situation would not last.

With the failure of talks with the IRA and a genera,lly deteriorating

security situation, Great Britain began to regain its former hard line and

laid the foundation for security policy in the future. on July 21, tg7z,

otherwise known as Bloody Frida¡', the IRA detonated twenty bombs in

Belfast alone, killing nine civilians and inflicting more than 130

casualties.T? The incident gave an extra boost to public revulsion at the

IRA and its activities and gave the British a much needed opportunity to

re-establish their credibility regarding securÍty. fn response, the Brjtish

Íncreased the number of troops in ulster from about 16,ooo at the

beginning of summer to 21,800 by the end of July.?8 On July 81, Ig7Z,

the army launched tOperation Motorman', which was designed to partialÌ.v

smash the foothold that had been established and held by the IRA in key

areas. The tNo-Got areas in Bogside, Andersonstown, and Creggan were

dismantled by force of arms by an army trained in counterinsurgency and

urban warfare.?e The operation was designed to increase the credibility
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of British forces in eecuriLy matters at the expense of the IRA.

Additionally, the presence of a legal armed force served to drive a wedge

between the local population and the recruitment efforts of the temorists.

Furthermore, a number of arrests of the top leadership of the IRÁ,

combined with the flight of many others to the Republic, served to produce

an immediate demonstration of the capacity of the security forces to

dismantle IRA operations. From a figure of 2962 shootings and bombings

in July, the comparatively small number of 766 was recorded in August and

the latter figure stayed relatively constant well into the following year.80

While the situation in Ulster stabilized to some degree, other events

in the UK and elsewhere served to assist the British government in the

formulation of policy and specialized units. On September 9, 1972 the

IsraeÌi Consul to London was assassinated.sl This was followed by two

waves of letter bombs, which were both intercepted by British intelligence.

The first wave, consisting of some 40 bombs, was mailed from Amsterdam;

the second batch was mailed from Malaysia. The UK wa.s experÍencing a

virtual state of war in Northern Ireland as well as the effects of

international teruorism, and they would have to prepare themselves for the

onslaught.

There is no other incident in the history of counterterrorism quite

like the fallout after the Munich Olympics of 7972, The Israeli Ol¡'mpic

team had been taken hostage by the Black September Organization with

assistance from the Red Army Faction. When the Bavarian police botched

an attempt at interventjon after refusing an Israeli offer to rescue the

hostages, the resulting deaths of alÌ the hostages shocked the world. No

other incident to this point did more to give a number of countries a
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collective slap in the face. It was now apparent that regular police forces

were unable to carry out a firefight with a band of terrorists; special

units were clearly required. The embarrassment and shock experienced by

the Germans would cause their own structures to change, but in the UK

this translated into an immediate authorization by Prime Minister Heath to

create a special unit within the SAS calìed the Counter-Revolutionarv

Warfare unit, or CRW.82 Other changes would follow.

The Special Patrol Group (SPG), which was originalJy est¿blished in

1965 as a rapid-reaction police backup unit, was changed to round-the-

clock operations in October L972.83 Tasked with counterterrorism,

narcotics raids, and other serious crimes, the SPG had 20O officers in six

separate units, some of which were armed. An SPG unit, comprised of 300

men, was established in Ulster later in the fall.8a The Civit Contingencies

Unit' or CCU, was est¿blished as an advisory body to keep senior officials

informed of serious threats to public order from terrorism. The creation

of specialized agencies to deal with terrorism had begun in earnest.

The problem in Ulster had deteriorated from bad to worse. The army

was able to reduce, but not eliminate, the threat of terrorism. The British

embarked on a quest for a new legal structure in Northern Ireland so that

the process of counterterrorism could have the appearance and credibility

in accordance with the rule of law. Judge Diplock was sent to Ulster to

assess the existing legal machinery and reported his findings in December

of r972. By this point the intimidation of jurors, judges, magistrates and

the generaì public had become so endemic that "the process of law becanle

unworkable", despite previous emerglency legislation.Ss

Judge Diplockts main recommendations concerned the intimidatÍon and
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fear caused by terrorism and how to create a court system less susceptible

to thís p""""ur".86 Diplock recommended that t,here be some effort to

reduce the practice of the executive power of detention where possible and

replace it with Sreater powers for the judiciary, provided the level of

intimidation could be reduced at the same time. Terrorist crimes were to

be placed in a separaLe category from reguÌar crimes by referring to them

as Scheduled Offences; the difference between the two typoìogies would be

dictated by the intended result of the criminal act and would be included

in any new statute, subject to the interpretation of the goal of the crime

by a police officer', member of Her Majesty's Armed Forces, or a judge. All

scheduled offences were recommended to be tried without jury. The armed

forces were recommended to receive partial police powers of arrest and

detention of suspecLed terrorists for up to four hours. The onus of proof

regarding the possession of firearms and explosives was to be reversed,

requiring the terrorist suspect to prove to the court that he or she had

no knowledge of the existence of such materials. Diplock further

recommended that confessions should be admissible for scheduled offences

except in cases where the confession was made under conditions of torture.

Signed statements could be accepted as evidence before the court in place

of individual represenLation where that individual would not or could not

appear before the court, due to either death, incapacitation, or fear.

By the end of 1972 Diplock had noted the unworkable system of larn'

in Northern lreland and the existence of a number of terrorist groups in

spite of the fact that both wings of the IRA and the Ulster Volunteer Force

(UVF) had been banned. The policy of detention had not succeeded in

Diplock's eyes, but rather than dispense r*'ith the procedure he
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recommended modifications. Detention would still be allowed but the court
would be the final guarantor of the rule of law and would attempt to

ensure that no innocent civilians were detained on a semi-permanent basis.

According to Diplock,

we think that it is justifiable to t¿ke the risk that
occasionally a person who takes no part in terrorist activityand has no special knowìedge about terrorist organizations
should be detained for such a short time [a week] . . . ratherthan that guilty men shou_ld escape Justice because oftechnical rules about arrest.ET

Diplock's report was an attempt to provide the authorities with the tools

with which to combat terrorism, while attempting to maintain a democratic

balance for those not involved in terrorism. The recommendations were a

clear message to the public that terrorism would not be tolerated, and a

clear message to the terrorists that they could not defeat the British

outside accepted legal conventions. The recommendations set the stage for
counterterrorism policy for the future. The British recognized that a

combination of specialized units in the police and the military, along with
judicial reform and better intelligence, would be the best basis for the

development of counLerterrorism for decades to come.

Establishine the Framern'ork: 19?3-1g74

By the end of 7972 Lhere were a number of modifications regarding

the threat of terrorism. The OIRA had ceased operationss8 other than

political a$itation, PIRA had shown itself to be remarkably resilient despite

the massive efforts of Operation Motorman, and international terrorism

increased in intensity and shock value throughout Europe. The British

became aware that a three-tiered strategy was required to retain control

over the thleat of terrorism, including political activities to deflate the
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crisis and reduce the recruitment base for terr.orists, stringent and

intensive security efforts through specíal units, and legal reforms. This

plan of action gradually evolved after the Diplock Report was accepted and

continued to the end of I974, The intelligence services clearly knew that

the IRA would present a threat to security which would have to be dealt

with quickly and efficientìy. However, the British Treasury was unwilling

to expand the role and resources of BSS (MI5) in order for them to

provide countermeasures against both the IRA and Soviet espionage

activities.se A proposal was made to intercept communications between

IRA camps in western freland and Dublin using the British Embassy as a

reception point. This proposal was overruled by the Foreign Office, a.s was

a plan to tinker with IRA detonators. The possibility of a scandal

resulting from public disclosure of intelligence-gathering by communications

interceptions ,n'as inexplicably regarded as a greater risk than what might

have beer¡ gained by such activities, and the notion of boobytrapping

detonators was regarded by senior BSS officials as an untenable option

given the low regard for intelligence at the time.e0 The intelligence

services were thus not used to the extent they could have been under

stronger leadership and with greater confidence shown by their political

masters.

The IRA had certainly not been decimated by Operation Motorman,

although there was a marked decline in the frequency of their operations.

From a peak of 2778 shootings and 184 bombings in July 7972, the figures

declined in August to 640 shootings and 126 bombings.sl This level of

activity remained reasonably constant well into 1973. Officiat estimates of

IRA strength at the time usuall¡' hovered between L000 and 1200
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members.9z In fact, rRA strength was almost certainly much greater;

between March I972 and April L9?3, 96? terrorists were killed or wounded

and a further 5150 were captured, for a tot¿l of 6117 put out of action

during that year.s3 IRA activities did not decrease despite these heavy

losses, suggesting repeated underestimation of IRA strength. It would

prove difficult for the authorities to control terrorism when operating with

such estimates.

The authorities moved in 19?3 to begin the process of transforrøing

the conflict from what appeared to be a counterinsurgency campaign to

using the rule of law under exceptional circumstances. The RUC was

strengthened in manpower levels and the number of troops in Ulster

declined to 16,500 by June 1973.s4 The British government began to

reform the pracess of criminal law to make it fit the special circumstances

in Ulster, while attempting to maintain as many tradjtions as possible

according to regular common larn'. The process of establishing a concrete

framework for counterterrorism began.

The Northern Ireland (Emergency Prorrisions) Act received Royal

Assent on July 25, 1973 and came into force on August 8, 1g?3.ss Most

of the recommendations made by Lord Diplock were incorporated into the

new Act, as were a number of provisions from the Special Powers Act.96

The latter had been a major irrit¿nt for the Northern lreland Civil Rights

Association (NICRA), so the Emergency provisions Act can be seen as an

attempt by the British government to ameliorate the concerns of activists,

remove support for the IRA, yet still retain extensive powers for the police

and the military. Six terrorist groups were proscribed, including the IRA

and the uvF.s7 Membership, dressing in a manner suggesting membership
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or expressing symPathy þ¡ith a proscribed orgenization all became

scheduled offences.ss ¿dditionally, trials for scheduled offences noh,

involved a single judge without jury; powers of search, entry, arrest, the

seizure of property, and detention were increased.99 The police were

given the authority to arrest on the suspicion, rather than reasonable

suspicion, that a person might be a member of a proscribed organization

and could hold that person without warrant for ?2 hours, Photographs

and fingerprints could be taken even if no charge were laid, and force

could be used to accomplish those objectives.l00 Written confessions

were allowed by the courts. The military was thrust into the position of

a reserve police force and were given the power to delajn on their own

suspicion any person suspected of having committed, being about to commit

or in the process of committing a criminal act which could be counted as

a scheduled offence. The Secl'etary of St¿te for Northern Ireland retained

the power to detajn suspected terrorists indefinitely.tot The accused

could no longer maintain silence during questioning or in ìegaì proceedings

without sanction; the principle of reverse onus was establjshed regarding

the possession of firearms or expìosives, requiring the accused to prove

he had no knowìedge of the existence of such proscribed articles; and any

member of the security forces could stop any person and question him to

determine his identity, movements, and an¡. knowledge he might have of a

proscribe d organization. The Secretary of St¿te had the power to seize

any land, buildings, or any other property. It became illegal to withhold

information about proscribed organizations, to gather information about the

security forces for the purpose of giving that information to a terrorist
groupr or to engage in any form of intelligence gathering for a proscribed
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organization.loz

Most importantly, the new Act reguired the British government to

make a legal working definition of terrorism for the first, time. Terrorism

was defined as "the use of violence for political ends and includes any use

of violence for the purpose of putting the public or any section of the

public in ¡uu"tt.Io3 A terrorist was defined as "a person who is or has

been concerned in the commission or attempted commission of any act of

terrorism or in directing, organising'r or training persons for the purpose

of terrorism".l04 The combination of expanded powers under a legal

framework, along with a definition of the problem, gave the authorities a

solid and semi-permanent basis for counterterrorism in law.10s The Act

would remain largely unchanged for nearly two decades.

The situation in Ulster was compiicated in the Spring of 1973 by the

emergence of two new terrorist groups, the Red Hand Commando and the

ulster Freedom Fighters (uFF),106 both of which would be ouilawed by

the end of the year,107 Bombs were detonated at the old Bailey and

Scotiand Yard on March 8, signalling a shift in the conflíct to the mainland

of Great Britain.lo8 on a singìe day that month,2b0 peopte in Engìand

were injured by terrorist bombs.los The terrorist campaign had

broadened, yet this very spread of terrorism "Look the authorities off

guard", thus displaying a weakness in their inteiligence efforts.lr0 The

terrorist campaign would once again lead to unintended consequences, as

the British government began to draft the Prevention of Terrorism

(Temporary Provisions) Act.11r The efforts by terrorists would be

rewarded by stringent measures against them, and would strengthen Great

Britaints resolve not to concede to violence.
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The creation of t,he Emergency Provisions Act, in L973 was the legal

measure needed for the rule of law to be observed while giving the

security forces better tools with which to defeaL or cont¿in terrorism. The

creation, over a relatively short perÍod of time, of specialized units such

as the SPG (Special Patrol Group), MRF (l'lilitary Reconnaissance Force), E4A

(the RUC's version of the SAS), and MSU (l'tobile Support Unit) in Ulster

represented the willingness and need by the authorities to utilize speciaì

covert units. These two tracks formed the core of counterterrorism and

demonstrated the political will required for a hard-line security policy.

Separate from these arrangements and structures were political tcarrotst,

such as the Sunningdaìe negotiations on a new Parliament for Northern

Irelan d.

The guest for a political solution had not ceased, despite the

appearance of stricter security and some degree of success by the

combination of legal reform and special units. The Heath government

proposed a set of discussions regarding the parliamentary status of

Northern lreland on March 20, I973, with participation from all interested

Northern political parties as well as the government of Eire.rrz The new

Parliament was to have 80 seats and the Catholic minority would have equal

representation in the executive branch. Talks were held in August and

September in Belfast and Dublin, respectively, and a larger conference was

held at Sunningdale between December 6 and 9, 1973. Agreement was

found, and it seemed that the political solution so long sought was at hand.

However, the representatives, including the British, miscalculated the

willingness of the Protestants to fight and the agreement collapsed shortly

thereafter as a direct resuit of Protestant anger.rl3 The Protestants
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were unwilling to submit to an agreement that appeared to appease the

nationalist community, and a good chance for negotiations would not occur

for another twenty years. Counterterrorism wouid largely be in t,he domain

of the police, the courts and the military.

Terrorist activities did not disappear as a result of the Emergency

Provisions Act, and may have been broadened as a result thereof. The IRA

changed its pattern of activities on the mainland to inciude the use of

'sleepers', who would be called upon to perform outrages at the request

of the commanding élite, and the internal structure of the IRA shifted to

cellular formations, much like their revolutionary cousins in West Germany,

and thanks to better British security procedures. Meanwhile, the Tories

under Heath were defeated by the Labour party, and the iatter would

oversee the expansion of counterterrorism on the mainland to supplement

efforts in Ulster.

The threat of terrorism came from all sides in the UK. The IRA was

becoming more sophisticated and had certainly proved its tenacity.lla

Loyalist groups were showing themselves as very strong in numbers and

were thus not helping the security situation at all, except that they

avoided attacking the British.lls Foreign terrorists accentuated the

problems faced by the government, attacking or threatening to attack

points of value to the British. In JanuarV L974 the arm¡'had to be called

to Heathrow to defend against a threat of an SA-7 attack there made by

a Palestinian g"oup.r16 The PLO and its subsidiaries were expandíng

rapidly across Europe, and a running battle was being fought on European

soil between terrorist groups from the Middle East, Israeli intelligence, and

the security services of all European governments. Between 1971 and the
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end of 1973 there were 98 illegal seizures of aircraft and 68 attempted

seizures, demonstrating the lack of security for air travel and yet another

threat to national security for the uK.117 In those incidents,4lg

civilians were killed and another 2L4 wounded. Great Britain, among

others, was literally swamped with terrorism. Stricter measures were

required immediately.

The political efforts of the Heath government unravelled in May of

1974 when Loyalists struck to end the perceived threat of greater Catholic

po*er.118 Sunningdale had been a failure, and terrorism had not

declined. Between March ig73 and March 1974, some 130 bombs exploded

in mainland Great Britain.rls Still, little was done to curb terrorist

activities other than the regular process of law; the UK was in no hurr¡'

to implement drastic action.

The only measures to deal with terrorism other than those already

in effect were introduced in the summer of 7974 and dealt with

developments in Ulster alone. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland

introduced the Northern lreland (Young Persons) Bill on June 25, r974,

which called for the placement of young terrorists in adult prisons as

opposed tÐ youth centres.l20 While the Bill certainly appeared to

demonstrate a hard line regarding overall policy, it is almost certain that

the young terrorists recejved valuable training and indoctrination from

their older cellmates. The Bill appears to have been an act of desperation,

noL clearly thought through bf' the British.

The second effort made to quell terrorism reflected a major school

of thought in the area of countermeasures: remove the social causes of

angst and terrorism wiil cease to have a constituency, and witl thus
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disappear. on July 9, 1974 the Éovernment announced a policy of "phased

release of det¿in"""tt121o which had ambitious objectives. First, since the

policy of detention had not succeeded it was thought that an olive branch

could be extended to the IRA and some of the more radical Loyalists.

Terrorists would hopefully cease operations because the government was

showing a willingness to eliminate a source of anger for nationalists. This

'phased release' program, called "Take Home a Terrori"¿rrl22, included job

assistance, training and other social benefits designed to undercut the

motivation for individuals to join terrorist groups. The plans both failed,

as there is no evidence Lo suggest that they ever prevented the larger

phenomenon; indeed, it would seem that the Young Persons Bitl worked at

cross-purposes with the wider social benefits, thus negating any positive

outcome. Also, little has been learned to demonstrate the likety abuses of

the greater social benefits: it is likely that they were used without any

renunciation in terrorist activity. No strategic plan was in place to find

solr-¡tions for this ancient problem, and it seemed that the ne\^' government

was incapable of effecLive countermeasures. That perception would change

rapidly thanks to the IRA.

Successive governments had, by the middle of 7974, instituted a

three-tiered approach to counterterrorism, including special police, military

and intelligence units; political action in the form of social attention; and

legal changes which emphasized the criminal approach to policy, although

special powers were the major thrust of legislation. Stili, the threat of

terrorism had not diminished subst¿ntially. The IRA was expanding its

operations in England, foreign groups were operating while the police were

helpless to stop them, and foreign governments began using diplomatic
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cover as a means of hiding their own terrorist connections and activities.

British counterterrorism policy was in need of subst¿ntial change.

On November 19, L974, the IRA's Chief of Staff, David O,Connell,

publicly warned that there was a will and a capability to increase the

frequency and ferocity of rRA activities in Great Britain.lz3 T*o days

later, two large bombs exploded at two pubs in Birmingham, killing 21 and

wounding scores of others.rza the Birmingham pub bombings had been

something of an intelligence failure. An IRA cell (Active Service Unit) had

entered London in August, had established their cover in Birmingham soon

after, but had been arrested by the police before the end of that summer.

However, the leader of the unit survived the police dragnet and

reconstructed another cell. The police, the Speciaì Branch and BSS were

unah'are of this, and the intelligence gap resulted in 21 deaths and 162

in juríes.12s

The shock power of the bombings was devastating to the UK and

gave the government the courage and the opportunity to react sr+'iftly and

forcefully. Lord Shackleton, who had been working on the Prevention of

Terrorism Act, said "Basic civil liberties include the rights to stay alive

and go about one's business without fear".126 On November 29, 1g74, the

Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act passed into law, thus

signalling Great Britain's resolve to meet the terrorists with strong

countermeasures. The Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) was followed by

a host of developments in the area of the creation of special antiterrorist

units. The combination of these displayed Great Brit¿in's diminishing

patience with terrorists, both from foreign sources and from within the

country. The developments aL this time would set the tone for
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counLerterrolism for the next two decades, and marked a shift in policy

toward antiterrorist units and legal changes as the basis for the

enforcement of the rule of law. Still, flexibility in the political action

sphere couÌd be noted, suggesting that the British had not yet completed

their policy transition from tneglect' to tno concessionsr.

The PTA defined terrorism in the identical fashion and wording as

the Emergency Provisions Act, concentrating on the aspect of the creation

of fear from terrorist-type attacks.12T The prA provided the special

legislation required by the authorities for antiterrorism in Great Britain,

and extended its authority to matters in Ulster and potential threats from

other externaì sources. Basically, the PTA increased police powers to

investigate, interrogate and place suspected terrorists in temporary

detention; gave the Home Secretary broadened executive powers to exclude

certain people from the UK altogether; provided the necessary guidelines

for various government bodies to conduct searches and surveillance

operations; and set the overall framework for counterterrorism within the

larn'.

According to the provisions of the PTA, which was similar in many

respects to the Emergency ProvisÍons Act, membership, a claim of

membership, solicitation of funds, and meetings related to proscribed

organizations were designated as scheduled offences.l28 Money and

property belonging to a person convicted of a scheduled offence could be

seized. Articles of clothing, including dark glasses, berets, and the tike

could be construed as lending support to a proscribed organization. The

Secretary of State could issue exclusion orders against virtually anyone

mereìy on the grounds of suspicion; treasonablet suspicion was not
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required at' this juncture because the executive needed the power to

exclude people without necessarily proving their guilt by association in

court, thus allowing for the use of inteltigence in making such decisions.

A provision was made Lo include mere suspicion regarding terrorists from

areas other than Ulster and unrelated to that particular conflict.

Furthermore, the Act allowed const¿bles to make arrests and detain

suspected terrorists for up to 48 hours, and could extend that period of

detention for another five days without the normal reguirement of legal

representation. Photographs and fingerprints could be t¿ken without

consent or charge' but merely on the suspicion of involvement with

terrorism, either in the uK or abroad. The IRA was proscribed in the

initial Act of 7974, and the Home secretary was given the approval to add

or delete others as required. The prA of rg74 and the Emergency

Provisions Act of 1973 demonstrated the two most important steps in the

British response to terrorism with respect to special legis)ation and police

powers. They served to demonstrate the first half of the two-part

strategy used by the British against the terrorists.

The IRA campaign in Ulster had resulted in such countermeasures as

legal changes and the creation of special units to fight the problem. The

IRA's shift to mainland Great Britain resulted in the same response,

although some of the measures the UK undertook were designed to combat

foreign terrorists as well. The creation of special units represented the

maturation of British policy, as normal police units were incapable of

coping with exceptional threats to security. The British had slowly come

to realize that they needed to reform their structures in order to meet the

threat, and hardened their stance wjth a display of a variety of practical
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measures desÍgned specifically to deal with terrorists.

Changes were made at the executive level by the end of 1g?4 which

showed a significant increase in the interest toward terrorism by the

highest levels of Power in the UK. The Cabinet Office Briefing Room

(COBRA) was set up as a command platform in the event of extended

emergency situations. The civil contingencies unit (ccu) was to keep

coBRA informed of any serious threats.rzs Th" Joint Intelligence

OrganizaLion (JIO) and the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) were tasked

with providing guidance on terrorist-related matters in addition to their

more traditional roles within the executive branch. The Ministerial

committee on Intelligence and security (MIS) was formed to provide a

research and analyLical perspective to the Prime Minister's Office. The

Management Services Department (MSD) was created as an independent

research department, providing summaries and conclusions to relevant

senior departments and committees. Finally, to round off the executive

branch of counterterrorism, the Joint Operations Centre (JOC) was t¿sked

r+'ith providing a command post for the appropriate military response units,

particularly the sAS, after coBRA would approve an operation.r3o Each

of these committees could receive, collate, analyze and disseminate

information from their otr{¡n sources, which were largely open sources, the

police, the military, sIS, BSS, and perhaps occasionalìy GcHe. From a

purely structural perspective, the British were now taking terrorism very

seriously.

The executive branch was not the only beneficiary of the policy shjft

of 1974. At the operational ìevel there were several additions to note. The

Special Patrol Group (SPG)' which had a previous role in riot control and
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reinforcement, expanded to concentrate on t,he latter in appropriate

circumst¿nces. The Royalty Protection Group (neC¡ received greater

weaponry and training.l3r The serious crimes squad (scs¡ of the

Metropolitan Police had control of t,he Bomb squad since !97r, and

maintained this roìe.132 The Central London Patrol was replaced with the

Diplomatic Protection Group (DPG), which was assigned to patrol embassies

in the Kensington district.133 The sAS was confirmed as the lead

military operational group, although that role had been in place for several

years. The group All was established to provide surveillance of temorists

or suspects for the police. D11, with 40 men, was created for a rapid-

reaction sniping team. C7, or the Technical Support Branch, was created

to experiment with the electronic wizardry needed for sophisticated and

effective counterterrorist operations.lsa The Atomic Energy Authority

was given permission Lo est¿blish a 15,000-man special constabulary, many

of them armed, for the purpose of defending nuclear installations. To

round off the operational and protective side, another 14 non-commercial

privale police forces were added to the role of defensive counterterrorism,

The British had taken some six years to develop their mature

counterterrorist structure to complement their policy goal of 'no

concessions'. The latter, it was understood, could not be realistically

enforced without the former. The proliferation of special units marked a

shift toward the capability of creating a truly 'hard-line' policy. The

formation of specialized committees at the executive level served to

reinforce the efforts of firmness in the face of terrorism and est¿blished

a command structure for reactive and preventive police, military and

intelligence efforts against terrorists. These developments, combined with
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extraordinary criminal legislation, brought the British to the forefront of

counterterrorism in the early to mid-1970s and remained the general basis

for future response mechanisms. From a state with no policy at all, Great

Britain demonstrated the phenomenon of comprehensive reform of all levels

of government, from the executive to the judiciary to the street level,

which showed the unique character of counterterrorism. Only one problem

existed: the terrorists were becoming more sophisticated as well, perhaps

as a direct result of Great Britaints efforts. The strugÉile would continue.

The security forces had been quite busy in Ulster in 1974, searching

77,9L4 houses, collecting 1260 illegal weapons and seizing 26,L20 pounds of

explosives in that province alone.135 From 1970 to December 1, I974,

there had been 5098 weapons, 713,000 rounds of ammunition, and 75.8 tons

of explosives captured by the security forces.136 Clearly, the police and

the military had been successful in preventing a large number of terrorist

incidents. Files had been created for security-related matters, and up to

forty percent of the population had aome documentation kept on them

either by the police, the military, the intelligence services, or all of the

above,13? tP-tests', as they are known, were instituted, allowing the

security forces to make detailed observations of the internal structure of

homes, the colour of the drapes and furniture, and other minute details of

a personal nature, which v/ere applied when a terrorist was caught and

created a false story of where he had been. If his information did not

agree with what was known, he would be charged.r3s Still, there were

9168 "Incidents of a Security Nature" in Ulster in 7974, including 669

bombings.r3s Additionatly, another terrorist group started operating.

The lrish Republican Socialist Party (TRSP) split awa¡' from the OIRA, and
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the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA) was established as its military
wing.rao The terrorist threat did not erode to a sufficient degree, and

the proliferation of Republican and Loyalist groups only made the matter

worse for the authorities. Terrorism now took on an air of permanence.

The basic requirements for placing counterterrorism within the rule
of law had been met by successive governments from opposite poles on the

politÍcal spectrum, demonstrating a remarkable degree of consistency in

criminal matters. Terrorists were treated by the courts as criminals,

although special laws had been created specificalty for them. The strategy

of the government was to downplay the political nature of terrorism and

attempt to win the 'hearts and minds' campaign for the loyalty and

confidence of the pubtic. Grand policy appeared in a state of flux,

operating between a'hard line'and'flexibility', as the Labour government

applied its new security apparatus to the problem in tandem with some

concessions.

In total, 1975 was a remarkably uneventful year for counterterrorism.

The threat h'as still substantial, but the RUc Ìvas well on its way to
securing greater control over Ulster with the assist¿nce of the army. A

policy of rcrimjnalization' was evident and had been evolving since 1g?3,

although the transitional phase was still incomplete.rar The year was

notable for few spectacular events, as it appeared that the government was

awaiting the results of the 1973-4 shift toward means other than the army.

one antiterrorist event is worth special mention. In November, a

small group of terrorists was cornered by the police and subsequentll
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seized two hostages in a house on Balcombe Street-raz After six days of

negotiations, the terrorists overheard a suggestion on the radio that the

SAS would be called in to resolve t,he standoff. They suruendered shorly
thereafter, displaying a degree of respect and fear for the élite

antiterrorist unit. The mere mention of the unit had resolved the matter

to the satisfaction of the government and sent a message to the IRA that

the government had the ability to stand firm.

Special legislation addressed some of the problems in the ongoing

conflict, particularly with reference to the IRA and a number of Loyalist

groups. For example, Section 20 of the Northern Ireland (Emergency

Provisions) Act 1973 had banned the collection, collation and dissemination

of any information regarding members of the security forces. This

scheduled offence acknowledged the sophistication of the IRA when it came

to espionage and intelligence-gathering for their cause. However, a gap

had been left in the original draft which did not specifically ou¡aw the

collection of information about other public figures. The Northern Ireland
(Emergency Provisions) (Amendment) Bitt 1975 sought to correct this

oversight; the collection of information for the purpose of terrorism was

theoretically illegal, but the Bilt "extended this provision to cover

information about persons holding judicial office, court officers and prison

officers".l43 The provision sought to protect pubtic figures other than

police officers and soldiers who might be targeted for terrorist action, and

henceforth gave the security forces the power to investigate or charge

virtually anyone in possession of materials or information which could be

of value to terrorists. The powers of the porice and the judiciary were

enhanced once again.
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The war of attrition between the IRA and the eecurÍt,y forees

continued throughout the year, providing the government with the

opportunity to examine the efficacy of the measures it had t¿ken. During

the course of the year, Lord Gardiner examined the procedure of detention

of temorísts in special prisons and the practice of giving them rpolitical'

status by allowing them to socialize with their own groups, wear their

civilian clothes and generally deny their existence as criminals. For the

proper evolution of policy to occur, the government was forced to put an

end to the process of political status. On December 5, 1975, the procedure

of internment ended with the acceptance of the Gardiner Report.raa

The government managed to secure the release of some of the

detainees as a possible attempt to appease the IRA. While most agree that

internment had been a failure, it has been acknowledged that most released

terrorists went straight back to their old units. Indeed, the government

made a greater mistake by agreeing to an IRA ceasefire call in January of

1975; despite the measures taken by the government in areas of security

and purposeful deflation of political questions, terrorism increased by an

alarming 15 percent.ras The IRA had been close to its knees, and the

truce merely allowed them some time to rebuild their forces. ft was, in the

words of one expert, "a fatal degree of appeasement by the British

governmen¿tt.146 While there was a definite overall trend toward

(criminalizationt, the British were not yet firmly in the camp of 'no

concessionst.

By the end of 1975 and the beginning of 1976 it appeared that the

Red Hand Commando, the Protestant Action Force and the UVF had been

'decimated' by a greater emphasis on the part of the British to incorporate
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the intelligence eervices into the counterterrorism plan.ra? The policy

of (criminalizationt, or the removal of political prieoner et¿tus, had been

revoked as of March 1, 1g76.ras The number of police forces in Great

Britain, always an obsLacle to the efficient transfer of information, ìA¡as

reduced from over 200 to 43 over a period of time.rae The sAS was

granted a greater role in the battle against the various teporjst
groups,ls0 thus suggesting a dual track was at work: First, the police

and the courts were given the lead role; second, special forces were

utilized more frequentiy to accomplish missions beyond the capabilities of

the police, and in such a fashion to prevent damaging.the credibility of

the RUC and the courts. The war of attrition continued.

Slight structural alterations occurred in 19?6,.although the overall
policy of the government did not change. The Nationat Criminal

Intelligence Unit (ltclu¡ was established, with the role of gathering and

storing all matters related to terrorist activities as well as normal criminal

matters.15l Files on terrorists were transferred to FACES and HOLMES,

the new computer data banks.r5z The Home office crearry wanted to

make its counterterrorism operations more sophisticated, quick, and

efficient. Additionally, the unit c13 was created, absorbing the Bomb

Squad from the Serious Crime Squad; it became the lead antiterrorist office
in Great Britain for the next few years.ls3

On the international scene' the UK showed a ne\^¡ willingness to

emerge from its isolationist perspective regarding tenorism. While all

states go through a phase of navel-gazing in the early year6 of terrorist
assaults, the British were one of the first to est¿blish international
contacts.ls4 TREVI was established through the Council of Ministers of
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t'he European Community &s an ínternational body to díscuss matters

related t,o terrorism.l55 rt waa & recognitÍon by several states,

particularly t'he UK, that terrorism had a significant international dimension

and could be best fought by using greater cont¿cts with Ministers from

other European states. l{hile certainly not a solution, TREVI nevertheless

contributed to greater discussion of the problem and the threat,

Without a doubt, a very significant terrorist event occurred in 1gZ6

when the PFLP and the Red Army Faction cooperated in the hijacking of

an Air France jet. l{ith a number of Jewish passengers on board, the jet

came to rest at Entebbe, Uganda. .A daring rescue operation was mounted

by the Israelis; the hostages were freed, the terrorists were killed, and

the Ugandan government was embarrassed.156 while heralded as a major

triumph of the use of force to control terrorism and as a model of heroism,

the British government pursued a curious agenda. Condolences were sent

by the Labour Élovernment to Idi Amin.ts7 Clearly, the British were still
not firmly Ín a rno concessionst mode, and were certainly not nearing the
tretaliation' end of the spectrum. The message was a major blunder for
the uK, since it acknowledged the tegitimacy of Idi Amin's régime and

failed to recognize the significance of the raid.

The period after the Prevention of Terrorism Act was one of

transition and modification, allowing for slight shifts in policy as well as

changes in the otganízaLional structure of the counterterrorism

establishment in Great Britain. C13, the Special Branch and a host of other

specialized units managed to complement the intended efforts of the legal

reforms that had occurred. The government had shown its preference for
fighting teruorism, and it basicatly relied on the rule of law and the use
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of eecret units.

In 1977 it was clear that the tsritish v¿ere welt on their way to
scriminalization', as the legal modifications already in place were now being

relied upon for most of the battte. The transfer of power to Northern

rreland, or tulsLerization', meant there w&s an effort under way to make

the lrish responsible for more of their own affairs regarding the struggle

against tefforismr as opposed to Westminster running the entire operation.

The tools had been provided, and it u¡as nor^¡ largely up to the RUc to
combat the teryorist threat.

The shift in responsibility did not acknowledge tþat terrorists are

not ones given to respect borders or clear demarcations of territory,
bureaucratic or otherwise. Indeed, the placement of responsibitity away

from the centre ran the risk of allowing the IRA to exploit weaknesses

such as the inevitable hindrances in communication between different
government agencies. Furthermore, there were other temorists appearing

in the uK, such as the Animal Liberation Front (ALF), the Tart¿n Army

(scotland), the Free Ï{ales Army (FWA), and the Hunt Retribution squad

(gRs).rs8 The threat of terrorism grew substantially due to the sheer

numbers of different groups operating at the same time. Now, there were

several indigenous groups, several from Ulster with different
constituencies, and a growing number of groups on the Continent and from

the Middle East, the latter being the most witling to export their activities.

Brit¿in was under a terrorist assault from all sides.

According to the allowances made under the Prevention of Terrorism

Act and the comesponding interest in using covert groups, the British

reinforced their ports of entry with officers from the Special Branch, all
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of them trained to spot, røented terrorists or suspects for interrogation and

detention.rss The RUc, ín the meantime, urunderwent @ massive

reorganization and expansion" after 1975.160 A 6lreat deal v¡ent into the

expansion of covert íntelligence ectivities, es this was identified as the

best area to apply against various terrorist cadres in order to weaken

them the most. By L97? the policy of police primacy for the RUC s¡as weu

established, yet difficutties in intelligence were evident. The prime

sections responsible for intelligence were the RUC Special Branch and the

special covert unit E4A. The army developed its own sources of

information and was reluct¿nt to share that information with anyone. BSS

was not properly briefed by the army, nor was the Home office. rndeed,

the army tended to give the latter tpassivet ínformation, or that which

could be gleaned from open sources.lGl According to one eenior police

officer, "We used to get more information from the Sun than from our own

intelligence system".162 without shering intelligence, the Ruc, the

British police forces, the army and Bss virtually guaranteed the

continuation of IRA outrages. If there was no other lesson to be learned

in the education of bureaucrats on how to defeat terrorism, the jealous

protection of information v¡&s paramount. Such attitudes would contribute

to the longevity of the IRA.

The struggle against temorism was not all bad news ín 1g??. After

t'he establishment of TREVI and policy sessions with other countries

through the Kilowatt club end the club of Berne, the sAs took its
opportunity to act on the international stage. l{hen an Air France jet was

hijacked to Mogadishu, somalia, Germany's élite unit GSCrg responded in

a rare projection of power beyond its own borders. The SAS sent two men
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to assíst the storming of the aircraftu ønd the entire operation war a

nousing success.l63 ln the following three years the SAS would assist,

in the est¿blishment and training of 32 national antiterz.orist teams, thus

expanding the expertise of the British to a global ecale.l64 Despite the

problems Brit¿in had with its own intelligence systems, its military forces

proved t,heir mettle in combat. The twin track of special units and

legislation was beginning to succeed.

The year L978 was a confirmation of the threats faced by the uK

from different sources. The enduring disputes between Arab terrorist
groups escalated on British streets, culminating in two important events.

First, the PLO representative to the UK u¡as assassinated by an Abu Nidal

cell.l6s second, rraqi terrorists placed a bomb on the doorstep of the

conservative party headquarters, resulting in the expulsion of eleven

Iraqis and the subseguent expulsion of ten Britons the next day from

Iraq.166 The Middie East confÌict played itself out in e variety of other

acts of tenorism, establishing Great Britain as a centre for operations.

Meanwhile, the IRAts next generation was forming and the members were

better educated in the ways of covert warfare than their predecessors.

The war against the terrorists would become longer and more frustrating

for the British.

'The way Ahead', a policy document by the British government,

announced the intention to concentrate counterterrorism Ín the hands of

the police, with the army as a secondary reinforcement group.167

Essentiallyr the document was an affirmation of what had occumed since

19?3 and 1974, and ensured the continuation of that trend. The police,

now publicly thrust into the primary response role, were gÍven pay
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íncreases of up to 30 percent in accordance wÍth recommendations made by

Ðdmund Ðavis that year.x68 Ðssentially¡ the move w&E meant to ehow

€lovernment support for the police at a time when terrorist activities were

on the rise and to prevent low morale. The Special Branch received a

five-fold increase in manpower to cope with the demands of terrorism in

the UK.16s Th" army est¿blished better penetration of the IRA, including

such activities as becoming members of the community, drinking and

fighting with the lrish in pubs, and generally appearing as though they

were part of the bunch.r70 The (supergrasst system began, wit,h

members of terrorist organizations giving valuable information.rTl

¡4'nother special unit was added to the overall counterterrorist etructure

in Britain: in L978 the comacchio Group, part of the Royal Marines, was set

up to provide special intervention units for seaborne operations against oil

inst¿llations and the Faslane submarine base in the event of terrorist

attacks there.r72 The improvements in police operational abilities, payr

morale, and the establishment of yet another special unit combined to place

such pressure on the IRA that it was forced to abandon its columnar
uarmyt structure completely. Like the revolutionaries on the Continent and

a number of Arab organizations, the IRA restructured itself into cells,

downsizing in the process and showing that the authorities had scored a

major victory.rT3 This victory was a direct result of improved

intelligence, both by the army and the police.l?a Nearly 3800 people had

been det¿ined under the auspices of the Prevention of Temorism ActrTsu

and a mere 81 were killed from terrorism in 1978 as opposed to 300 in

19?6.176 White these figures were heartening, injury et^atistics did not

decline, and the number of bombings in ulster during November and
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December alone numbered x.40, for a tot¿l of 33g in the entire year.r?z

The combination of special powera, legislation end speci,alized units had

indeed t¿ken their toll on terrorism, but, the battle was far from over.

Policy was hardening to Eome degree, as the British government

displayed a greater willingness to utilize the powers and units created

over the years. Temorists were not appeased, as they frequently were in
other countries. The combined resources of the British government were

now being applied in a campaign to suppress temorism.

The Prevention of Terrorism Act was used as it had been intended;

by the middle of 1979 there had been 4L46 detentions and 16g orders of
exclusion.l78 StÍll, terrorism was prowing itself to be a tenacious method

of conflict, and the British were unable to defeat the t,hreat completely.

Along with the persistent threat of the IRA and the various Loyalist

Slroupsr INLA burst onto the scene with the spectacular assassination of
Tory MP Airey Neave on March 30, 1979, right in the parkade reserved for
members of Parliament.lTs This ra¡as the first of several spectacular

terrorist incidents during the year.

While the British t'urned their attention to INLA and measures to

combat them effectively, including identification of members, the IRA struck
out at Lord Mountbatten, who was killed while aboard his yacht.r80

Eighteen soldiers were kilied at tr{arrenpoint the same day, and Westminster

Hall was damaged by yet another bomb. The terrorists were suggesting

to the government that they could attack anywhere at any time with

impunity. The government u/as forced to respond to the threat with

appropriate countermeasures.

At least three major efforts r,.¡ere made in 19?9 to combat the growing
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menace of terrorism. First, ÏNLA was placed on the list of proscrihed

organizations, thus making them the target of police and army intelligence

efforts.l8l Second, Sir Maurice Oldfield, the former director of SIS, was

appointed to the position of security coordinator.lsZ &[ie mandete was

to ensure the smooth flow of intelligence between the eecretive

organizations of the RUc, the army, the intelligence services and the

decision-makers, because the lack of shared intelligence had almost

certainly hampered the security forces' efforts to defeat terrorist

challenges and conspiracies" Third, the British accelerated their program

of cross-border activities against terrorist groups, who tended to hide

south of the border in the Republic. Jack Lynch was questioned about t,he

possibility of BritÍsh overflights of lrish territory, and responded that

there was t'no truth" to the matLer, adding the sentence, t'or almost rlone".

An aide muttered "oh, Jesus" at the gaffe.r83 Lynch was forced to

resign a month later.

The incident showed that the British were well aware of the nascent

support given to terrorists south of the border end showed their

willingness to use covert operations to disrupt activities where there was

no legal basis to apply either regular or special criminal law.184 The use

of special operations is undoubtedly controversial, but points to other

British counterterrorism efforts. First, they began to show a greater

willingness to use extralegal measures to compensate for the lack of legal

measures. second, the efforts made it appear that they would fight

terrorists across borders when necessary, thus displaying a stiffer overall

¡rolicy than earlier. The British could no longer be accused of having

either weakness in its counterterrorism program or any lack of politicat will.
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Frovinq Their Worth. 19BG-LSB3

Most of the changes in Great, Britaines counterterroriem program had

been made in 19?4, with limited tinkering thereafter. T,here had been

6uccesses against various terrorist groups as a direct result of the British

efforts, structures and policies, including t,he exertion of enough pressure

on t'he IRA to force them to revise themselves into cellular units. While it
was true that the IRA was not eliminated, there remained enough evidence

in the form of casualty end att¿ck reductions to suggest that the whole

program was succeeding. The activities of the terrorists were reduced to

a more tolerable level, but problems with the government's response still
needed to be corrected.

The appointment of Maurice Oldfield to the position of coordinator of

intelligence was arguably one of the first acknowledgements by the UK that
the various intelligence agencies were inefficienL because of petty turf
wars. In London, the problem extended to the specialized units created for
the specific purpose of counterterrorism. The Special Branch, the RpG and

the DPG h'ere having difficulties sorting out the areas in which each of

them could operate, and there was ¿r belated recognition of the need for
coordination. Hence, the posting of Deputy Á.ssistant Commissioner \Á¡as

established in an effort to improve the efficiency of the three units and

information transfers between them.rss Information became centralized

under the Críminal Information Retrieval System (CIRIS)186, including the

use of the HOLMES and FAcES systemsl8?. The National criminat

Intelligence Unit (NCIU) started operations, adding yet another twist to the

tsritish Program. Further, the Mount¿in & Arctic t{arfare Cadre (M e Aw)

and the Special Boat Squadron (SBS) developed their own antitemorist
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cepabilit'ies to eugment their special warfare roles, The threet, of tenrorism

was now creating an inordinate number of antitemorist, units, and t,he

system would be challenged in the near future; not, by &,he xRA, as the

threat might have suggested, but from foreigners.

On April 30, 1980, the Iranian embassy in London eras taken over by
& Sroup of terrorists from an obscure group called the tDemocratic

Revolutionary Front for the Liberation of Arabistant, which was most likely
backed by the lraqi government.lss The DpG sumounded the embassy

in three minutes, followed shorily after by 200 men from the spG and the
firearms unit, ¡11.r8s coBRA met to discuss the situation and to
cærdinate the response, and the sAS was placed or alert.reo on May

5' the terrorists killed a hostage, dumping his body on the steps of the

embassy. At that point, Prime Minister Thatcher gave the order for the

SAS to storm the buitding. The JoC received that order and passed it
directly to the SAS and the police. At no time was the military in control
of the political situation; they were given local authority only and were to
return that power to the police immediately after the event. operation

Nimrod rr¡as a resounding succe6s, with the SAS completing their rnission

in just eleven minutes.lsr Home Secretary l{illiam Whitelaw was

"positively euphoric", and t,he Prime Minister called Nimrod ,,a brilliant
operation, canied out with courage and confidence" that made everyone

"proud to be British".lg2 The British were no\47 unquestionably in a

position of tno concessions', and the raid has been credited with causing

a number of Middle Eastern temorist groups to switch their batgeground

to Paris.r93 rn one of the most serious types of terrorist attacks, the

British system had worked as intended. over the years the cost of
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preventing terrorism had increased substantially, end in 1981 alone,

compenEat'ion to Nort'hern Ïreland for damaged property had exceeded €200

noillionlsa, and subsidies for job creation were et, the &l biuion

mark.les Offences related to terrorist activities from Lg74 to lgBl

numbered 7793, end there had been 2161 deaths.lso Troop levels were

increased to L1'300 in the province as a direct response to fluctuations in

the security situation.rs? The special Branch had grown to more than

five times its postwar level, with hundreds of officers st¿tioned at ports

of entry for the sole purpose of identifying Buspected terrorists.re8 rhe

franian embassy siege had proven that the new Conservative government

was taking a t'ougher stance toward temorists, and their resolve would

soon be tested.

At the 1981 árd Fheis, or annual conference of the Sinn Fein, Danny

Morrison announced t'he strategy of the IRA: "Will an)¡úne object here if,
with a ballot Paper in this hand and an Armalite in this hand, we take

power in lreland?"res The IRA clearly saw that a campaign of pure

terror ç'ould not succeed if it was not augmented by electoral victory; it
was obvious that some semblance of democratic planning had to coincide

with their rmilitary' offensive. To supplement this effort, hunger strikes

were called; IRA prisoners Iaranted to return to the heady days of having
rpolitical' status in prisons and clearly sought to undermine or test the

resolve of Thatcher's Conservatives.

By March 1981 the hunger strikes began in earnest, causing strong

emotional responses from the lrish community Ín the United States. The

strike was countered by an information campaign by the British Information

Service (BIS) in New York, which sought to emphasize that the prisoners
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were erimi¡rals end t'ennorists, not, prÍsoners of conscience eeeking freedom

from oppression. Thatcher went, on the offensive on May Æ, announclng

British policy on the efforts of the hunger strike:

Faced with the failure of their discredited cause, the men of
violence have chosen in recent months to play what may be
their last card . . . They seek to work on the most basic of
human emotions - pity - &s a means of creating tension and
stoking the fires of bitterness and hatred" rn doing so the
PIRA have placed the Catholic community on the rack.200

Thatcher sought to undercut sympathy for the IRA by displaying it as

weak, and furthermore attempted to drive a wedge between the Catholic

community and the IRA, The entire exercise was a contest in public

relations, certainly not a new problem for the conflict. when some

proposed that the policy of 'no concessions' was perhaps too harsh, and

that it had led to a hardening of attitudes, Thatcher replied:

r do not believe so. I still do not know of anyone who has
asked me to give political or special category st¿tus. They
recognise that when I say a crime is a crime is a crime end
the men of violence are the enemies of society, and of
democracv everywhere, they recognise that what r say is
true.2o I

Thatcher successfully defeated the hunger strike by not conceding to any

demands. The polícy of Ino concessions'had again succeeded, and had

thus shown the way ahead for the British government. A refusal to give

in to terrorism not only worked better than any other proposal, but gave

a moral boost to the government. The principle remained int¿ct that

vÍolence would not be tolerated.

The controversy over the suggestion of using extralegal means for

defeating terrorists had another chance for renewal in 1g81. Thomas ,Slab,

Murphy' an IRA leader with a farm directly on the border with the South,

had been credited with 104 deaths in the security forces alone.202 A
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plan had been shelved in L9?9 that catled for a special team to 0snatch' him

from his farm and charge him with terrorist actiwitÍes.203 Á,nother plan

in 1'981 called for the use of captured IRA bomb materials to eliminate him,

but that plan was also shelved.Z0a While the British almost certainly

t'hought they would be justified in using extralegal means to defeat t,he

threat from Slab, they also displayed remarkable restraint in the matter.

It was clear to them that such plans could backfire and. remove any chance

the government had of staying on the moral ,high roadr. The nule of law

would be observed.

Perhaps the most innovative pran created to this point was the

decision to implement a tsupergrasst poricy, not unlike what the rt¿lians

had done in order to decimate the Red Brigades. Each supergrass would

be encouraged to inform in court on known members of temorist groups

and would be protected from prosecution and retaliatory att¿cks. Three

criteria were established to determine the eligibitity of informants. First,

the Crown had to be cert¿in that the supergrass would be of greater value

as an informant than a defendant; second, the amount of information gained

would have to be of greater vaÌue than his conviction for the interests of

public safety; t,hird, some assurance was required to demonstrate that the

information gfleaned from the supergrass would not be otherwise available

and that the information could not be obtained without an offer of

immunity.205 Hundreds of suspected terrorists were placed under

scrutiny as a result of the trials, although the program would prove to be

a legal disaster. The IRA offered prospective superglraases immunity in

Eire, thus preventing some benefit to the British.e06 Few hrere ultimately

convicted of temorist activities, as the courtÊ were unwilling to convict
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people based on mere accusations. While the policy failed legally, it was

also a gteat source of information. It also spread dÍstrust within the

terrorist groups and "decimated" INLA.207 rn this sense, t,hen, the

supergrass procedure was successful to the British. By causing the

teruorists to eye each other with suspicion, there could be little question

that some of the wind was taken from the IRA sails. The year 1981 had

been a success for the government.

Subsidies paid out in Northern freland by British taxpayers ciimbed

from the previous high of €1 billion to t1.3 bitlion in fiscal year 1982-83,

including å140 million for the army alone"208 The Delorean project,

which was designed to prevent terrorism by providing jobs, failed in its
goal and cost a further Ê80 million.zoe such measures have been

incredibly unsuccessful in countering terrorism, thus displaying the myth

that terrorism is caused by economic factors. The pattern of violence and

counterviolence continued, in spite of all efforts to contain the probiem.

Their were some successes, but the early 1980s are generally notable for

the lack of change regarding policy on the part of the British. They had

settled into the unwanted position of a war of attrition with various

terrorist groups, particularly the IRA.

A terrorist cell from the Abu Nidal group attempted to kitl fsrael's

ambassador to the UK in June 1932. This particular event is not¿ble for

two reasons. First, it is evident that both the DPG and Israeli security

failed to intervene, as did all the units within the British counterLerrorism

intelligence apparatus. Second, the attempted assassination gave Israel the

pretext on which to launch Operation Peace for Galilee, the disastrous

invasion of Lebanon.zlo
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Terrorism ín Britain began to broaden its base, as some events in

L982 suggested. INL.A' v¡as cert¿inly still in operation, and it planted a

bomb at Ballykelly which killed 1z and wounded 66 others.urr The rRA

began receiving accelerated support, from col. eaddafi, and strengthened

its ties to other European terrorist groups, such as the RAF in Germany

and the ETA in spain.zrz The Animal Liberation Front (alr) sent a

handful of letter bombs to the Prime Minister and four other senior

Members of Parliament, although they \^/ere intercepted in time.213 These

bombs were followed by a sÍmilar set of attempts by the Scottish National

Liberation Army (s¡lla).214 These events, accompanied by Ï{elsh groups,

the rise of leftist terrorism in France and Germany and frequent aircraft

hijackings, combined to produce the appearance of a full-scale attack on

the British through NATO, Ulster, lVales and Scotland and virtually

everywhere else. Tenorists were attacking from all sides and for all

reasons, but the British nevertheless remained composed through the

siege.2rs

The economic cost,s of temorism were calculated in 1983 by Eire,

displaying the burden placed on taxpayers from having responsibility for

security in Ulster. Excluding the army, security had cost Britain

Ê11'064'000,000 since 1969.216 Still, that figure counted for Ulster alone,

not including the UK as a whole. this is particularly interesting to note,

since there had been 267 successful hijackings on a global basis since

1971' some involving British carriers, which demanded increased spending

on securÍty,z" Additionally, other forms of internationai temorism were

threatening relations between states and causing anxiety for citizens as

battlegrounds changed from region to region without direct challenges from
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conventional aources. Between 19?? and 1983, L22 US diplomatic targets

rdere attacked, compared with 126 against France and a more reasonable 64

egainst the UK.z18 There v¡as some strong evidence that Qaddafi had

sent thit teamst to Great Britain, targely for the purpose of eliminating his

enemies abroad, including students. The Foreign Office relayed its

"extreme concern" regarding the matter, and told the Libyan ambassador

that any acts of violence assisted or perpetrated by Libyans on British soil

would be "totally unaccepta61"tt.219 By giving a clear warning, Brit¿in

hoped to avoid problems from Libya.

Searches of homes by British security forces were dramatically

reduced from about a quarter of a million from 1972-?6 to around 1500 in

1983.220 Better use of Íntelligence allowed the forces to target the most

productive sources of weapons and explosives, and the smaller scale meant

there was a better chance of maintaining operational secrecy. Still' there

was little Great Britain could do to quell the flow of weapons from the

United States and Libya' nor could it prevent the manufacturing processes

developed by the IRA for bomb production except through Sood

intelligence. The war of attrition continued as before.

Three Soviet embassy officials Ìvere unceremoniously expelled from

Eire in 1983 for supplying arms to PIRA,zz\ thus providing additional

proof of Soviet opportunism and their connections with terrorists

everywhere. While Eire was willing to cooperate in this inst¿nce to help

dissuade further support for the IRA, the UK also demonstrated its

willingness to cooperate with others. Two neo-Nazis were sent to Germany

in 1gB3 for terrorist activities there, thus solidifying Great Brit¿in's

approach to international terrorism: Haven would not be supplied'zzz
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The IRA suffered a number of casualties as a result of attempts at,

direct assaults on security personnel, including SAS and RUC members.

The following few years witnessed a decline in the overall death rate to

some degree, probably because so many IRA members were kilied.223

Additionally, the year 1983 is notable for the supergrass trials, when the

program scored its largest sweep of terrorists. Four supergrasses

implicated 90 UVF from 19gg-19g4zza' some 450 tenorists were charged

in tota.lzzs; and 38 IRA suspects vr'ere captured and charged with 782

offences as a result of a single supergrass, David Black.226 In his 1983

report, the Chief Const¿ble for Ulster placed pressure on the political

masters and the judiciary in the supergrass trials, saying the outcome "is

crucial to the well being of Northern lreland"zz1, but to no avaiÌ. Most

of the suspects were released because the judiciary was uncomfortabte with

convicting terrorists on the basis of an accusation from a former colleague.

Greater evidence would be required in the future. The plan to integrate

internment by other means failed, but had succeeded in the identification

of another large cadre of terrorists.

The Era of Continuitv. 1984-1991

Terrorism had come to stay for the British, both in its forms as a

nationalist/separatist challenge and as a spillover of violence from other

lands and cultures. The UK had experienced virtualiy ali types of

temorist violence, had been directly and indirectly dared to respond, and

had indeed responded in due time with appropriate countermeasures, all of

which were carefully considered before implementation. The public in the

UK likes counterterrorism, or aL least dislikes terrorism, which has
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undoubtedly assisted the authorities as they have implemented various

schemes, policies and structural arrengements to defeat the threat. Stiil,

Great Britain was not twinning' the conflict, nor IA¡as she tlosing'; the

constant acLíon/teaction of counterterrorism seldom lends itself to clear

lines of victory and defeat,, and the vanquished almost always return after

perceptions indicate that they had been destroyed. The ¡hydra' always

rises again, much to the consternation of the security forces and the

government.

Between 1976 and 1984, some 8281 people had been charged with

various offences retated to terrorism, whether they were connected with

Northern lreland or nol,228 SpendÍng in the region had increased

dramatically, as the British sought to remove any perception that they

were uninterested in the welfare of the Northern lrish. In 1966, Treasury

subvention to Ulster had been f52 million; in 1975 it was Ê313 million; in

1984 it totalled a staggering f2.436 billion, over and above the t¿x income

of Ulster, and designated for a population of onÌy 1.5 million.2ze Over

f100 million was dumped into the Ulster economy by Europe as an economic

unit, but the continent¿ls have been extremely reluctant to become involved

in Ulster's affairs beyond that.230

Animal rights activists increased their own presence on the terrorism

scene, with the Hunt Retribution Sguad, the Animal Liberation Front (ALF)

and others.z3l The ALF said it had tampered with e88sr had placed

bleach in shampoo and baby oil, had poisoned turkeys late in the year, and

claimed to have been involved in some 500 other att¿cks in the previous

five months.zsz The ALF was also responsible for the infamous att¿ck

involving Mars bars. Two bars were poisoned and many other packages
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were stuffed with leaflets claiming to be poisoned and why; the affair

caused the Mars company to pull its products from the shelves, costing

some 53 million to the comPany alone;233

The Libyans proved to be a thorn in the side of the British on two

major occasions in 1984. First, a demonstration occurred outside the

Libyan People's Bureau by students and others against the Qaddafi régime.

Shots were fired by an embassy official, kilting WPC Yvonne Fletcher' even

though she had been controlling the mob.z3a The embassy officials were

allowed to leave Britain without charge and were swapped for officials from

the British embassy in Trípoli.z3s This avenue of response was dict¿ted

both by international law, which forbids the arrest of embassy officials for

any reason, and because an anest would have certainly caused Qaddafi to

lay siege to the British embassy, causing a Mexican standoff. To avoid

problems, Britain opted not to retaliate. The second major incident

involved the ship Maritaánn, which was carrying a cargo of weapons from

Qaddafi to terrorists. The ship was intercepted and found to be carrying

90 rifles, 60 machine guns and ?1,000 rounds of ammunition.236 Qaddafi

was reinforcing hÍs image as a major irritant for st¿tes in the fight against

terrorism.

In October 1984 the Conservative party held its convention at a hotel

in Brighton. !{arnings had been received by the local police about an

impending terrorist attack upon the Tory Cabinet, but the information was

not transferred as it shouÌd have been, nor was any action taken. A

hundred pounds of gelignite very nearly kilted the Prime Minister and all

her Cabinet. The IRA had slipped into the hotel weeks before and had

planted the bomb, using a timer from a VCR, direct'ly behind a wall. The
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combined resources of the countertenorism effort did not prevent the

incident, but worked after the fact" The bomber l^ras caught,, and it was

discovered that he had plans to bomb another L2 seaside resorts in order

to disrupt tourism.z37 Immediately after the explosion and the

confirmation that Thatcher was unhurt, the IRA sent a message to the

Élovernment through the media: "Today we were unlucky. But remember, we

have only to be lucky once. You will have to be lucky always".?38

Thatcher concluded after the incídent that the whole affair could

have been prevented, and that a communication problem had nearly led to

her demise. Almost immediately, a new organizabion was est¿blished to

coordinate information from the Special Branch, the intelligence agencies

and the milita.ry in order to ensure timely warnings and to coordinate any

response that might o.cur.Z3e Calied TIGER, for Terrorist Intelligence

Gathering, Evaluation and Review, this new organizaLion reported directly

to COBRA, which in turn is very high on the political ladder. Both

organizations are headed and staffed by senior civil servants and Ministers

where necessary, thus showing the extent to which the UK was t¿king

counterterrorism seriously. Notably, the deficiency in the previous

structure had been in the area of intelligence. the new structure wouid

try to prevent such a failure in the future.

The British counterterrorism effort was hampered somewhat by

outside interference and hostage-takings in foreign countries of British

subjects. Hezbollah kidnapped several British citizens, and Abu Nidal

struck out at British targets in countríes such as Spain, perhaps due to

the efficiency of UK counterterrorism.Z4o Q.dd"fi increased his

interference into the internal affairs of the UK, supplying some 120 tonnes
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of weapons to the IRA by shipping them to isolated stretches of shoreline,

particularly near clogga strand, south of Dublin.zar Among the weapons

were quantities of Semtex, SA-7s, and tDushkat L2,7mm Soviet antiaircraft

guns; the IRA, with a budget of some å5 million and plenty of revolutionary

friendsr was Preparing to use higher technology against British security

forces.

Despite the apparent support for violence from outside benefactors

and the proven tenacity of the IRA and other groups, the security forces

in 1985 scored a number of important successes. First, the number of

bombings and shootings dropped to their lowest levels ever, with 215 and

237 respectively,zaz second, a great operational victory was won on

June 22' I985t when the police captured Patrick Magee and four other cell

members in Glasgow. rn that capture, 16 bombings were prevented at

resorts in Brighton, Dover, Ramsgate, Blackpool, Eastbourne, Torquay, Great

Yarmouth, Folkestone, Margate, southend, southampton, Bournemouth and

four in London.za3 Third, Harry Kilpatrick, a member of INLA, became

a supergrass and helped secure the convictions of 27 INLA temorists in

court.244

For its part, the IRA began shooting the contractors who were given

jobs repairing old structural damage to buildings caused by IRA activities

in the first place.zas A job aL the Belfast city Hospital required an

extra S1.3 million in bonuses to convince the men to come to work, and it

is certain that the IRA wanted a good portion of that money for the

operation of a protection racket. The British government, in the meantime,

considered the establishment of a special unit to combat animal rights

terrorists' although the idea was shelved. Nevertheless, glreater attention
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was paid to their activities because of a request by t'he Home

Secretary.2a6 Additionatly, another special unit was created: T8 was

est¿blished as a unit responsible for the physical protection of buildings

and vehicles which might be targeted by terrorists.z4? Confessions were

made easier to enter into court as admissable evidence under the Po]ice

and Criminal Ewidence Act 1984 (PACE Act) as per the recommendations of

Earl Jellicoe's suggestions in 19g3.zea

On the political front, the Anglo-Irish Agreement was signed by

Thatcher and Garrett FitzGerald on November 15, 1985. The agreement was

hailed as "the most import¿nt single political development" since L973,24s

Three main elements formed the core:

(a). affirm that any changes in the status of Northern
Ireland would only come about with the consent of a maiority
of the people of Northern lreland;
(b) recognize that the present wish of a majority of the
people of Northern freland is for no change in the status of
Northern Ireland;
(c) declare that, if in the future a majority of the people of
Northern lreland clearly wish for and formally consent to the
est¿blishment of a united lreland, they will introduce and
support in the respective Parliaments legislation to gíve effect
to that wish.zso

It was the first time Eire had officially recognized the st¿tus quo in

U}ster, which is two-thirds Protestant, and gave credence to the idea that

the division is permanent under conditions of sustained terrorist att¿ck.

Only under peaceful conditions could unification be seriously considered.

The agreement also gave Eire a voice in future developments in Uister,

although that idea was vehemently protested against by Protestants, who

feared an erosion of their power. In fact, there were undisguised threats

from Protestant groups about what they might do if abandoned by Great

Britain.25l
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At this juncture, Thatcher made the clearest enunciation of British

operational policy in history. Al a conference of the American Bar

Association in London in 1g8b, Thatcher recognized the vulnerability of

open societies to terrorism and the need to find the right ba'lance for t'he

threat. The policy statement was uneguivocal:

we in Britain wili not accede to the terroristst demands' The

lawwil]beappliedtothemastoallothercriminals.
Prisonerswi}Inoúbereleased.St¿tementsinsupportof-the
1"""ã"Gt"' ;;;; will not be made. If hijacked aircraft land

here, they will not be allowed to take off'""o

NootherEuropeandemocracyhadenduredsuchalongandbloody

struggle with teryorists, and it came as a pleasant reminder of the British

spirit, that Thatcher would so forcefully declare the uK's intent'ions with

respect to terrorism from either domestic or foreign sources' while it is

always dangerous to become tboxed in' by the words of leaders, the policy

statement sent messages to terrorists, their sponsorst foreign governments

who sponsor or assist terrorists, domestic and foreign public audiences'

friendly foreign governments with whom alliances are positive developments

in counterterrorism, and domestic mandarins. Atl interested parties could

notmistakethemessage:Britainwouldstaythecourse'

whereas 1985 was a productive year in terms of successful raids

against terrorists on the home front, 1986 proved to be a year of political

moves designed to thwart or dissuade Middle Eastern countries from using

terrorism as part of their foreign policies. when a bomb exploded at La

Belle Disco in 1986, the united st¿tes launched a ret¿Iiatory air strike

against TripolÍ and Benghazi. Geoffrey Howe, the uK Foreign Minister'

recommended the closure of all Libyan diplomatic posts, but that suggestion

was defeated.zs3 In the end, the UK expelled 2t Libyan tdiplomats"



ceased all arms sales or contractuaÌ negotiations, improved their

surveillance of Libyans, and agreed to increase cooperation with other

European intelligence agencies.zs4 In the next yeare 500 Libyan

tstudentst would be expelled from Europe.zss Libya would not be the

only country to be punished by the UK for being involved in terrorism.

In April 1986 at Heathrow airport a young pregnant Irish \^¡oman, Ms.

Murphy, was detained by El At security officers while attempting to

smuggle a bomb aboard a plane after she had already passed through

Heathrowts security system. Further investigation revealed that the woman

was unaware of the bomb, and had carried it with her because her luggage

was a gift from her boyfriend, Nezar Hindawi.2s6 An operative for

Syrian intelligence, Hindawi was sentenced to 45 years in prison, the

longest sentence meted out in British history for terrorism. Additionally'

on October 24, 1986, Geoffrey Howe said the link with Syria was

t'conclusive", and other measures were implemented by the British'

including severing diplomatic ties with Syria, tightening security for

Syrian Air, tighter visa restrictions on Syrian visitorsr and a vow to veto

$100 mitlion in European aid earmarked for Syria-zs? Great Britain did

everything short of covert action or open hostilities to punish both t'he

Libyans and the Syrians, and effectively sent a strong message that the

export of terrorism to the UK would not be tolerated. Great Brit¿ints

'hard-line' policy was clearly at work once again.

By 198? the confiict in Northern lreland had claimed over 2500 Ìives

and had resulted in almost 20,000 wounded. The risk of death by

terrorism was ten times greater than by regular murder.Z58 A total of

93 were kiiied in Ulster that year, including eleven at once when the IRA



bombed t,he Enniskitlen war memoriaL on I November.Zse There was an

attempt on the life of the Secretary of State for Northern lreland, Tom

King, in August. Three terrorists were captured and the fourth escaped;

they each received 25 years' imprisonment for attempted murder.260

Additionally, the UK would experience its fifteenth hijacking since

1983.261 The terrorists were still very busy, and Great Britain was a

good target.

One controversial countertemorist operation is worthy of mention at

this juncture. In October of 1987 the Eksund, a small freighter, was

seized by French authorities off the coast of Brittany.262 It was

reported that the ship had been spotted by the DST, the DGSE, the SDECE,

American spy satellites, or any combination of the above.263 In fact, the

process of capturing that ship was much different than it has been

reported. The IRA, having grown weary of the captain of the ship,

decided to turn him in to the authorities.zGa The capt¿in, it seems, "had

outlived his usefulness", and was considered by the IRA to be "unreliable"

and "had a big mouth". The IRA cont¿cted Interpol to warn them of the

ship and its contents, and since other Europeans are always on st¿ff at

Interpol, the French had little choice but to intercept the ship; the British

officer on st¿ff would have aierted his country anyway. Lawyers

miraculously appeared on the scene after just three hours to secure the

release of the captain and crew. The ship t'was a decoy", and was

intended to throw the authorities off the track of several other ships, four

of which passed at the time the Eksund was being searched. Additionally'

the E'Jrsund had made eight or nine trips in the previous few months, so

the cargo was expendable. The IRA considered the whole affair to be a
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public relations coup, since it showed the authorities that it had the

capabílity to bring shiploads of weapons through at, any time, much to the

embarrassment of the British and French.

In May 198? the IRA planned to assault an RUC st¿tion in Loughali,

County Armagh. The SAS learned of the p1an, placed the IRA team under

surveillance for six weeks, and prepared for the attack. When the IRA

ASU attacked the station, they walked into an ambush and all eight were

killed, completely eliminating the local ASU.26s Additionally, several

leaders of INLA were kilted that year, including Dominic McGlinchey, Gerard

Steenson, and Thomas Power, setting back INLA operations for some time

and demonstrating that greater use of intelligence and special means were

being employed by the British. Not, only were the British not capitulating

to terrorists, but it seemed as though they were striking out at them'

hoping to take the fight to the enemy. Overa}l, the year was not a good

one for the tenorists.

By 198? it was fairly clear that the rule of law, combined with

special measures, was effective in the fight against terrorism.

Modifications could'now be made to the Northern Ireland (Emergency

Provisions) ect 198? which would make the Act aPpear to be softening

somewhat and creating the impression that the IRA had lost the battle.

Five significant changes were made in the Act, and a sixth change' the

establishment of an anti-racketeering squad (C19)' assisted with enforcing

corruption laws. The EPA is of the greatest interest here.

First, the rules applied to police powers in searches and seizures

were changed to require treasonable suspiciont as oPposed to the former

requirement of mere tsuspiciont.266 Second, a terrorist gained the right
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to notify someone t,hat, he had been captured, and gained the right to an

attorney røithin 48 hours of his arrest, Third, private security firms were

required to get a certificate allowing them to operate directly from the

Secretary of State for Northern lreland in order to prevent terroríst

groups from operating protection rackets. Fourth, saliva samples could be

taken without consent for the purpose of DNA profiling. This was not so

much a change in the law, but it brought the EPA in direct líne with the

PACE Act of 1984. Fifth, bail applications no longer required reverse onus;

the prosecution had to prove why a suspect should not get baii. While

still much stronger than regular criminal law, the EPA was moving closer

to a situation where the law could better fit the community and perhaps

convince the local Catholic population that the law would be upheld equally

and fairly. In that sense' revisions to the EPA were more a public

relations move than a genuine reform.

In July 1988, the security forces managed to locate one of the 12.7mm

guns the IRA had received from Libyan connections.26T Security forces

rarely manage to find such valuables, so the event was a signal that the

intelligence services were operating more efficiently. It did not, however,

suggest that the overall trend in counterterrorism was to intercept

weapons. A list of 100 prominent names was discovered by the police in

a raid on an IRA safehouse, and the Personal Protection Squad (pPS) was

created wíth the mandate to protect prominent civil servants and polÍticians

from terrorist attacks. The greatest measures for the security forces and

the government stiil existed in the creation of better laws and specialized

units.

In September 1988, Douglas Hurd announced four nel¡¡ measures for
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countering terrorism usinÉ the police and the courts, each of which allowed

the courts to draw a negative inference from a failure to comply" First'

a refusal to account for movements could carry a connot¿tion of a terrorist

connection. Second, a refusal to account for t'suspicious stains" on

clothing, such as blood, could lead the courts and the police to conciude

that the subject was connected with terrorism. Third, a refusal to talk to

the police, yet produce an alibi in court, could cause the magistrate or

judge to suspect terrorism. Fourth, a refusal to give evidence in court'

including complete silence, could lead the iudge to conclude or suspect

te*orism.268 The measures were for use in Diptock courts as of October

2!, and actually came into effect in November.26e Meanwhile, Great

Britain declared the situation a, tpublic emergency' in order to avoid

sanctions from the European community, which objected to the practise of

seven daYs' detention.z?o

ThecostoftheTroublestoBritainhad,bythispoint,approached

tlg billion.271 Interviews with terrorists were banned, with stiff

penalties for journalists who dared to violate the law (in fact, the bureau

chief for Maclean's has vioiated this law and not been prosecuted)' Special

operations continued, such as operation Fiavius in March, where the sAs

and BSS cooperated to intercept a group of IRA terrorists who planned to

plant & bomb aL the changing of the guard ceremony in Gibraltar'2?2

The National Drug Intelligence unit (NDIU) was given a peripheral role for

countering terrorism within the framework of the National criminal

ïntelligence Unit (¡¡ClU).2?3 The RUC's C19 unit was replaced with t'he

Anti-Racketeering Task Force (ARTF), which included police officers' tax

authorities, Customs officers and representatives from the inteiligence
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services"21A The UK was certainly in favour of utilizing the approach

of special units and legal countermeasures to combat terrorism. Despite

t'he drop in casualties from IRA terrorism, there had been no corresponding

reduction in the number of special units being used for counterterrorism;

indeed, the number of units had increased over the years. part of British
policyr therefore' was to create small units to tackle each type of offence

or group of offences' &s opposed to a genuine sweep of the streets, such

as the approach during the 19?0s. Grand policy had not changed, but the

method of attack had changed dramatically.

All this machinery meant littte when Pan Am 103 was destroyed over

Lockerbie, scotland on December 21, 1988. A tot¿l of 220 people were

killed, not all instantly, when the plane exploded thanks to a tenorist
bomb. Despite warnings of an impending attack and arrests of pFLp-GC

members in Germany earlier that year the disaster occurred anyway, thus

supporting the statement that the tragedy was ,,a serious failure in

intelligen".n,275 Blame for the incident is still being debated although

Libya has been sanctioned, yet there may never be an ans'É¡er to how the

incident happened when such massive countertemorism bureaucracies exist

in both Germany and the UK. Perhaps it is a lesson that, no matter how

much bureaucracy a state creates, the state is still vulnerable to the

human errors which combined to result in Lockerbie. So far, the greatest

outcome from the crash on budgets has been a doubling in the airport

security research and development budget, from â50 miilion to S100 miÌtion

per year.2?6 It is small consolation to the families of the victims.

There are at least six reasons for the decline in terrorism in

L989,277 First, the PLo renounced terrorism outside rsrael. second,
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squabbles between major terrorist groups such as the PLO and Abu Nidat

left hundreds of terrorists decommissioned. Third, some st¿te sponsors

changed policies, such as the Soviets with Pakistan and the Afghanis with

the Soviets. Fourth, counterterrorism improved to the point where

terrorists \¡/ere no longer necessarily controlling the situation, and

inLernational cooperation improved. Fifth, the continentals were arresting

PIRA, ETA and Red Brigades terrorists at a greater rate. Sixth, many of

the revolutionary tenorist groups in continental Europe were in decline.

Still, there Ì^¡ere 420 bombings in the UK that year, largely the work

of the ¡R4.278 One of the most ruthless events was the bombing of the

Royal Marines Band Music School in September L989, in which 11 juveniles

were killed.zTs A scandal erupted regarding the murder of an IRA

member when the UFF showed that they had received information about the

man from the UDR. Two UDR members were charged with murder, and the

credibility of the security forces was placed in doubt.280 Nevertheless,

the UK was willing to refine its operational approach to counterterrorism,

showing that it remained in a thard linet posture, while attempting to

normalize the situation to some degree.

In the aftermath of the Lockerbie bombing, the Department of

Transport (DoT) received greater powers for reasons of security. First,

the DoT was given greater authority to suspend the operations of any

airline if the company fell below standardized security practises and

measures.?81 Additionally, the Aviation Security Branch was replaced by

the Aviation Security Inspectorate (ASI), which had greater powers of

inspection over airlines and was allowed to have a small terrorist threat

assessment role.282 This development underscored the decentralized
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structure of British intelligence assessments and counterterrorism efforts'

which had been a trend from 1974.

The Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Prowisions) ¿ct received an

overhaul in 1989 in accordance with the perceived need for some

restructuring in the reaction to terrorism. Money laundering ldas added

to the list of scheduled offences, because the IRA and several Protestant

groups had branched off far into the world of organized crime, not unlike

the Mafia.283 Powers ldere given to the authorities under the revised

Act to seize funds which had been accumulated through racketeering' and

information was pooled with Inland Revenue and several social service

organizations in an effort to spot and charge offenders or suspected

criminals with terrorist connections.2s4 Compensation and security

measures for prospective ttouts' was enhanced, private security firms were

closed down on occasion, others were required to seek officíal approval,

and greater control was placed over regulatory matters regarding drinking

and gaming clubs.z8s More importantly, the accused lost the right to

silence in court without prejudice; the Act allowed iudges to reach their

own conclusions regarding the possible motives for silence in court' and

could sentence the person based on assumed evidence'286 The

Prevention of Terrorism Act had been revised several times over the years'

but the most important development of all is that the Act took on an air

of permanence in 1989.28? The British had come to realize that the

threat of terrorism was now a permanent feature of their domestic milieu

and that of the international system; the permanence of the Prevention of

Terrorism Act reinforced and acknowledged that conclusion'

The IRA was and is one of the most dangerous terrorist organizations
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in the world, and its actiwities have expanded far beyond the t'raditional

grounds of Ulster and England. Bombings were becoming more frequent

against British forces attached t.o NATO bases in continent¿l Europe and

the expansion of the geographical terrÍtory of IRA operations simply made

it more difficutt for the security forces of Britain to controi the situation.

By 1990, there had been weli in excess of 50,000 Íncidents of terrorism

directly attributed to the IIìÁ.288 Racketeering, semi-Iegitimate

businesses, prostitution, protection rackets and narcotics played roles in

the IRA's 1990 budget, estimated at some 85.3 million.z8s With such

resources, the IRA was able to embark on various ventures to assist its

cause. In one celebrated case, American security forces intercepted an IRA

member who was attempting to purchase a Stinger missile in Florida- In

another case, an American electronics engineer was arrested with an lrish

accomplice while developing the capacity to manufacture ground-to-air

missiles.2e0 Many such cases have demonstrated the IRAts willingness to

become much more dangerous.

The government met some of the challenges w-ith more

countermeasures. The Fair Employment Commission was set up to ensure

that Catholics would be given equal access to jobs, and would hopefuliy

undercut support for the IRA by giving the epPearance of political

fairness.zer From a tot¿l force of 3000 officers in 1969, the RUC had

expanded to over 12,000 men by 1990.2s2 BSS' SIS, 'and GCHQ were

firmly established in Ulster as part of the intelligence effort by the

British.zs3 Indeed, intelligence and special operations forces were now

the cornerstone of counterterrorism for the UK, as was demonstrated by

Thatcherts request to hold a three-day mock exercise involving the SAS'
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SBS, intelligence agencies, and all police forces at a cost of some 56 million,

the purpose being to establish better cooperation on operational matters

and to share information.zsa

The security forces have never been completely successful, and this

fact of life was shown again when lan Gow, an MP and close friend of

Thatcherts, \^¡as assassinated with a car bomb at his home.295 Gow had

apparently not requested the services of the PPS or any of the other

security organizations, public or private, even though his name had been

on the IRA rhit list' discovered two years previously. Perhaps most

importantly, this killing and a score of others pointed to a lack of

information regarding IRA cells in Great Britain itself. Paul Wilkinson

called the event an example of "a yawning intelligence gap on the

mainland".z96 A lack of coordination between agencies and &

corresponding lack of shared information revealed a deficiency in the

massive juggernaut of British security, but, the hole would not be

immediately filled.

By 1991 the cost of the Lockerbie investigation had exceeded 817

million, but the case was not closed completely.zs? The focus of the

investigation had been lost in a political battle for blame rather than a

thorough police investigation.zss Despite Great Brit¿in's official

acceptance of t,he Libya theory, the matter will undoubtedly be a source

of controversy for years.

The security forces in Great Britain and Ulster continued their battle

with the IRA in 1991, showing that the latter was still a formidabie foe

despite the expenditure of vast resources to eliminate the threat. By this

year, some 102.4 tons of explosives had been seized by various security



departments, thus preventing innumerable bombings'zss An IRA cell had

been dismantled on the continent through concerted action on the part of

the Dutch, Belgians and French, but anoLher was being formed a]most

immediately to take its place.300 In Ulster, the IRA attempt'ed to shoot

down an army helicopter with an sA-? missile, thus demonstrating the

technological advancement available to terrorists through such supPliers

as eaddafi and others.3ol In a further complication for security' the

Irish People's Liberation organizaLton \¡¡as formed out of a split within the

Republican movement, thus creating another, different threat the security

forces would be forced to face. Terrorism was not disappearing, despite

the best efforts of British security'

Inresponsetothecontinuingthreat'theNorthernlreland

(Emergency Provisions) Act was changed in L991 to include a broad-based

offence with the goal of apprehending and charging anyone who could be

found in the possession of any materials useful for terrorism' The revised

Act also created the long-overdue offence of "directing" terrorism, which

was an offence aimed aL the leadership of the IRA and the other

organizations active within the jurisdiction of British law's02 Britain

began plans to reduce the number of police forces in the uK as a whole

down to ten, which was deemed a better figure for operational

effectiveness and the efficient flow of intelligente'3o3

Inthemeantime,terroristactsstilloccurredwit,hannoying

frequencyanddanger.InFebruarythelRAattackedWhitehal}witha

homemade mortar; two shells landed outside the Foreign office and a third

landed just 50 feet from where Prime Minister Major was holding a cabinet

meeting.s0a The SNLA attempted to plant a bomb at Holyrood Palace in
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Edinburgh on June 28, just one day before a scheduled garden party and

while Princess Anne v/as in the castle.3os Not only were temorists

attempting to strike at the heart of authority, but terrorism as a whole

t'ripled in frequency on a global basis, most likely because of the Gulf War.

The UK expelled 161 lraqis and Palestinians after the st¿rt, of the war in

an effort to pre-empt terrorism from foreign source",306 and aircraft

insurance rose by as much as two thousand percent, reflecting the risks

and fear of terrorism.307 ln response, Great Britain increased the

military Presence at Heathrow and other vital points in an effort to deter

terrorist attacks and boost public confidence. Additionally, D11 (ptl7) was

assigned to a rapid-reactÍon mobile role to complement the police, RpG, DpG,

and SPG, along with ail the others, in round the clock operations using

armoured vehicles.308 Tenorism from both domestic and foreign sources

was clearly perceived as a major threat to the UK, and the government was

clearly wilì.ing to respond accordingly. A major shift in operational policy,

however, was about to start.

The New Phase: A Lesson for All?

The IRA' in particular, has proven itself to be an extremely tenacious

foe for British security to tackle. The plethora of operational

otganizations, judicial reform, political negotiations and intelligence and

military activities have succeeded only in reducing the death toll from

terrorismr but the actual threat from terrorism remains subst¿ntial.

Bombings and shootings remained a freguent feature of the political

landscape in Great Brit¿in and Northern lreland, including an attack on

January 10, 1992 just 274 metres from the Prime Ministerts residence.soe



Troop levels ín l{orthern Ireland were increased to *well over X.7r000"e

indicatÍng a greater effort on the part of the British to use mílÍt¿ry force

to quell the threat.3l0 After an IR.A att¿ck on ProLest¿nt construction

workers, Major said the terrorists would be "hunted and hunted and

hunted for the rest of their days until we find them".311 T'he army, for

its part, ambushed another IRA attack on &n RUC st¿tion' killing four

terrorists in the process not long after Majorts announcement.3lz The

battle against the terrorists entered yet another, bloodier phase.

In response to the lack of success on the part of t'he antiterrorist

teams already est¿blished and the frustrating lack of intælligence sharing'

Great Brit¿in announced a shift in policy. Much to the chagrin of Scotland

yard, BSS was given the lead agency position in countertenorism under

the leadership of Stella Rimingtonsl3 and currently expends up to 70%

of its resources on terrorism.sl4 the shift in policy Probably should

have been made in the late-1.960s, but it nevertheless marks a ne\'r period

of milit¿ncy amongst British decision-makers regarding the threat of

terrorism.3ls BSS will act as a centralized location for the deposit and

analysis of intelligence and wili likely use their exPertise to Penetrate the

IRA and other terrorist organizations with the goal being to identify all

members and sweep the tenorist gangs clean in the medium to long term.

The change of lead agencies effectively means that the army and the police

have not been able to succeed fully with the powers given them' so BSS

may step in and apply less conventional methods of countering terrorist

groups. This may involve an increase in the number of controversial

operations in the future.

In a move designed to bolster political discussions with various
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groups throughout Ulster and to undercut support for the IRA¡ the British

government proscribed the UDA in August,, 1992.316 The move did

nothing to reduce temorism, as the IRA responded with an Íncrease in

bombings in the heart of London, to the point where the police were forced

to set up roadblocks in downtown London for the first time in history.n?

Billions of pounds in damages have resulted from several large bombs in

the financial district. The Prime Minister responded to an attack in
Warrington that killed a small chil,i by restating his position: I'they lthe

IRAI should know that we will hound them for the rest of their days until

we find them'.3r8 Furthermore, a proposal was tabled for discussion

which could end the right to silence in court for accused individuals in

England, not unlike the provisions in Ulster.3le Also, reports indicated

that a Skyship 600 would be purchased from the Americans for the purpose

of improving aerial surveillance in active ateas.320 Overall, with BSS in

charge of operations and Íntelligence, the miiitary ready to assist, a

number of specialized police agencies continuing in their role, and with

current antiterrorist legisiation, the uK is poised at the apex of

counterterrorism.

Summary

British grand policy was forced to evolve in a reactive manner from

the beginning of the modern age of tenorism. Unprepared for the size

and strength of the threat, the British began with a policy of benign

neglect in Northern lreland. With the involvement of the military in

Northern lreland, Great Britain then launched into a bríef era of active

involvement with some vaciilation and occasional negotiations. By tgT3-74,



grand policy evolved to that of (no concessions' in the province, combined

tøith phased release of det¿inees, which was a position generally held until
very recently. The newest phase of policy places Great Britain into a grey

a'rea between tno concessions' in its defensive connotation and ,p""-

emptiver aggressive involvementt with the use of BSS at, the helm. This is
the most advanced position to date in Europe, and it provides the world
with a model to follow for the next decade.

There have been slight differences in operational policy between

Great Britain's approach to counterterrorism in Northern lreland and that
used on the mainland. In Northern Ireiand, the process evolved in several

phases: 1) RUc in charge, with B-Specials in reserve; 2) army in charge,

with UDR in reserve; 3) power-sharing between army and RUC, with uDR

in reserve and enhanced laws; 4) Ruc in charge, with uDR and army in
reserve' and with enhanced special forces and intelligence activities; 5)

RUC in charge, with expanded role for BSS, army, special forces, UDR,/RIR,

and all information to BSS. This last structural shift is likely to remain

as it is for at least several years, if not longer.

Operational policy in Great Britain changed less over time than in
Northern lreland, particularly because of restraints on the use of the

military. The operational code has evolved as follows: 1) police only; z)

polÍce and intelligence; 3) police in the lead, with an expanded inteliigence

roler legal reforms, and the creation of special units for antiterrorism and

command and control of events, and sAS for the MAcp role; and 4)

inteliigence in the lead with a large role for police, and a continued MAcp

role for special armed forces units. The greatest changes, as noted

earlier, were in 1974 and L992, This operational structure is tikely to
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remain for several years.

Overall, the UK has faced the greatest threat from temorism of any

European country, yet has been rather cautious in its approach to
counterterrorism. There has been no great rush to curtail civil iiberties;
those whose iiberties are stifled are those who pose threats to security.
Great Britain consistently reacted to temorism with firmness over the

years' despite changes in operational policies and grand poiicy aL the

beginning. Now, a new era has begun, with the apex of the development

of counterterrorism being pushed one more step along the continuum. IÀ/ith

BSS at the helm for the foreseeabie future, the activities of terrorists
affecting the UK will be interesting to observe, as will the effectiveness

of counterterrorism measures and policy.
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Abbreviations: Great Britain

PMO Prime Ministerts Office
FO Foreign Office
HO Home Office
SY Scotland Yard
SCS Serious Crimes Squad
Metro Metropolitan police (London)
RPG
SPG

Royalty Protection Group
Special Patrol Group

DPG Diplomatic protection Group
CLP Central London patrol
DoD Department of Defence
SAS Special Air Service
SB Special Branch
BSS Bomb Squad
CCU Civil Contingencies Unit
COBRA Cabinet Office Briefing Room
JOC Joint Operations Centre
JIC Joint Inteliigence Committee
JIO Joint Intelligence Organization
BSS British Security Service (MI5)
SIS Secret Intelligence Service (MI6)
GCHQ Government Communications HeadquartersMIS Ministeriaì, steering committee on Intelligence and securityMSD Management Services Division
DoT Department of Transport
ASB Aviation Security Branch
AEA Atomic Energy Authority
NRC National Reporting Centre
All (surveillance)
D11 (marksmen)
c7 Technical Support Unit
NCIU National Criminal Intelligence UnitNDIU National Drug Intelligence Unit
Comacchio Comacchio Group
SBS Special Boat Squadron
M&AW Mountain & Arctic Warfare Cadre
TIGER Terrorist Information Gathering, Evaiuation and ReviewSOI Special Operations fnternational
TB Physical protection - Buildings
C13 Antiterrorist Squad
c11
C5
MRU Mobile Reserve Unit
PPS Personal protection Squad
ASI Aviation Security fnspectorate
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Flgure 1.d: Counlerîerroriem In Brítoín, 1gg0
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Flgure 1.6: Counlerlerrorlsm ln Brlloln, 1gg4
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SSNI
RUC
MRF
DMSU
UDR/RIR
CID
E4A
C19,/ARTF
PCU
SU
DU
TG
MSD
NCIU
DoD
SAS
SBS
Comacchio
SB
SPG
PPS

Abbreviations: Ulster

Secretary of State for Northern lreland
Royal Ulster Constabulary
Military Reconnaissance Force
Divisional Mobile Support Unit
Ulster Defence Regiment/Royal Irish Rangers

Criminal Investigations Division
Special Forces

Ant-Racketeering Task Force (Northern rrerand onry)Plainclothes Unit
Surveillance Unit
Drug Unit
Target Group
Management Services Division
National Criminal Intelligence Unit
Department of Defence
Special Air Service
Special Boat Squadron

Comacchio Group
Special Branch
Special Patrol Group
Personal Protection Squad
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Flgure 1.7: Counf e rlørrorlæm ln Uløf er, lggd
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Backqround

rn contrast to the ancient feud between the protest¿nt and catholic
rrish and the differences in potitical aspirations of the two social groups,
Germany has had no direct challenge from a nationalist/separatist group
from within its borders.l The roots of modern terrorism were est¿blished
thanks to the same influences experienced by France, Great Britain (to a
small degree), and the united states. sartre, Fanon, Marcuse and
Marighella contributed to the hostility displayed by rioting students with
phÍlosophical works espousing the use of viorence to destroy what was
perceived as a tcorruptr system. consumerism, vietnam, the six Day war,
a collective national guilt complex for the Holocaust and the geostrategic
position of Germany as a bulwark against communist expansionism all
combined in the poriticar Left to produce a fringe curture of angst for
young radicars. This widespread and sudden phenomenon wourd produce
no ansu'ers for the questions asked by the Left, but would result in the
formation of terrorist groups that used the srogans of revorution, crass
warfare, anti-consumerism and other various and sundry excuses to begin
a campaign of anarchistic and nihilistic violence. Germany would be forced
to respond to the challenge.

Frequent student riots resulted in clashes with police on the streets,
but the riot porice were efficient in their suppression techniques.
students were not ailowed to take over the cities, and many were arrested
for their activities. ulrike Meinhof, an early leader of the German radical
Left and member of the youth wing of the sociar Democratic party (spD),
wrote in Der speigel after the police suppressed yet another violent



demonstration,

. . . we say a man in uniformrs a pig¡ not a human being, so

å. åiU"r,tackle 
him. f mean *u 

'o.r"tr,-,l tat to him; it"-*ïo.,e
srrooting? 

these people at all, and of course there may be

seven members of the Extraparliamentary opposition (Apo) were arrested
for inciting violence through pamphlets, and a further j.g00 would
eventually be charged for various other ittegal activities associated with
radÍcal politics. An att¿ck on Hubert Humphrey using pudding was
t,hwarted when the radicars were seen practising for the event.3 on May
22' 7967, a department store was firebombed in Belgium, and the radical
Left gained inspiration. Meinhof wrote:

rf there is a fire somewhere in the near future, if a barrackshappens to blow up, if a st^and happens to collapse in somestadium, then prease don't- be surprìled. Any moie than youare surprised by the bombing of the city centre of Hanoi.a

The threat was real, as viorence in demonstrations had shown, and there
was a clear correlation between violent tactics and the tendencies of the
Left' Government interest existed, to be sure, but the involvement of the
security forces was unsophisticated and rather rimited.

when the shah of rran, Reza pahravi, visited Germany on June 2,
1967' students launched a viorent protest against his presence and his
policies' SA\¡AK security agents thrashed the students with staves while
the German police watched.s In the confusion, Benno ohnesorg, 26, was
allegedly killed by a buret from a German poriceman's gun. Gudrun
Ensslin' another senior member of the extreme Left, reacted to the shooting
with a clear warning to the government:

This fascist st¿te means to kil us aI. we must organizeresistance. Viorence is the onry way to answer viorence. This
li"*F 

Auschwitz generation, and there's no arguing with
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incident would give rise t¡ a terrorist movement named for the date:
2 June Movement, led by Dieter Kunzelmann.

The government r¡/as not compretely uninformed regarding the
growing militancy of the extremists, but disprayed a degree of amateurism
with the use of agents. one case is worthy of mention, since it disprays
the lack of sophistication exhibited by the state-level security service.
Peter urbach, an agent for the Berlin Landesamt für verfassungschutz
(Lfv, or office for the protection of the constitution -- stete rever), had
successfully penetrated part of the radical underground, demonstrating
that the German government was actively involved with gaining intelligence
about the growing threat.T The information greaned to date, however, was
incomplete' Embroiled in a labour dispute with the Lfv, urbach retained
the services of regar counser; the lawyer was Horst Mahrer, a supporter of
leftist violence, future defender of terrorists, and a future leader of the
Red Army Faction (nar¡. The frow of information to the government
ceased.S

The political radicals had other reasons for demonstrating against the
policies of Germany and its allies. Internallyr the Grand coalition of 1g66

led by willy Brandt proposed a sweeping change in security poricy,
allowing for greater powers for the executive in three phases depending
on the threat. First, a rstate of defencer (verteidtgungsfail) courd be
announced in the event of internat agitation which would allow the use of
the Bundeswehr Lo control demonstrations. second, a rst¿te of tension,
(spannungsfall) wourd denote an escalation beyond riots. Third, an
internal st¿te of emergency (-rnne rer Notstand) courd be declared by the
executive without debate in the Bundestag, or rower house.e These

The

the
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security measures lÁ¡ere combined with allowances for greater intrusive
powers into communications, both by vrire and by mail, in Article 10 0f the
Grundgesetzn or the G-10 law. The radical Left vehemenfly opposed such
powers for the centrar government, but they entered into raw regardress
in the summer of 1g6g.10

That same year, the Bundeskriminalamt (BKA, or Federal criminat
office) managed to penetrate the Young socialists' Association in Berlin
using an agent named (Michaer Hagen,, whose rear name was Michael
Grünhagen'11 Posted to the position of vice-chair of the organization,
Grünhagen was able to track the activities and aspirations of the radjcal
group' thus demonstrating the degree of ínterest that the German
glovernment had in the Left. However, the BI(A misjudged the sources of
t'he terrorists' recruitment efforts, and there was little evidence to link
any person with a larger, evorving conspiracy. The rnterior Ministry, the
BKA and the Bfv, arong with their Länder counterparts, had no sources
within any terrorist movements, nor was information being collated at a

central agency'12 The state and federal governments had been watching
the extreme Left, but had not anticipated the rise of tenorism from the
fringe. Like theÍr British counterparts, the Germans were in a mode of
'benign neglect' regarding the potentiar for viorence. That policy wourd
fail miserably and cost dearry in human rives and property damage, arbeit
on a much smaller scale than Great Britajnrs experience.

The Beeinnins: 1g6g-1972

The beginning of modern

1968, when a department store

terrorism in Germany occurred on April 2,

was firebombed in Frankfurt,tB Andreas
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Ba¿der and Gudrun Ensslin, among others, continued with a series ofsim'ar attacks aimed at consumerism in German society and the supposed
negat'ive influences of modern tife. Wiretaps were ,,routir¡e,, at the time,
and the German police ldere instructed to track down the offenders withhaste'ra That same month the police were able to locate Baader and
Ensslin, and the two were charged with arson and were remanded incustody'rs Baader became a cult figure of sorts for the radicar Left,helped in part by the sympathetic rantings of Meinhof in her newjournaristic residence, the radicar paper Konkret, which \¡¡as partiary

funded by the uss.. Ba¿der wourd become a symbor of the new Robin
Hood image created by reftist propaganda, and that effort wourd create
opportunities for the recruitment of younger activists.

By 1969 the Red Army Faction (naf ¡ increased its activities,
committing 4g offences for the year.16 The East German Ministry of st¿te
security (Mfs), section xxrr, gave emproyment, sanctuary and identification
for RAF members, and the HVA supported the terrorists on foreign soil.rT
Neo-Nazis from Germany joined theír leftist counterparts in training camps
suppried courtesy of the plo in Jordan and Lebanon, arthough the RAF was
not favoured because of drug and arcohor abuse and sexuar promiscuity.rs
Terrorism appeared t'o be a problem associated with the East-west conflict,
but since the levels of violence were low and the German poriticar culture
frowned on oppression, rittte was done to combat the terrorists. The BKA,
responsibre for at centrar information regarding criminar activity in
Germany' onry had g33 emproyees and a budget, of DM22 m'iion.ls other
intelligence orgens were more concerned with foreign penetration of
Germany and the desperate search for inteDigence from the East. The
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individual Länder retained the role for counterterrorism, even though the
terrorists were not atLached to any particurar region or country. That
decentralized structure would permit the growth of terrorism in the future.

Andreas Ba¿der was rea*ested on April 4, 1gT0, and detained in
prison for a- number of offences, incruding bail-jumping and various
activities related to terrorism. The German Eiovernment allowed Ba¿der to
do research at the social Affairs Institute, demonstrating a reluctance by
the government to treat the temorist in any way that might give the Left
a reason to create a martyr. Regardress, on May 14 urrike Meinhof and
Horst Mahler staged a daring prison break, freeing Baader from
captivity'20 Following a series of bank robberies which netted D}4zzLrooo

for the newly-formed RAF, Baader and his comrades escaped to Jordan via
Damascus for the purpose of joining a Fatah terrorist camp.zl The RAF

received valuable training at their camp from Abu Hassan, better known as

Ali Hassan salameh, who was "regarded as the most wanted terrorist in the
world",22 and estabrished cont¿cts with the ussR, cuba, south yemen,

Algeria, the PLo and the PFLP.2S The RAF received training in terrorist
techniques, secretive living and intelligence gathering, construction of
bombs, firearms usagie, and police avoidance tactics. This wourd make the
group more difficult to capture and more dangerous as a long-term threat
to Germany.

According to figures from Lhe Bundesministeruim Des rnnern (BMI,

or rnterior Ministry), the number of te*orist offences in 1g70 grew by
I44% from the previous year.z4 There was no special training for German

police officers to provide them with the necessary techniques for bat¡ing
terrorists.2s The foreign connections being established by the RAF and
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various neo-Nazi groups "were not taken very seriously,, by the BKA, BfV,
BND or any other inteiligence org"ns.26 However, there were two minor
alterations in German security in 1970. First, the BKA budget increased
by 52%, allowing for greater expenditures on manpower and technorogy.z?
second, t'he German government changed Ârticle 111 of the criminal code
to allow for a ban on public exhortations to commit violent offences, thus
giving the police a small tool with which to attempt a greater degree of
control over violent riots and supporters of terrorism.2S Nevertheless,
grand policy remained unchanged, with benign negrect being the rure of
thumb for policy-makers. It was clear that the Germans did not regard
terrorism as a serious problem requiring dramatic changes in domestic law
or alterations in the flow of intelligence. This attitude would not change
in the immediate future.

The number of terrorist offences by domestic groups dropped in
197r' Germany still had no effective specialized units for resolving
hostage/barricade incidents.2s Att¿cks on targets by palestinian

terrorists "were regarded as isorated incidents,,,30 prompting the accurate
perception that Middle Eastern terrorists were not dealt with in the same

fashion as leftist radicals within German borders. The RAF re-emerged for
the armed struggle against the government, this time trained to a higher
degree than before. Another group, the Revolutionai.re zellen
(Revotutionary cells, or RZ) was formed, posing a substantjal threat to the
government because of its denunciation of the educated RAF and the
perceived éIitism of that group' because of obvious anarchistic leanings,
and because they were much better at striking once and disappearing
completeì y. sl
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Germany was not completely ignorant of the problem it was facing

with the growth in terrorism. Dr. Horst Herold was promoted to the head

of the BI(A and would oversee the eventual transformation of that agency

into a more powerful organ than had been foreseen. Hans-Dietrich

Genscher, then the Minister of the Interior, insisted that a process be

st¿rted wherein all relevant information be transferred from the Länder

LKA offices to the centralized BKA. The BKA budget increased to DM54.B

million and personnel levels reached 1113. Germany was on a cautious

track of centralization.32

On July 15' 1971 the police launched Operation Pike, which effectively

meant the complete containment of northern Germany by a force of 3000

police officers.33 Thu operation was a failure, as the Germans did not

account for the amount of support amongst the population for the RAF and

for the sophistication they had achieved as a result of their overseas

training. The event capped a 425-day effort on the part of the police to

find and arrest the RAFr and they would be forced to scale back their

search. The RAF had succeeded in escaping the police dragnet.34 L*tu.

that fall' when a policeman was kitled by the RAF, a call went out to the

public to stop sympathizing with the terrorist group. Hamburgts Mayor

Schulz exclaimed to a large audience,

If the Ba¿der-Meinhof group turns out to be responsible for
this murder, we should now at least stop regarding them as
an association with political ailns. They are wholly criminal in
the truest sense of the word.15

Political pressure began to be exerted on the German government to do

something about the ravages of terrorists on German soil. The hesitant,

cautious Germans were forced to respond.
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By 1971 a series of legal reforms were made by the Germans in order
to better deal with terrorism. Legislation was passed to deal v/ith criminal
activities perpetrated for political purposes, including air piracy; hostage-

taking for the purpose of blackmail; funding of terrorist organizations;
public exhibition or glorification of violence; endorsement of crlminal acts;
inducement to criminal acts; rewarding or approving of criminal acts or
threats; threats; feigning criminal acts; and failure to report criminal acts
particularly when terrorists were suspected.sG The penalties for certain
kinds of terrorist offences, such as hostage-taking, kidnapping, hijacking,
and hijacking with manslaughter were increased; the latter two offences

having mandatory prison terms of five years and ten yeara

respectively.3T overall, the German government in 1gZ1 showed a greater

willingness to equip the BKA properly for counterterrorism, placed greater

emphasis on longer jail sentences for convicted terrorists, and began the
process of revising the decentralized federal state of Germany into a more

centralized structure when dealing with terrorists. Grand policy remained

flexible, particularly in instances where foreign terrorists or countries
u¡ere involved, and the German government would attempt to remain in thls
flexible position for many years to come.

By 1972 the German government was attempting to maint¿in its
position that terrorism would be handled by the police in regular criminal
investigations. Nevertheless, the Bfv was strengthened to some degree in
order to assist with penetrating and defeating terrorist groups.38 BK,A

staff levels increased to 17703s, indicating a willingness by the
government to expend more resources on its overall counterterrorism
effort' Terrorists existed everywhere, but the government was unable to
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produce accurate intelligence to locate the radicals or their best sources
of recruits' High on the list, however, were all organizations and persons
with leftist ideologies. on January 28, 1972, l{illy Brandt announced the
Radicals Edict, which banned any person with violent, intentions from
holding a job in the German civil service. cailed the Job Ban by some,

Brandt declared the imprementation of the Berüfsverbot by stating:
If a candidate berongs to an organization which pursues aimsinimical to the constitution, tha]t membership is 

-grorr,à" 
ro"doubting whether he wil arways 

".rppo"i the basic principresof free democracy. As a rure, ih"". doubts *iil 
-¡,_r"titv

rejection of the application for a post.ao

In this fashion, Brandt and his political allies on the Left and Right were
able to place restrictions on potential terrorists or sympathizers from
entering the public service, were able to effectively investigate these
suspects, and were also able to exclude members of the Communist party
and other radical political groups from the political process. Later that
May, a typist in the BKA was arrested for warning a terrorist that he was

under surveillance.4l The case proved the necessity for the
Berüfsverbot,

confusÍon in government poricy was evident in rg7z, eince the porice

and the intelligence agencies were actively pursuing German te*orists
while ignoring Palestinians. By that year, the p1,o and a number of its
constituent groups had established 23 operations and weapons bases in
Germany.az when a Lufthansa jet was hijacked on February 22, policy
became more evident; the German government immediately conceded to the
terrorists' demands, paying $s míllion for the return of the aircraft.a3
The mixed signals being sent to terrorists by the German government only
encouraged further violence, or at least provided no disincentives; Germany
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would have to experience more terrorism in order to muster the political
courage to stop the violence.

rn the spring and summer of 7972 tjhe Germans were convinced that
they had the situation under control. The FeierabendterrorÍsten, otherwise
known as (after-hours terroristst, were increasing their limited activities
in Frankfurt under the banner of the R2,44 The RAF launched a wave
of bombings and the government was forced to send an appear to the
public for information, as the BKA had no contribution to make.as within
a month most of the RAF was arrested, including the leadership of Baader,
Meinhof, Holger Meins, Jan Karl Ra.spe, Gudrun Ensslin and Gerhard
Muller.a' Ail but one of the RAF had been arrested by the summer, or
so it was believed.aT rn July 1972 the BKA optimistically reported ,,It is
only a question of time now when the last members of the Baader-Meinhof
gang' r'r'ill falr into the hands of the police, dead or alive,,.48
Dismantled but not destroyed, the RAF wourd return within a year.

By June of 1972 it was clear to the Germans that some reforms were
not only needed, but were rong overdue. The Bfv received a much broader
mandate to comprement the BKA, creating a new division t¿sked sorery for
counterterrorism. with a budget of DM230 milion and a staff of 2500, the
Bfv became much more Prominent in the battle against teryorists.as The
second change in poricy deart with the federar prosecutor,s office, or
Generalbundesanwart bein Bundesgerichtshof (GBB), which received the
authorit'y to handle all cases in Germany regarding terrorist offences.so

The third major change concerned the Bundesgrenzschutz, or the
Federal Border Guard (BGS), which was thrust into the rore of standby
police in the Länder through a change in t,he Basic Lew. The BGS units
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were sent to the Länder under the title Bereitschaftpolizei, or BSp, and
I^/ere tasked with assisting in the maintenance of public order in situations
where the states failed or needed greater assistance.5l A search system
known as Beobachtende Fahndung, or BEFA, was estabrished to cast a

wider net in federal searches for terrorism suspects. The federal
Elovernment was obviously concerned about the amount of terrorism that
had occurred in the states and even more concerned that the states were
almost completely unwilting to share information. The impositÍon of the
federal force was an embarrassment to the Länder and was designed to
force greater cooperation in the counterterrorist scene.

Germany was displaying a degree of evolution in its counterterrorism
program' not unlike what the uK had been through. poricy toward
domestic terrorists was on a clear course away from tolerance or neglect,
although t'he mechanisms were not yet functioning as planned. The basic
idea was to replace the decentralized Länder system with an efficient
federal response. That plan received an unwelcome boost from foreign
teruorists; a shock to Germany and to the world.

on september 5, rg7z, after receiving rogistical support from the
RZsz, t'he Black september organization (BSo) attacked the ïsraeli mission

to the Munich otympics. organized by Hassan Salameh, the man who had

trained so many German terrorists, the BSo killed two athletes fmmediately,

then sought escape through negotiation. The Bavarian police planned a

daring rescue attempt af the airport, where a helicopter was waiting for
the eight terrorists and their nine Israeli hostages. The German
government rejected an offer by the Israeli government to rescue the
hostages, preferring instead to have the police handle the matter. when
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the police attacked, a firefight ensued, and a¡ the hostages were kilted
along with one policeman and five temorists. The rescue operation had
been a horribre failure, as the porice were outgunned by the te*orists.

Hans-Dietrich Genscher was appalled at the fiasco and immediately
launched into a program of reform to prevent another incident of that
nature' on september g, rg7z, Genscher ordered the creation of
Grenzschutzgruppe-9, or GSG-g, modelled after the famous British sAS.ss
The role of GSG-g was explained as follows:

The GSG g is to be used in the carrying out of porice missioneof specíar signÍficance. They rn"j 
-"bo-rr. 

"]] be emproyed incases when the situation necessitates a singre operation,whether openly or in secret, bringing to b.u." immediate forceagaínst violent criminars. _This i" Ãp."iaty the case whenlarger, organised groups of te*ori"ts'u.come active
under the authority of Department p of the BMr, the Lgg-man force was to
combat terrorists in a special fashion in accordance with the necessity of
the job and because the porice had been unabre to appry strong enough
force against terrorist groups. Formed into three teams, the speciar
combat reams (sET), the Mobile Assignment squads (MEK), and the speciar
Assignment squads (sEK), the GSG-9 was able to apply itself in operations
without the spectre of militarism and could avoid the constitutional ban on
foreign operations because of its non-military designation.ss The unit
was intended to be used in situations such as ,,murder, manslaughter,
kidnapping, the taking of hostages and criminal blackmail',, which ìArere

common terrorist offences.56

The creation of specialized units \ras

terrorists that their activities would no longer

and that the radical chic RAF would eventually

intended as a message to

be tolerated on German soil,

be crushed by a stronger
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set of response mechanisms. The BKA and the Bfv were not onry spending
greater amounts of money and time on terrorism, but were dispraying a
wiilingness to centralize the horribly inefficient and decentralized
intelligence and police system which had been created by the Allies to
prevent a repetition of the Brownshirts. A centrar thrust of poricy,
therefore' was to create a better system of information at the top of the
chain of command' The Grand crisis committee (Grosser politischer
Beratungskler's, or GPB) and the Lesser Crisis Committee (Kleiner
Politíscher Beratungskreis, or KPB) were established, designed to include
representatives from various government departments and, occasionally,
Länder heads; the idea was almost a dupricate of the British coBRA
system.57

Meanwhile, policy had shifted somewhat, from Germany,s initial
ignorance of the problem despite teruorist activities in other parts of the
globe, to an active interest in the probrem of non-state viorence. The
police intelligence unÍts of the BKA and the security intelligence unit of
the Bf\¡, however, were mechanisms for internar use, and were therefore
quite ineffective for the projection of counterteporism beyond the borders
of Germany' Policy, like so many other European countries, took on a two-
track appearance, with domestic terrorists facing the brunt of German state
power while foreigners were free to target German interests in other
countries. while Germany was prepared to utilize greater force, the
response was intended for internal use. For instance, on october zg, rg7z,
a group of Palestinians hijacked a Lufthansa jet to zagreb, demanding the
release of the three surviving Munich terrorists. Germany conceded to the
demands "with surprising aracrity"5s over the foilowing five years, some
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1'47 of 150 arrested Palestinian temorists were released across Europe, a
number of which were released by Germany"ss Firmness in German policy
would be driven by internal events, not by the activities of foreigners.
Germany showed no desire to become embroiled in foreígn squabbres,
although it was already invorved by the choice of others.

The German government had been forced by circumstances to develop
a policy of counterterrorism and the proper tools needed to carry out this
political objective, although the transitional phase was slow and reflected
a genuine hesitancy on the part of the government to create a repressive
system' However, by 7973 Germany was facing a greater threat than
before. The RAF had re-emerged, much to the chagrin of the optimists in
the BKA, and it was joined by the RZ and the 2 June Movement.'o
official BMI figures for 1973 would show only z0 terrorist offences in
total6l, although other figures for 1973 indicate a tot¿l of 564 terrorist
offences by the LefL,62 In either event, there was a crear need to refine
and improve the German counterterrorism structure in order to meet the
threat. The German government preferred to use a porice agency for
its primary response mechanism rather than concentrating power in the
hands of intelligence agencies. Legislation in 1gz3 transferred authority
for counterterrorism, drugs and arms smuggling, and centralization to the
BKA.63 Essentially, the BKA became the lead agency for
counterterrorism,64 usurping the authority previously allocated to the
individuar Länder. The BKA est¿brished the ^sicåe rungsgrup.¡re (security
Group, or sG) to coilate, anaryze and coilect informatíon about
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terrorists'6s rt appeared that the federal police had complete control
over countertemorism' However, there ü¡ere other agencies responsible for
carrying out the rore of counterterrorism in Germany. The Bfv, which was
independent of the porice and had no powers of arrest, increased its
efforts at surveillance and penetration and established a computer data
base called NADrs.66 The Mi\it¿irischer Abschirmdiensú (Military Defence
service, or MAD) received a peripheral role of sharing information from its
counterintelìigence pool with the Bfv, although it was not permitted to
conduct its own independent investigations.6T Additionally, the
Bundesnachrichtendíenst (Federal rntelligence service, or BND) was
instructed to share information which had been gleaned from contacts with
foreign intelligence services with relevant departments, and was allowed to
complete its own independent assessments and analyses of terrorist
groups'68 Finally, the chancellery established a committee to oversee the
operations of the intelligence services, which consisted of weekly meetings
between the chanceilor, the Interior and Defence Ministers, and the
intelligence organizations t,hemselves.6s

The shock of the Munich Massacre, combined with persistent terrorist
activities from internal groups, had caused the German government to
institute a series of reforms within its police and intelligence agencies.
The very existence of these specialized groups signalled a transitional
phase in German poricy wherein the government appeared ress wiring to
tolerate terrorist activities. Grand policy, which is essentially a function
of political u'ilì, was also starting to change. When a number of RAF
prisoners began hunger strikes for the purposes of embarrassing the
government, displaying their own power despite imprisonment and to gain
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political prisoner status, the German government adopted e policy of ,no

concessions'.70 The hunger strike failed in its objectives, as would

others in the future. The formation of specialized groups, the increasing
role of intelligence services and paramilitary forces, and a nascent increase

in political will on the part of the government al] combined to give the
impression that Germany was moving away from its former position toward
a harder line' The message to the terrorists was that Germany was no

longer interested in its unwanted position as a battleground for foreign
and domestic terrorist groups. rt would, however, take some time before

the government could solidify this position.

The Germans had dealt with the terrorist threat by utilizing
government pov¡¡ers to create or boÌster specialized units designed

specifically for counterterrorism. By 1974, 8g members of the RAF were in
prison or were awaiting trial for various criminal acts, which created the
stimulus needed by the government to begin some dramatic changes to the
legal system.7l A number of the RAF prisoners disrupted criminal
proceedin8s by striking, thereby rendering themselves physically incapable

of attending the trÍal; when they did in fact attend, they were disruptive.
In response, the German government changed procedural law. fn contrast
to the previous legal machinery, the Gesetz zür Reform des

strafverfahrensrechús (1. GRStrver) was instituted in september, rg74,
which effectivety removed the right of the accused to attend his own

trial'7z Riotous behaviour in court by the accused temorists and their
attorneys was dealt with in December with Lhe Ergänzungsgesetz, or the

criminal Procedure (Essential supprementary procedures) Act, which

reduced the number of lawyers available to the accused to three, with no
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collective defence allowances for those attorneys when they wished to
defend multiple prÍsoners.73 Terrorists had previously hired from L0 to
16 lawyers at the same time, and the lawyers had assisted in disrupting
t'rials' These two laws, sections 231(a) and 231(b) of the criminal code,
were designed to ensure the smooth functioning of the courts when faced
with terrorists' The legal changes were instituted specifically for
terrorists, demonstrating the wiÌl of the German government not to be

intimidated in court by extremists. The process of triale became much

faster than before, ensuring the terrorists were sentenced and received
punishment at the earliest possibLe moment.z4

The threat of terrorism in Germany was stil growing. rn 7974

violence from the Left grew by about r5o%7s, and 34 neo-Nazi groups with
1350 members were identified, some of them with violent intentions,T6
Three leftist cells were smashed in a raid by the Germans and the Dutch
in February, but the fourth group escaped and wourd execute a

spectacular attack the foìlowing yearJ, Holger Meins, who died from a

self-imposed hunger strike in November, Ínspired the creation of a

terrorist cell in hÍs honour.?8 That same month, Günter von Drenkmann,
the President of the supreme court' was shot and killed by teryorists who
were avenging the legal changes made in the courts, the conviction of
Meinhof and the death of Meins.Ts The number of terrorists wanted by
the BKA increased from 40 in ITTZ to gO0 in Ig74,Bo but the German

intelligence apparatus was still unsure of the number of terrorists
belonging to the RZ, which was becoming quite active.sr The

communicative process of terrorism and counterterrorism increased in
intensity, and there was rittre hope for improvement" The Germans would
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have to consÍder harsher measures,

By the end of 1974 the Germans finalized the structural arangements
for GSG-9'82 over 200 men were trained in special warfare techniques in
a manner strikinglv similar to the British sAS. Three distinct sub-units
were formed within the overar structure, incruding the Mobles
Einsatzkommando (MEK), the spezialeinsatzkommando (sEK), and the
Präzisionsschützenkommando (psK). The MEK was designated as a rapid_
response team which could use a variety of vehicles to assist them Ín any
intervention operation, such as in rhot pursuitr of wanted terrorist,s. The
sEK v¡as trained specificary for missions requiring a high degree of
technical ability, such as storming hijacked aircraft. The psK existed as
a backup unit, trained in the same techniques as the other teams, which
was responsible for sniping in difficult situations. None of the sub-units
existed in isolation, since all men were cross-trained in the identical
fashion of the SAS' The GSG-9 became the lead antiterrorist response unit
for the entire country, marking a change from the decentralized fashion
formerly used for police responses Ín Germany. The Germans were now
completel¡¡ prepared for a stronger response to terrorist viorence.

The terrorist threat to Germany from the extreme Left had not
abated, despite the structural modifications to date and the legal machinery
put in place to facihtate the criminal trial process. Terrorist attacks and
threats from the Left numbered 473 for 1975, almost hatf that of 1g74 but
still signÍficant.83 Furthermore, a top German nucÌear scientist was in
frequent contact with RAF terrorists, thereby possibly allowing them access
to top-secret nucrear information.sa A group of terrorists managed to
steal a supply of mustard gas from a military installation tt¡at same year
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and threatened to use it, on stuttgart, although the threat was not carried
out'8s Nevertheless, not ar the gas was recovered, reading to great,
speculation that the terrorists were rosing inhibitions.86 overail,
terrorism remained a very serious problem for German authorities,

Two major incidents affecting Germany in rgTS may have had a
greater impact on policy and structure than any other combined series of
acts. Peter Lorenz, the leader of the christian Democratic party, was
kidnapped on February 27 by the 2 June Movement.s? The German
government, capitulated within 72 hours of the kidnapping, releasing five
imprisoned terrorists, paying them DM20,000 each, and allowing them safe
passage to Aden'88 Among the released terrorists was Gabriele Kröcher-
Tiedemann, who wourd return to haunt the worrd rater that same year.Es

The hasty concessions made by the government in that case almost
certaÍnly led to the seizure of the German embassy in stockholm on April
24, 1975 by six RAF terrorists, who demanded the immediate release of a
number of imprisoned comrades.g0 chancellor schmidt stated in a speech
to the Bundestag tha| the terrorist act was ,,the greatest cha¡enge our
constitutional st¿te has faced in its 26 years of historyn.sr At a meetÍng
of the G¡osser Politischer Beratungskreis (GpB, or Grand crisis committee),
schmÍdt stated his position clearly: "Gentlemen, all my instincts tell me that
we must not give in".92 No concessions were made to the stockholm
terrorists' some of whom subsequently perished when their explosives
detonated prematurely. The goal of preserving life had not been fulfiued
by the German government, but the message was crear to the terrorists:
The Germans were no longer in a mood to be victims. No serious attacks
of the stockhorm variety occu*ed against the Germans for another year
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and a half.s3

clearly recognizin$ that the hard-line policy taken at stockholm was
popular with German citizens, the subject of counterte*orism became a
political issue for the centre-right coalition of the CDU and the CSU. The
parties were the first to hold a conference for the purpose of discussing
terrorism policy and, of course, for admonishing the spD for their softer
approach' The cDU/csu created the term offensivkonzeptrwhich demanded
a stiffer government response to terrorism.e4 several modifications would
occur to satisfy this renewed concern.

First, the BKA was substantiaily upgraded to meet the terrorist
threat. The suppression of Terrorism department (TE) and the speciar
Branch (sr) v/ere established, the first to investigate terrorism and the
second to collect and analyze information and to oversee the operations of
BKA computers.9s The PIos computer database recorded all information
regarding persons, institutions, objects and addresses of known
terrorists.s6 The rNpol program sought out information on suspects by
monitoring travel routes, transport schedules, plane tickets, hotel and car
rentals, and various other data which courd be matched with ot,her
databanks to record the movement,s of terrorists.s? Both systems were
connected with the Bfv in an effort to increase the probabitity of
capturing terrorists and to create a stronger federal response. rncreased
manpower levels were required, and the government utilized BEFA, a
national police surveillance system.g' rhe German government was now
launched on a course toward a stiffer policy for responding to terrorists.

The specialization of the porice and inteiligence systems were not
without rewards" A number of prominent RAF prisoners v/ere facing
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criminal triars by the end of 1925, and the government had scored some
major successes against the neo-Nazis. At reast, four extreme_Right groups
had been dissolved before they had a chance to seriously challenge the
German federar state, incruding the European Liberation Front (EBF), the
National-Socialist Batile Group of Great Germany (¡iSfC), the Social
Revolutionary Nationar Batile society of Germany (sNKD), and the
Association of German National Socialists (nivmS¡.ss At the very least,
lives were saved by the activities of the porice and the Bfv by earry
intervention, but the neo-Nazis would return later. Despite the machinery
created by the German government for counterterrorism, the challenge
remained.

The GSG-g was emproyed for two major operations in 1975. First,
they were needed to protect the Bundesraú from terrorists, which they did
for one year beginning in March. Their duties complemented the
Hausinspektion des Deutschen Bundestages (HDB), which had been created
to protect the Lower House.100 second, they were on duty to protect
prosecutors and judges in the stammheim RAF triars, which began in
Mry''or Protective ab'ities aside, the softer policy which had been in
place before reaped its benefits. The Germans were, of course, unabre to
respond to crises beyond their borders, so when the opEC raid occurred
in December, 1975, the Germans were helpless. Gabriele Kröcher-Tiedemann,
who had been released as a concession in the Lorenz affair, took an active
role in the assautt, killing two peop1".t02 The incident was a reminder
to the Germans that concessions resulted in further terrorist att¿cks.
Policy would have to address that reality.

By the beginning of 1976 the Germans were sounding out their
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options for a tougher stance toward terrorism. The popularity of t,he
decision at stockhorm, coupred with the berief that such a poricy courd
deter temorism, made the German leadership begin to seriously consider
st'ronger countermeasures. Iúith changes and modifications brought about
to date' the German leadership began attempts to distance the population
from terrorists' At a funeral for a victim of a terrorist act, chancellor
schmidt dismissed the popular notion of terrorists as disenchanted youths.
The terrorists, schmidt said, "are not misguided reformers _- these are
criminals, before God and man?r.1os Hans_Dietrich Genscher, then the
Foreign Minister, said "it should be clear by now that these actors on the
terrorist and anarchist scene are not misguided idealists but cold-bloodedn
vicious murderer"tt'104 The st¿tements by these leaders set the stage
for more legal reforms, with the object being to simprify the apprehension
and prosecution of terrorists and their supporters.

The BI(A budget had increased by some 700% since 196s and the Bfv
budget had increased fourford during the same period, yet terrorism was
on the rise'los A simple infusion of funds had proven insufficient for
counterterrorism; regal changes were required once again, and they would
be much more stringent than in previous years. rn January, the Anti_
constitutional Advocacy Act was adopted, which prohibited support, by
word or action, of a terrorist or criminal organization. 106 In June, the
Anti-Terror Law was enacted, making the formation of a terrorist group
illegal' and letters between lawyers and terrorist clients in prison were
subjected to surveilance.r0? Membership in a terrorist group was made
illegal108, as w¿rs the possession of deactivated military weapons in
private collections.l09 Failure to warn porice of an impending attack wes
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made illegal, and certain lawyers with sympathies for terr-orists could be
excluded by the courts without necessarily prø-øfng those sympathies
beyond suspicion.rl0 These lawyers could be excluded from terrorist
proceedings perma¡)ently. Furthermore, the crime of "terrorist conspiracy,,
was added to the legislative approach, with classification as a major crime
and pre-trial detention for up to five years.lrl while restrictions on
lawyers were not necessarily popular, the justification for them came later.
Siegfried HaaÊ, an RAF defender, was arrested in November 1g76 and had
documents linking him with a terrorist group. He also had an RAF ,hit list,
with a number of prominent readers suggested as targets for
assassination.rlz The Haag case justified the regar measures taken by
Germany in its fight against the terrorists.

The single most important terrorist operation in 1g26 also produced
the most important antiterrorist effort to date. Two German terrorists
joined forces with the PFLP and hijacked an Air France jet to Entebbe,
uganda'll3 rn a daring raid, unit 269 from the Israeli military rescued
the hostages and kilred the terrorists, proving to the worrd that such
operations could, in fact, be successfully carried out. GSG-9 took note of
the raid, and prepared for the expertise required. In other operations,
GSC.-9 provided security for the winter olympics at ïnnsbruck, the
Montréal Olympics, assisted with the Moluccan crisis in Holland, and were
on duty aL the trial for the surviving stockholm terrorists.rr4
Additionaìly, GSG-9 troops v¡ere tasked with security at seven major
German airports, signalling a heightened degree of nervousness on the part
of the authorities and an increasing belief that their special forces were
better equipped to cope with terrorists, as opposed to regular police forces
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and investigators.rl5 overal, Germany appeared to be hardening its
stance toward terrorism.

Bv 1977 the BKA had grown by over z5o% in manpower revers arone,
and were responsibre for tracking terrorists as the lead agency for
counterterrorism'116 Added to an increase of over 50% in terrorism from
the Left,117 the BKA and other rerated departments had to deal with a
rise in violence from extremists on the Rig¡¡.rrs Stilt, Germany was
unwilling to classify the Right according to the same criteria and labels
attached to the Left. For the time being the Right wourd not be
considered a threat to the stability and security of the st¿te.

with a number of inteDigence shifts, legar arterations and the
creation of specialized police units, the Germans berieved they had found
an answer to terrorism. viorence wourd be handred by the criminar raw
process' albeit somewhat st¡Ícter than ,regurar, k'lers. The k'rings of
1977 and the spectacular nature of some of the crimes and victims would
have a profound effect on Germany, both for its policy and for the process
of countering terrorist activity. Germany wourd have to cope with the fact
that legal mechanisms could not prevent terrorism, and that the criminal
process was stilr too lenient. The terrorists who had been convicted, as
Germany discovered, would not mend their ways merely because they had
spent time in prison. Decisions from past crises would return to haunt the
country, as wourd prison poricies. Terrorists worked around the system.

The list of prominent victims of terrorism grew in 1gz?. on April z,
7977 siegfried Buback was assassinated by the RAF for his rore as the
Federal Prosecutor Generar; one of the kiilers was an escapee from the
Lorenz affair"lls on Juty 30 Jürgen ponto was kiled by susanne
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Albrecht' Brigitte Mohnhaupt and a third terrorist because of his alleged
ties to the old Nazi regime, and because he was partially responsible for
the alleged corruption and exproitation in the German economy.rzo The
matter was made worse when it was discovered that Mohnhaupt had been
jailed the previous year for being a member of a terrorist organization,
but that she had been released early.rzr ponto was a reminder to the
Germans that light prison treatment and sentencing could do nothing to
dissuade terrorists, and actua[y worked at cross purposes with the
bureaucratic machinery and stringent laws enacted and emplaced because
of the existence of the terrorists. Ponto and Buback would not be the last
victims of such activities, even though their deaths may have been
preventable. Germany wourd be shocked to a greater degree in the near
future.

on september 5, j,g7T, Hans Martin schreyer, the head of the west
German Employerst Association, was kidnapped in cologne as a pawn in an
attempt by the RAF to obtain the freedom of jailed comrades.t22 Without
delay the German government tasked GSc'-g, the intelligence agencies, and
the police with the most massive manhunt in German history. The porice
surveillance system, BEFA, or Beobachtende Fahndung, threw ail its
resources into the search. using two techniques, schleppnetzfahndung
(trawl net search) and Rasterfahndung (scanning search), t,he BEFA system,
the BKA, the Bfv and GsG-g were unabre to rocate schreyer.rzs on
september 8, wiily Brandt crearly enunciated his disgust with the
supporters of the terrorists, who had made the acts possible by providing
identification, safehouses, cars and other rogisticar support, to the
terrorists' He said the sympathizers v/ere ,,responsible for the terrible
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deeds to an incomparably higher degree than those fanatics who pull the
trigger of the machine gun". Brandt brasted the supporters further,
saying "They provide the nourishment, the equipment, the sanctuary,
without which the temorists could not hang on to their absurd and bloody
dreams of the people's y¡^rtt,r24 The media, to íts credit, heeded a
request by the government through the Grand crisis committee not to
publish any details of the search. unwilling to make any concessions, the
government was locked into six weeks of crisis. correctly believing that
there was a connection between t,he imprisoned terrorists, their attorneys
and the outside cers of terrorists, the government instituted the
Kontaktspeftengesetz (contact Ban) on september 30, which eliminated ail
communication between jailed te*orists and any outside party.rzs

The pressure on the government was dramatically increased in
october when a mixed group of Palestinian and German terrorists seized
Lufthansa #181 and held it in Mogadishu, somalia, reiterating the demands
made by the schreyer kidnappers. The government had no intention of
caving in to the demands and immediately dispatched GSG-g, arong with two
sAS operatives, to storm the prane. on october 1T the crisis was brought
to a satisfactory conclusion, with three of four terrorists kiiled and no
passengers lost, although the pilot had been shot prior to the raid.tz6
Although schleyer was murdered the next day the firm position taken by
Germany \^ras a rousing success, emasculating the relevance of the RAF for
the immediate future and restoring public and international confidence in
the German government in the face of adversity. The Germans had capped
earlier efforts at structural and legal changes with a shift in policy.rzT
overall, 7977 had been a banner year for counterterrorism, arthough
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further action was required. The Germans were crearry encouraged by
their actions, and endeavoured to solidify their position. The pubric was
supportive, further encouraging strong action. Germany was now capable
of a strong response.

whereas Mogadishu represented the most serious and far_reaching
threat to the German government in recent history, the proper and
satisfactory handling of the situation served to bolster the confidence of
the government in its countertenorist role. Mogadishu marked a turning
point in German counterterrorismr2', both in substance and in policy, for
the efforts made previousry by the government in its program of
specialization had finally paid off. Terrorists could not look forward to
capit'ulation on the part of the Germans, but rather a stronger stance, not
unlike the British policy' Terrorism, while showing signs of increasing,
would become more difficult.

The schreyer case proved the cata.ryst for expanded government
efforts to contror information in order to discover the hiding places,
support systems and other logistical systems working for the terrorists.
After it was discovered that schreyerrs murder might have been prevented,
the Germans expanded their computer izaLion efforts to improve the
efficiency of locating terrorist hideouts. rzs Furthermore, some 100,000
police and intetigence officers were tasked with finding members of
terrorist groups'r30 solitary confinement was made more accessible to
prosecutors and judges, causing terrorists to be held in special conditions
for up to thirty days without outside contact,l3t The public, weary of
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terrorism, demanded capitar punishment for terrorists, just as their
counterparts in Great Britain.

The immediate results of the 7977 tercorist campaign took the form
of greater attention to police, intelligence and courts. Besides the changes
listed above, BKA personnel increased by over 150%182, the BEFA system
received increased fundingr33, and a computer system ca¡ed Kommisar
was created to process information from that surveillance system. The
Bahnpolizei (BP, or R¿ilway Police) was included in the counterterrorism
process' as it was thought to have the capacity to provide essential
information regarding! the movements of teruorists and their supporters.
The obiektschutzhundertschafú (osH, or rnstallation protection company)
was established to patrol and prevent temorists from attacking vitat
targets, such as nuclear installations, laboratories and other buitdings in
which critical functions were performed. Furthermore, the budgets for the
BKA and the Bfv were increased by DMl bilion over the next few years,
signalling a realizaLion by the Germans that their security essentially relied
on good intelligence.l34 The BKA was given the power to search entire
apartment complexesr as opposed to a single unit, and could do so without
the permission of the courts.t35 court proceedings for persons accused
of terrorism were, at the request of the cabinet, to be dramatically
increased in speed, so as to prevent the legal system from providing a
forum for the revolutionary sloganeering of defendants.136 The courts
were given greater Powers to exclude certain lawyers from terrorist trials,
and the German government gave serious consideration to the idea of
preventive detention, much rike the uK had already dismantled.li? rn
short, terrorists had caused the German federal state to become far more
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centralized than before, and certainly more powerfur than the BasÍc

had intended. Terrorism had once again caused a government
consolidate its pov/er; this procedure wourd continue, as terrorists were
about to surrender.

The dramatic shift in German counterterrorist policy was evident in
the aftermath of the killings of ponto, schreyer and Buback, not just due
to the militant response now exhibited, but, by a series of further reforms
aimed at terrorists. The Bfv had its budget increased to DM131g.9 million,
an increase of 343% in just a few years. The BI(A ret¿ined its lead agency
role' but it appeared that the Germans were more willing than before to
concentrate some of their efforts on other forms of counterterrorism,
particularly within its intelligence services.l3s Terrorism waa on the
rise, and the RZ eclipsed the RAF as the most dangerous leftist group
within German borders.r3s The IRA began attacks against British targets
in Germany in 1978r40 and the German authorities discovered a link
between the RZ and INLA.r4t GSG_' was dispatched to Argentina for
security duties at the world cup that summerr4z, coinciding with a
meeting of 480 right-wing terrorist groups at the Black ïnternational
conference in Brazil. 143

rn response to the growing threat and the embarrassment, of having
been somewhat stymied by such small groups of terrorists, the Germans
instit'uted more policy and legal changes in lgzg to complement the
measures already in place. First, Iawyers who went, beyond normal
procedure to defend teruorists could be banned from the courts for five
years' in addition to their previous sanctions. second, penalties were
dramatically increased for simple possession of weapons or exprosives,
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where such devices were intended to harm persons or property. Third,
residences had to be registered with the porice, including overnight
lodgings, so the national computer database could track teruorists more
easily and prevent them from leaving the country.r44 Of particular
interest' was the firearms law, which impliciily recognized the difference
between 'normal' society and terrorists. Permits would be granted to the
former, whiie the ]atter avoided such paperwork. A person without a
permit therefore could become a terrorist suspect if caught with controlled
weapons'r45 overall, Power was being transferred from the rights of the
individual to the duties of citizens within the context of a more centralized
and powerful German state. Terrorism was artering the face of Germany
itself.

Realizing that their domestic threat u¡aa a mobile group of terrorists
who easily crossed European bord.ers, the Germans sought to expand their
counterterrorism program to external sources. ,Hot lines, were set up
between Germany, France, Italy, Austria and switzerland in the hope that
more information could be gleaned from those sources, and because such
a system gave Germany added reverage in pressuring neighbouring states
into revealing the whereabouts of wanted terrorists.146 rntelligence was
sought through the crub of Berne and the vienna crub, and the BKA
strengthened its presence in Tnterpor, where ail its employees had officer
status'r47 German rinks with TREVI were strengthened in t,he hope that
better cooperation between European st¿tes could ease the threat, and
Germany signed the European convention on the suppression of Terrorism,
along with Britain.ras Most importanily, Germany, arong with its G-7
partners, ratified an agreement which called for all industrialized st¿tes to
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boycott air transport to states that refused

suspected terrorists.l4s Germany was clearly
policy muscles in the batile against terrorism.

to extradite or prosecute

willing to flex its foreign

cooperative efforts with other states, combined with domestic
agencies, laws and units, was a theme for German efforts in 1gzg. when
Yugoslavia captured four RAF terrorists and offered to exchange them for
croats in Germany, the ratter refused the dear, perhaps not wanting to
aggravate the croat-serb rivalry or to become a target, of croat
ret'enge'rso The incident did not underscore or indicate any wavering
on the part of the Germans, as another countermeasure was instituted.
Germany created Lhe zielfahndung, or Target search teams, whose purpose
was to immerse themselves in the life of a terrorist, gain information
regarding the location of that terrorist, and devise means for capturing
that terrorist'r5r An expression of assertive internationalism and covert
action, the tsnatch Teams' operated in foreign countries, including those
in the East Bloc, with the permission of those governments. In the summer

of 1978' this imaginative and futuristic technique succeeded in the capture
of 15 major German terrorists in yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Romania. The
German government clearly wanted to prosecute the terrorists and was
willing to become more assertive in this endeavour. The zielfahndung
technique proved a major success in the battre against terrorism.

By 1979 the Germans had created a vast counterterrorism network,
but had not succeeded in centralizing all operations at the federal level.
Each Länder still maintained special response units and poiice intelligence
structures, demonstrating the problem of transferring power from below to
above the state system.tsz stil, Germany was unwiiling to expand the
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Powers and structures it had created in the past, but wished to allow the

system to function as intended in the hope that terrorists would be

captured, kilied or persuaded to renounce their operations. In the eyes

of German leaders the system needed time to work, and the vast powers

of the federal state were becoming truly fearsome; to increase those powers

might provide the terrorists with more propaganda. Germany chose to
wait.

The number of terrorÍst acts grew subst¿ntially in 1g7g, rising¡ from
947 to 1578 by the end of the year"153 The BfV noted a rise in neo-Nazi

activities, with an estimated 1400 violent members of extremist groups

responsible for 1483 felonies, rr7 of which were violent.rsa The

Hoffmann-wehrsportgrupper or Hoffmann Military sport Group, was

receiving training in Lebanon courtesy of the pl,o, and was emerging as

a serious threat to security.155 Attacks in Germany came from all sides,

adding to the confusion.

By 1979 Germany recorded the eighth attack by terrorists on nuclear
installations in a two-year period, raising fears that the terrorists were

less inhibited than psychorogists had predicted.rs6 Alexander Haig

narrowly missed being kilted by the RAF in an attack on his car in June;

the explosion actuaily lifted the rear of the car off the ground and blasted

a huge hole in the road.rs7 The RAF could only have known where and

when to attack through a security leak within NATO, communicated either
directly from within or through a foreign intelligence source. Either way,

NATO security was lacking, and it nearly cost Haig his life and Germany

a great source of embarrassment.

German policy remained unchanged through 1g7g, emphasizing a
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commitment to resist terrorism. The only change in security involved a

shift in the Berufsverboú, conceding t,hat, a government employee had to be

assumed loyal unless evidence suggested otherwise.rss Meanwhile, the
BEFA system had some 800 suspected terrorists under surveiilance, and a
total of 6047 people were being watched at least occasionally for activities
inimical to German security.rss The BKA was targeting suspected
terrorists with its new computer system, which had the capability of
tapping into hundreds of databases throughout the country. Realizing that
terrorists were hiding from normal societal functions, the BKA targeted
people who paid utility bitls in cash. over 18,000 people were identified,
but when these names were cross-checked with lists of property holdings,
insurance and other databanks only two names were left. one was a
wanted drug dealer and the other was a terrorist, RoIf Heissler, who was

a suspect in the Schleyer affair.r60 The satisfactory conclusion to that
two-year search provided the Germans with confidence in the wisdom of
usÍng computers to capture terrorists, but was still no substitute for good

human intelligence, as would be discovered later. The government,

realizing that there was a clear need for better prevention, took the track
of increasing the strength of GSG-9 and sent the team on missions in
Tehran and Beirut.16l Hence, Germany was unwilring to impose further
legal countermeasures' but instead placed reLiance for security on the
special forces and vast computer networks. That approach, developed

incrementally, wouid largely remain int¿ct.

By 1980 some 350 terrorists and their supporters had been charged
with various crimes.162 The RAF alone had iost gz to imprisonment, and
a further 25 were wanted by the authorities.lo3 The 2 June þ{ovement
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was absorbed into the RAF, having been somewhat decimated by
attrition'16a The number of terrorist att¿cks increased from the previous
year, suggesting that the government response was designed not to
eliminate terrorism, but to attempt to control it.r6s The Hoffmann_
wehrsportgruppe was banned by the government in January, signa'ing an
increase in officiar concern and a decrease in patience for neo_Nazi
terrorists'166 The Interior Ministry called the threat from the Right ,,far

from serious" in M.y16?, despite & crear rise in violent activities. A
gross failure in intelrigence, the Borogna train station was bombed in
August, kilting 84 and wounding 180; five weeks later a bomb detonated
prematurelv at the Munich oktoberfest, kiling 1z and wounding 200.168
The Right was more dangerous than the government was willing to admit,
but no further countermeasures were deemed necessary.

The zielfahndung system produced more results for the Germans in
1980, perhaps saving thousands of lives in the process. A number of
terrorists were tracked to a Paris safehouse and were captured with the
assistance of the French. Extradition was unnecessary in the process. rn
a disturbing deveropment, however, the safehouse contained notes on
chemical and biological warfare and a smaìl quantity of botulinal toxin.r6s
using the information found and other intelligence, the German authorities
searched another safehouse in Germany soon after the paris raid and
discovered "several hundred kilograms,, of ,,organophosphorous

compounds", which were to be used in a rarge-scare attack.r?0 while the
incidents were clearly alarming, they demonstrated the effectiveness of the
German counterterrorism effort and supported the conclusion that harsher
measures were not necessarily needed. Better surveillance was needed,
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however, as the deadry tone of chemicar and biorogical agents caused
greater anxiety. Terrorism v/as appearing more as a war than as a
designated, annoying criminal activity.

Despite the measures taken by Germany to combat terrorism, the
frequency of attacks continued to rise. In 1gg1 there were 1g56 terrorist
incidents' 1?1 The favoured targets of significant attacks shifted from
prominent individuals and installations to a campaign against NATg, defence
in general, and the American presence in Germany.r?z Adding to the
government concern with leftist viorence, the Right began to express a
strange brotherhood with the vioìent Left. ,,we are not so far apart
ideologically", said volker Heidel, the leader of the German socialist party,
". . .our common goat is the destruction of society. we want to deverop
a basic strategy of resistance and liberation,,.l?s Extremists from both
ends of the spectrum expressed a wilingness to target the same peopre
and institutions. on september 15, 1981, two RpG-zs were launched at a
car belonging to Gen. Frederick Kroesen, commander of us forces in
Germany.l74 Te*orists were changing the focus of their targets, but
the German government failed to take immediate measures to meet that
threat; it would prove to be a mistake.

In 1981 the German government chose to maintain its counterterrorist
posture without major changes. section gg(a) of the penar code, which
sanctioned inciting or threatening the constitution, was repealed.rTs
However, that section was largery redundant and made no substantive
difference to the legal tools available to the government. other laws were
reaffirmed in 1981, including such illegal activities as disruption of peace
and order using threats, failure to warn authorities of an impending
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terrorist atLack, and instructing others to commit acts of terrorism.r?6
The only major regisrative change for the year was an approvar to use the
national census as a source of information for the intetligence agencies
responsible for counterterrorism.lTz By thi" point terrorism constituted
about one third of one percent of crime in Germany, but used up to ten
percent of the police and other security agencies, excruding the BGS.r?s

Terrorism was proving its ability to alter the role of the state dramatically
despite relatively low levels of violence. still, the German government
appeared unwilling to expand its power, preferring instead to altow existing
countermeasures to work.

To some degree the Germans proved wise in their desire to utilize
existing laws and structures, thus avoiding more stringent, and perhaps
unpopular, countermeasures. In 1gg2 there were a string of successes
against terrorist groups in Germany, both from the Left and the Right.
when the neo-Nazi group volkssozialisttische Bewegung Deutschlands partei
Der ArbeiÚ (vsBD/PdA) attacked a restaurant, kilting one and wounding 24,

the group was banned by the government, as was the youth wing Junge
FronLtTs Three Muslim Brotherhood terrorists were expened;rs0 Rorf
clemens wagner, an RAF member, was charged with kidnapping schreyer in
7977;r'L Len RAF members, including two senior leaders, were captured
by GSG-9 operatives; and a number of arms caches were uncovered by the
security forces and the intetligence agencies, setting back tenorists on
both ends of the poritical spectrum.r'z These successes were notabry as

a result of efforts by the Bfv, the BI(A and GSC,-9, all federal structures;
the latter indicated a willingness by the Germans to use special forces
rather than regular police for what was essentially a police function. The
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federal state was exercising power over the Ldnder,

while it' seemed that the RAF had again been dealt a decisive blow,
such optimistic assessments had proven incorrect in the past,
Furthermore, the RZ increased its activities, setting more than 600 bombs
in 1982, ten percent of which were aimed at American and military
targets''83 The Right appeared on the decrine, at reast temporar'y, as
the government had demonstrated its resolve in communicating the message
to the terrorists that their activities would not be tolerated.raa All was
not wellr however, &s the government chose to ignore a. threat of
cooperation between European terrorists. An RAF communiqué said:

Now the question is setiled whether one shourd and will infuture engage in armed struggle in the Èederar Republic andin Western Europe. It is obvlo-us. . . ut",lggl"s whose commonaims make them into one struggre and generate from thatpoliticar and practicar links, wilt exist in the l{estern Europeancentre in many guises.r8s

The threat would be carrÍed out in short order, but the RAF needed time
to rebuild once again. Germany was heading for a rarger battle, with
greater cross-border ramifications, which wourd charenge existing
countermeasures. The German government chose a path of continuity in
1983 consistent with its past efforts to allow existing laws and structures
time to work. There were 219s terrorist offences that year, an increase
from 1982.186 The BKA anaryzed the RZ, concruding that t,here were 400
to 600 members in 70 to IZO cells operating in the country"tsz The
German government discovered to its dismay that anot,her te*orist group
had formed under the umbrera of the RZ. ca[ed Rote zoraothe sub_group
was the women's auxiliary, concentrating its efforts against sexism, mare
dominance, t'he environment, capitarism, imperiarism, squatter,s rights and
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a host of other issues.ls' No new moves were made against the Left.
The Action Front of National Socialists and Activists (ANS/NA), a neo_

Nazi terrorist group' was banned by the Minister of the Interior, Friedrich
zimmermann, further communicating to the Right that violence would not be
accepted as a form of political communication.rss ïn another action, the
Kexel/Hepp Group was "smashed" after they wounded two soldiers in a
bomb attack and bombed a Jewish restaurant the previous year.rs'
walt'er Kexer committed suicide when he was sentenced to thirteen years,
imprisonment, and the Group dissolved. The German government could not
be accused of ignoring terrorism from the Right.

By 1983 the government had scored numerous successes against
rewolutionary and fascist groups. The major effort for the year involved
the expansion of the criminar and inte[igence computer databases by
integrating information from other government departments. up to 1500
databases from large and small bureaucracies and some 25,0oo local
population registries were absorbed into the BKA computers, which were
linked with the Bfv'.rsr The intent was to create an enormous poor of
information to be used in hunting terrorists without visibly disrupting
German society. tr{hen the federar court rured that individuars had ,,an

exclusive right over the use of personar data coilected by any government
organization", a temporary hart was placed on the expansion of Germany,s
internal intelligence-gathering apparatus. subsequent legislation, however,
restored this expansion by exempting the police and the intelligence
agencies from restrictions orì. the use of ail availabre data.1s2 The
German government was on a clear and rapid courae toward concentrating
its counterterrorism function within the various intelligence agencies. In
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this fashion the government hoped to defeat terrorism by identifying and
locating known offenders. This approach wourd not succeed arone, as the
Germans wouid discover. The flexibility of terrorist groups and the
continual process of recruitment wourd counteract technorogy.

In 1984 there was a drop in the frequency of terrorist acts on
German soil, perhaps owing to the number of captured or killed activists
and suggesting that the German security machinery was having an
effect'rs3 rn May the authorities declared that the RZ was ,,potentially

the most dangerous terrorist organisation,rg4, which merery confirmed
that t'he number of attacks from this collection of groups was higher than
any other and that the potential for mass lethality existed; this was not a
new concrusion, but suggested that the German government no ronger
considered the RAF as a great threat. The rise in neo_NazÍ activity
certainly helped in creating this perception, as the BMI listed 84 violent
groups from the Right in security estimates and claimed the existence of
158 others, along with gg groups of old Right members, who had no
intention of provoking viorence.res Inte'igence agencies and the speciar
police units created for attacking terrorists were faced with so many
threats that it surely affected their performance. other problems would
surface later.

A raid on a Bergian quarry in June signa'ed the beginning of a new
era in counterterrorism for the Germans. The Belgian cel¡es communistes
combattanúes (ccc), France's Action Directe (AD) and the RAF store g00

kilograms of high explosives and demonstrated a willingness to cooperate
with each other in a broader campaign of violence.rs6 Six RAF members
were captured in Frankfurt and Karrsruhe the fortowing month, and a
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document was seized which indicated a willingness on the part of the RAF
to begin a cross-national campaign of ,Euroterrorism,.lgz On December
15, 1984 a joint communiqué decrared a shift, in targets to NATO
installations; three days later an RAF bomb was defused at oberammergau
NATO school. The bomb materials were from the quarry raid.re8 Other
actions followed and 1985 would be devastating to the counterterrorist
forces' Despite having the most sophÍsticated technology in the world and
a network of information unparalrered in modern history, the te*orists
would have the advantage of surprise. The result of a stunning failure
in intelligence, Euroterrorism caught the government and its agfencies
"completety by surpriss".lse Technology had faited to accomplish what
could have been done by humans in the right places.

By 198b the RAF consisted of 22 core members, with 200 part_time
terrorists and 2000 supporters, according to government estimates.z0o
They were being actively pursued by over 4000 police officers in the BKA
alone.20l The frequency of attacks more than doubred that of the
previous year. rmprisoned RAF members went on a hunger strike to
demand poriticar prisoner status, and were supported by a deruge of
bombings and arson attacks courtesy of their free comrades.2'2 The
government refused to capitulate to the hunger strike, emphasizing its
policy of firmness using existing counterterrorist machinery. chancellor
Helmut Kohl and president François Mitterrand promised to improve
cooperation in the face of Eurote*orism2's after a senior figure in the
German Defence Ministry, Ernst Zimmermann, was killed by terrorists. The
only change in the German approach to counterterrorism for the year was
the establishment of a seaborne unit within the GSG-g at a cost of DM3
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million.2oa overall policy and the instruments needed to carry it out
remained largely untouched.

under tremendous strain, as

Germany would be forced to

Existing laws and structures, however, were

the terrorist offensive continued with vigour.

become tougher with the terrorists.

A Toueher Stance: 1996-1994

The German government faced a growing threat from internal as well
as external terrorists in 1996, and the disturbing trend of state_
sponsorshÍp came to the fore. Foreign governments, particularly syria,
rran and Libya, were increasingly involved in terrorism and European

Elovernments were increasingly capable and wilting to discuss these issues
openly in the media. Terrorists had bombed their way across Germany so

many times that the government was firmly in a position of constant
defence from a phenomenon which had seemed to be temporary in previous
years' Horst Herold, the BKA official who had modernized the state police
agency with computers, said "Terrorism has now established itself as a
permanent phenomenon".205 It was an acknowledgement of the
seriousness of the probÌem and an indication that Germany would remain
in a state of seige and wourd have to tighten its security once again.

The involvement of foreign governments in Germany,s internal
security problems came to a crimax in 19g6 with the bombing of the
German-Arab society by syrian inteiligence on March 2g, folowed by the
bombing of La Belre disco on Aprii 5 by terrorists using Libyan
support.206 Both incidents occurred with the knowredge and support of
the East German Mfs.207 Germany responded to the probrem not uniike
the uK, which was encountering a similar problem. Although Germany did
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not completely sever diplomatic ties with Syria, relations were nevertheless

"sharply downgradu¿rr.208 Diplomats, agents under diplomatic cover and

students v/ere expelled from the country, just as the British were doing

at the time.zoe Arms sales were halted, security on Syrian diplomats was

increasedr restrictions were placed on t,he movements of diplomats, Syrian

Air was subjected to closer scrutiny, foreign aid was suspended, and high-

level visits to syria were cancelled.2l0 The affair was a major

embarrassment to the Syrians and provided ail European governments an

opportunity to express displeasure with Syrian involvement in terrorism.

The Libyans received the same treatment, although they were also

bombed by the United States. Diplomats, agents under diplomatic cover,

students, and agents under student cover were expelled. The German

Elovernment supported the US action against Libya and made a threat of

its own, Referring to Libyan involvement in terrorism, Helmut Kohl said

"Whoever continually preaches and practices violence, as Qaddafi does,

must count on the victims defending themselve"tt.211 Great Britain,

France, Germany and the US appeared united on the issue, which gave rise

to the establishment of a secure fax link between European states for the

purpose of improving communications on matters involving mobile

terrorists.212 European cooperation appeared to have improved, and the

actions taken by Germany and her allies resulted in a drop in the

frequency of terrorist attacks in Germany, particularly those directed by

rogue Middte Eastern states.213

A number of changes in Germanyts approach to terrorism were made

in 1986. First, the Foreign Ministry established a working group for

studying the external sources of the problem and formulating reactions to
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international incidents.zra Second, and more significantly, a series of

internal reforms were begun, strengthening Germanyts already strict

internal laws on terrorism. Each Länder was required to share more

information with the BKA and the BfV; jurisdictional procedures were

simplified, making it easier for ail terrorist att¿cks to be treated by the

federal courts; and laws were harmonized to facilitate better coordination

between levels of government.Zls It became easier for the police to set

up roadblocks, and saliva samples could be taken without permission in

cases where positive identity was in doubt.216 All violent acts against

targets such as the military-industrial complex, railroadsr ships, aircraft,

materials, public works and all infrastructure became classified as terrorist

offences. Maximum sentences were doubled, and a policy of reduced

sentences for terrorists who turned statets evidence wa,s established

(Aussteiger), except when death was invoÌved.zl? In summaryr German

laws were strengthened, the authorities were granted greater powers, the

state was more willing to be assertive when dealing with foreign sponsors,

and the entire process of counterterrorism became more centralized than

it had been previously. German policy was hardening, and the intelligence

agencies were given a greater role, Terrorists had only managed to make

the German security apparatus more powerful than at any other time since

World War II.

Germany seemed quite content to continue with its existing laws and

structures in 1987, showing a desire to reach the needed balance between

restrictive laws and special units and the need to maint¿in the essence of

democratic government, Having partiaily defeated the Left, the Right and

foreign state sponsors, the government maintained a new continuity, fully
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aware t'hat the actual threat had not disappeared. when the rRA attacked
a BAOR unit at Rheindahlen on March 27, wounding four waitresses and 27
soldiers, the Germans ì,{ere justifiably embarrassed.zr8 The BKA and the
Bfv responded by increasing the number of their agents in the field,
demonstrating the German willingness to combine their massive computer
apparatus with a liberal dose of HUMINT.2Te Tie" with allied intelligence
agencies and porice forces were strengthened, and GSG-9 sought better
communications with the French GIGN and the s^S.2zo A great dear of
the overall German effort continued to shift toward covert action and
speciar forces as the primary vehicres of response, thus indicating a
greater resolve on the part of the government to combat terrorists with
special measures not normalry used in raw enforcement or poricy
implementation.

The costs of security from terrorism escalated in lggz to the point
where Germany v/as spending some 62.8 billion on counterterrorism
alone.ZZr More was spent when the government announced that it was
int,roducing machine-readable passports.z2z The intent of the measure
was to provide four disincentives to temorists. First, tracking was made
easier, since the information courd be tied into the BKA computer at
I{iesbaden, and hence to the Bfv. second, the speed of detection of
terrorists was dramatically increased. Third, terrorism could be prevented
by stopping foreign and domestic terrorists from having large amounts of
mobility' Fourth, the measure would theoretically prevent the use of false
documents by terrorists, rendering foreign government¿l assistance more
difficult and partially eliminating the ability of terrorists to use passports
as tools with which to gain access to varuabìe targets and escape routes,
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Ajl these measures were, it seems, aimed at deterrence.
German airport security had certainry improved over the years. on

January 16' 1987, Mohammed Hamadei, one of the Tt{A g47 terrorists from
1985, was captured at Frankfurt airport. Ten days later, Abbas Ali
llamadei was captured as *"11.223 The United States requested
extradition of Mohammed, but the request was refused by the German. on
the grounds that the US had capital punishme nt.zz| Meanwhfle, two
German citizens were t¿ken hostage in Beirut by the Hamadeis' supporters,
thus placing the government in a difficult situation. when the issue was
settled, the Hamadei brothers were charged and convicted in a German
court, and the hostages were not rereased by any dear with the
terrorists'zzs Further, and perhaps more important, the Germans were
able to extract a wealth of information from the captured terrorists, which
was turned over to French intelligence, which in turn managed to decimate
the plague of AD and Arab terrorist groups on French soil.2z6 The firm
policy of the German government was a resounding success, both
domestically and internationally.

German poricy and toors remained unchanged through 1ggg, arthough
chancellor Kohl recommended the establishment of a European version of
the FBr as a solution to international terrorism and the problems associated
with the mobility of violent criminals.zzT The TREVI system had not
succeeded in queiling te*orism, nor had rnterpor, so the suggestion may
have been partially pointed toward solving the problems of internationalism
which had cost the Germans so dearly. Despite that failure in international
cooperation, the Germans succeeded in stopping some 3000 peopre at its
borders in lg8g arone for reasons of security, incruding te*orjsm.z28
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with border controls due to be relaxed or removed, Germany ,^¡as crearry
concerned about the ross of contror t,hat wourd mean for its
counterterrorism forces, and feared the possibitity of even greater levels
of terrorism as an unwanted byproduct of integration. with the RAF
undergoing a resurgence under the new banner of opposing a united
Europe, Germany saw a crear threat of greater cooperation between
terrorist groups which would underscore a gap in security planning in
Europe' The proposal would eventually receive support from the French,
but was not a real concern for most European leaders or bureaucrats. The
issue would remain unresolved.

while terrorist activity in Germany remained at unacceptable levels,
a single failure in a German court may have red directry to one of Europe,s
most devastating terrorist incidents. The German government in lggg was
actively involved in counterterrorism, assigning its computers, intelligence
agencies and special forces in the detection and prevention of terrorism.
In a brilliant operation cailed rAutumn Leavesr, the Germans uncovered a
PFLP-Gc cell and arrested 17 terrorists, complete with bomb materials and
other weapons.22s A German judge released ail but one of the terrorists,
and the BK'A' warned Britain of the group and the possibility of a terrorist
attack, but the event went ahead. pan Am 103 was destroyed in midair
over Lockerbie, scottand onry weeks rater, kirling 220 peopre. The actions
of a single judicial official had unravelled a brinÍant counterterrorist
operation and had resurted in hundreds of deaths, along with the
accompanying shock of the event. The terrorists had won again.

rn 1989 the German government maintained continuity in poricy,
structures and raws. Terrorism would be kept at a minimar rever by
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existing legislation and countermeasures, thereby avoiding the creation of
a police state' The cost of that policy was continuity in terrorist attacks,
as terrorists were not completely eliminated from circulation. Greater
internationar cooperation was achieved, however, as the Germans, French
and British displayed an increased willingness to exchange information.
The result of this cooperation lvas the discovery and capture of some of
Europe's leading terrorists from the rRA, the Basque ETA and some
remaining Red Brigades members who had used Germany and France as safe
havens whÍle evading the lt¿tian authorities.z30 perhaps of greater
concern was further evidence of transnationalism in the terrorist world,
such as cooperation between the Red Brigades, the RAF and Abu Nidat,
which was uncovered in paris in early September of lggg.asl When the
chief Executive of the Bundesbank, Alfred He*hausen, was executed wjth
an IRA-style remote bomb on November 30, there was a legitimate concern
that the RAF and the IRA were cooperating in terrorism in Germany, a
prospect sure to frighten the German governme nt,z32 Cooperation with
the British was badly needed.

The government decrared that foreign groups were a greater threat
to German security than domestic groups in 1989, according to a statement
by the Attorney General' Domestic countermeasures were placed at the
forefront of dearing with foreign squabbres and security probrems. At
Ieast partially, increased security in ot,her st¿tes tended to give terrorists
a reason to use Germany as a base of operations, and the practise of
engaging in battles on German soil was continuing, much to the frustration
of the government' one successful counterterrorist operation indicated a
willingness by the government to stop these batiles using the intelligence
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services' rn Darmst'adt in June, 1989, a Lebanese shi,ite terrorist cell was
uncovered and dismantred. Documents in their possession indicated a
desire to attack seven rsraeli targets and at least twenty bars frequented
by us servicemen.23' overa', the Germans disprayed a poricy based on
firmness, with pre-emption and internationarism as desired goars. The
policy trend was maintained to the best of the government,s abihty using
existing countermeasures.

By 1990 the RAF began to have serioue difficurties just staying
intact; ten members were a*ested in f,re rast two weeks of June arone.z&
"You can',t say this is the end of the RAF", said Kurt Rebmann, a former
Attorney Gene,r'el, ". The commandos of the third generation are as
dangerous as they were before and they still threaten the internal security
of the Federar Repubric""z3' Afbr an attempt on the rife of Interior
Minister Hans Neuser, the RAF indicated its fear of the GSG-9, calring them
a "killer u"1¿rr.236 Neuser warned that the RAF intended to create a
larger' coordinated western European terrorist movement by immersing
their struggre within that of other violent movements.237 The enemy, the
RAF warned, was now "Fascist beast West Europs,,.23B

Hans-Ludwig zachert, the president of the BKA, publicry supported
the prospect of a Europe without borders, but cautioned ,'it means that we
will all have to accept a loss of security,,.23s The prospect of greater
mobility for people also meant greater mobility for terrorists, both domestic
and foreign, and Europe as a whole would be only as secure as the
weakest link in the security net at the external borders.24o The idea of
Arab terrorists entering Greece in order to bomb Germany became a
greater concern' as the authorities had enough trouble containing violence
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from internal terrorists. Islamic fundamentalists, radical leftists and neo-
Nazis all presented problems for the jurisdiction of German counterterrorist
units and laws. In the mad dash for integration, it seemed that the
European bureaucrats had compretery forgotten about, security from
terrorism' This problem was brought into crearer focus when German
authorities discovered an rRA cell and an sAS shadow unit penetrating the
German border from the Netherlands; both teams had entered iltegally, and
the threat to sovereignty was crear.z4r Further discussions were needed
to deaÌ with the problem.

A rise in neo-Nazi violence prompted the government to ban the
Republican party from parliamentary elections. Neo-Nazis had penetrated
the party to such a degree that the government believed it faced a threat
to security through subversion.242 Further laws were deemed
unnecessary for domestic terrorism, but the problem of physicat movements
needed action' In response, the Germans and French agreed to allow a
zone of 'hot pursuit' encompassing ten kilometres on either side of the
existing borders.2a3 Articre 41 0f the Schengen Accord ailowed
antiterrorist units:

. to c_ontinue pursuit in the territory of anothercontracting party without prior authorization where given theparticular urgency of the situation it was not possible tonotif v thlrnforpetent authorities of ir," other co'trã"li'gParty. . .',

This unprecedented waiver of sovereignty was rargeiy symboric, given that
the territory could be traversed in a few short minutes. Nevertheless, the
agreement was a crucial first step in the process of European integration
and cooperation in counterterrorism, and sent a message to terrorists that
their da¡'s of mobility and sanctuary were numbered.
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Ïn Lebanon in 1991, the Islamic Jihad threatened to attack German
targets if the government refused to release Mohammed and Abbas Hamadei
from prison' German officiars said they "wourd not be pressured to rerease
convicted terrorists"24s, thus soridifying the German poricy of ,no

concessions" Meanwhile, a greater problem was brewing within Germany.
Neo-Nazis were increasing the frequency of their attacks on foreigners,
prompting a high degree of media attention and embarrassment for the
government. rn response, the government raided 114 homes of suspected
violent neo-Nazis, and a police official said ,,. . . we will not tolerate their
criminai r"¿"tt.246 Membership in the extreme Right grew into the
thousands' yet the government did not categorize the Right as a collection
of terrorist groups; they were disaffected youths committing wholry
criminal acts, and would be treated as such. Meanwhiie, the RAF
complained about the resurgence of fascism as they continued their
bombing campaign' Germany began to feel the strain of internal disorder
emanating from both ends of the political spectrum.

ïn l9gz the government noted the estabrishment of the fourth
generation of the RAF, but that group was overshadowed by a dramatic
increase in violence from the Rig¡¿.zez The number of violent acts
perpetrated by the Right grew into the thousands, with the most frequent
targets being refugees. The Bfv did consider these extremists to be a
threat to securiLyrz.s but were hesitant to confirm that as poricy; they
were tasked to infittrate the groups, The Repubrican party, no longer
banned from participating in erections, posted erectorar gains in a number
of regions. By the fatl of rggz, over 1g00 acts of viorence had been
committed by the radical Right.
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The German government began a series of reforms and
countermeasures in an attempt t'o quell the rriolence. The spD cooperated
with the ruling party to recommend tightening Germany,s liberal asylum
laws' with the intention of removing a justification for violence as well as
to prevent a massive influx of refugees and the inevitable tensions that
courd produce.24e rnterior Minister Rudorf seiters proposed the
expansion of police powers to include a period of preventive detention for
rioters who tended to traver from one protest to the next, and serious
consideration was given to banning certain groups, iust as the government
had done with the Left.2so rn fact, preventive detention had been used
earlier in the year at the Jury G-7 meeting in Munich. Anyone who was
considered a "potentiar disrupter" was det¿ined without charge for up to
two weeks'25I Att¿cks on foreigners were cailed ,,a horrible experience
and a disgrace" by Chancellor Helmut Kohl.zsz The National Front was
banned in November, federal prosecutors assumed control over criminal
charges' and GSG-9 troops were used to raid the offices of extremist
groups.2s3

The continuation of extremist violence clearry affected government
perceptions of the degree of t,he probrem. chanceÌror Koht made the
government's position perfectry crear in a speech to the Bund esta.g, ,,The

statets monopoly on the use of force to fight violence may not be infringed
upon", KohI said, "and whoever tries to do so wilr face the futt force of
¿¡" 1"'nttt'254 The Interior Ministry proposed a countermeasure which had
been partially used to control the extreme Left in the past. Extremist
leaders wourd be subject to rosing their rights incruding freedom of
speech, assembly, membership in politicar organizations, and the right to
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run for poriticar office.zss German Alternative, an extremist group, Þ/as
banned in an attempt by the government to communicate its intolerance for
violence to foreign and domestic observers. Kraus Kinker, the Foreign
Minister, wrote to the world in a newspaper articre, expressing the position
of the German government:

The reputltion of being a riberar democracy committed to thedefence of human righls w.hich cu"rãlv r,"" built up overdecades Ty"t not be e-xposed t" """i""" ä"*"g" from extremistnationaristic srogans 
"na viorence 

-;;;; 
right-wing factions.The spectre of a past weu ha.,e i;;g-;;;e overcome must notbe allowed to reappe"r.2l

unrestricted asyrum ended in Germany. The government wished to avoid
further violence and an intolerable strain on the welfare st¿te by a change
in the constitution' Tt was a partial victory for the extremists, although
the government was generally committed to combating violence without
appeasement' Germany faced a greater threat at this point to its internal
stability than at any other time in its modern history.

By 1993 the German government, with the support of the vast
maiority of the public, seemed to be gaining contror over violence from the
Right, but decided to ban the Kurdish I{orkers, party (pfX) because of
violence against Turks in Germany.zs? Later, however, the sheer scale
of neo-Nazi thuggery had almost completelv eclipsed the threat from the
RAF and the RZ, so in 1gg4 the Bundestag, approved legal changes such as
making Holocaust deniars ilregar, improving powers for the police and
intelligence agiencies, an d increasing prison terms for assault.zss
However, the Bundesraú rejected most of these changes on the grounds
that the powers to be granted to the Bfv were too great, arthough further
anti-Nazi legislation is expected.2se Most notably, the BfV became the
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most cited authority on viorence, suggesting that the government was
placÍng a somewhat greater amount of authority for counterterrorism in the
hands of its domestic intellÍgence agency.z60 The use of intelligence was
becoming more important in controrling viorence, just as the British had
come t'o realize' The legal and structural arrangements made to combat
leftist violence were deemed sufficient to accomprish the same goal against
the Right, although further modifications to German security w¡t be
interesting to note.

Summary

German poricy toward counterterrorism began at zero, or benign
neglect' not unlike the British approach. politicar radicalism and violence
appeared to t¿ke the Germans by surprise, suggesting a rack of good
intelligence regarding the evorving terrorist threat. The porice proved
reasonabry competent in the first few years of the modern age of
terrorism' but this was at least partially due to the inexperience of the
young terrorists. A short period of time in plo training camps in the
Middle East changed the efficiency of the terrorists. Not realizing that
their success hinged to some degree on the amateurism of the tenorists,
the German police and their political masters saw no reason to prepare for
a stronger attack.

That attitude led directly to the appalling failure of the Bavarian
police at the Munich otympics. From that point, Germany began to regard
terrorism as a serious threat. over the course of the 1970s, Germany
cautiously and steadily centralized its counterterrorism structure, created
new units strictry for counterterrorism, expanded others, changed or
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strengthened laws and court procedures, and spent enormous sums of
money in an attempt to capture terrorists. poricy evolved during this
period of time' to the point where the Germans accepted the fact that they
gained nothing by making concessions to terrorists, demands. By the
1980s it was apparent that Germany wished to maintain a poricy of no
concessions.

rn the 19g0s the German government refined its poricy and made
efforts to cure some of the probrems it had encountered in previous
battles' one of the most significant problems involved the transfer of
information to centralized sources such as the BKA and the Bfv. ïn a
further comprication, the rise of the Right and an increase in Middle
Eastern terrorism praced strains on the security apparatus in Germany.
By this time, however, sufficient changes in security powera, court
procedures' other legal measures, special forces and intelligence gathering
had already occurred. Aside from minor adjustments, Germany r¡/as
prepared to deat with most terrorist threats without considering
capitulation. More recentry, the German government praced the Bfv into
the position of lead agencyr effectively acknowledging the importance of
good intelligence in the batile against terrorism. This structural
arrangement is rikery to continue Índefinitery, just as in the uK, and
presents an entirely new chapter in German counterterrorism which will be
fascinating to observe.
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Abbreviations: Germanr¡

Lesser Crisis Committee
Grand Crisis Committee
Department of Justice
Federal office for the protection of the constitutionInterior Ministry
Federal Criminal Office
Suppression of Terrorism Department
Security Group/Special Branðh
Federal Border Guards
Special Forces
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Technical Support Company
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Railway Police
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Criminal Office - State Level
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F.ederal Intelligence Service (foreign)
Military Intelligence

St¿te Level
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Backqround

France has experienced a number of waves of terrorism over the
years, beginnÍng in its earry history and continuing into the present
century. After the second tr{orrd war, France u/as subjected to even more
sources and forms of political violence, particularly as its colonies
struggled for independence from the empire, and in similar circumstances
as the British' Nevertheless, France was less wining to accept its fate as
a declining power' choosing instead to fight various insurgent movements
in an effort to retain its prestige, power and infruence. After the
compretion of coroniar withdrawar France had to cope with the modern age
of terrorism, which evorved in the rate-1960s as a threat to order. Legal
changes' structural modifications, specialized antiterrorist units and the
use of its interligence services wourd alr be required for the new,
subterranean battre. France wourd resist dearing with the probrem for a
number of years, but wourd eventualy be forced to emurate the responses
of neighbouring states.

The French experience with alternative forms of conflict resulted in
humiliating defeat, particularly in two inst¿nces. At Dien Bien phu in lg54
the French were decimated by a theoretically inferior guerrilla force, which
had less sophistÍcated \â¡eaponry and little experience in the European
model of modern warfare. The defeat stunned France, and miritary
withdrawal was the only option. The second major event was the Algerian
conflict, which was most notabre because terror was fought wit,h terror and
the conflict spread to France itself.t Thu Ä.igerian FLN spread their
political warfare to French soil, and when de Gaurre granted independence



to Algeria a group of disaffected army officers formed the secret Army
organization, or oAS, to fight both the Argerians and the French
government. From 1956 to 1962 the government was forced to wage a
campaign of counterterrorism, providing the authorities w-ith some degree
of expertise in alternative confÌict situations. ?hose lessons were
apparently forgotten by 1968, when France and the rest of Europe came
under attack once again. A schizophrenic political culture would define
France's response to the modern wave of terrorism, drifting between sorid
countermeasures and outright appeasement. Eventually, however, France
would be forced by terrorists to abandon its posture of avoidance and face
the problem, much like its European neighbours.

Terrorist groups and tactics .lvere not new for the French, as they
had dealt with the Argerian confrict using speciar courts, raws, and
unconventional tactics. The state security court was established in 1g63
as a response to oAS viorence, and was notabre for the absence of juries
or other procedural niceties available in civilian courts.2 A provision was
made at the time for detention, a'owing a judge to hord a suspect in
custody for any amount of time between 4g hours and six days, and no
limits were placed on sentences.3 Detention could be extended to twelve
days "in cases of urgency".4 Additionaily, the ordinance of r{ovem ber 2,
1945 gave the government the power to perform summary expursions of
individuals who presented a menace to "public order or pubric credit,,.s
The concept of flagrant dérit, or rcaught in the act,, ailowed porice to
utilize powers which wourd normaty be iregar in any other criminar
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investigations'G These measures' when combined w-ith greater executive
pou¡ers according to the rures of the Fifth Republic, gave France the
capability to combat temorism effectively, quite unlike other European
states' T{hether those powers would be utilized rÁ/as another matter.

In 1966 two terrorist groups emerged within France, the first as a
nationalist/separatist force and the second designated as a neo-Nazi group.
the Front du libération de ra Bretag.ne, or FLB, along with the Armée pout
Ia Révolution de ra Bretag.ne, or ARB, emerged on the potiticar ecene to
oppose perceived French imperialism in language and cuÌture in the
Brittany region'7 These two groups combined forces, but were ignored for
a decade because their targeting purposefully avoided casualties. The
Fédération d'Action Nationale Européen, or FANE, began limited operations
against Jewish targets and performed some activities associated with
Holocaust denial.s The potential for terrorism and the actual use of
limited amounts of ilegar activities was rargery ignored by the French
government for a number of years, possibly because no great loss of life
occurred' The FLB-ARB seemed satisfied wit,h bombing symbolic, inanimate
objects such as television towers, while FANE appeared as little more than
Nazi sympathizers. Terrorism was something that might occur Ín other
countries, but the French were comfort¿ble in their belief that they were
safe.

By 1968 a host of issues began to dominate the French political
scene. vietnam, the six Day war, difficulties in the Third world and
intellectual influence espousing the evils of the capitalist system pervaded
the political psyche of France and a host of other countries. Farmers
rioted in the streets along with radical students, but the students jost a
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powerfur alry when the farm lobby was appeesed, t,hereby undercutting the
strength of support for change. Nevert,heress, the street violence was
sufficienty intense to alrow the government to cat rn the compagnies
Républicaines de sécurité (cRs), a riot squad answerable to the Nationar
Porice'e The cRS used batons, rifre butts and tear gas to contror the
violence' while the protestors used stones, sticks, steer bars and Molotov
cockta's for their weapons.l' The c*s was not the onry speciar unit to
respond to the threat of violence. France,s 95 police forces were
augmented by units of Garde Mobile, part of Li'e Gendarmerie Nationare, and
were tasked with rapid response in smat, viorent incidents.ll perhaps
more importantry, the rnterior Ministry under the leadership of Raymond
Marcellin decÍded to engage the D.lrection Renseígnments Généraux, or DRG,
in the battle against terrorism.12 sim'ar in form and function to the FBI
and the speciar Branch, the DRG was tasked with gathering inte¡igence on
potential and real threats to France,s internal security. The Japanese Red
Army (JRA), carros, various parestinian groups, and the German RAF were
taking refuge in France, frequentry under the cover of students at a
number of campu"es.r3 By the end of 196g, the intelligence services had
learned of the existence of 44 terrorist gïoups around the worrd, and that
20 of them were either operating in or were somehow otherwise connected
with France'ra The French tradition of terre d'asiIe had allowed foreign
terrorism to take hold, and the intelligence agencies had warned the
government. Nothing was done; France preferred to avoid the probrem,
hoping that the terrorists would at least refrain from attacking French
citizens. over the next few years the French government wourd quietry
display its own disbelief in that doctrine.
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while terrorism affected France in t,he ratter part, of the 1g60s it
was not considered a great threat to national security, unlike in Germany
and the uK' Terrorist activities k/ere sporadic and were usualry confined
to foreign groups; France's official position was one of avoidance.
Terrorist's would not be targeted by the porice or the courts if their
activities did not harm French interests. Despite that poricy, the French
government showed crear signs of nervousness, particurarry in right of
terrorist activities involving close neighbours and the strong possibility
of high-profile incidents involving aircraft and diplomatic targets. By 1,g70
the government displayed enough nervousness regarding its policy toward
terrorism that it enacted the loi anúicasseurs, which effectively
acknowledged terrorism as a criminal activity of special significance. Thjs
law gave the government additionar powers to take action against
instigatorst propagandists and supporters of vioience in circumst¿nces of
"a concerted action by a group using direct force,,.15 Despite an official
desire to remain neutral in international terrorism, France effectively
acknowledged the phenomenon as distinct, requiring some degree of
consideration of countermeasures. In 1g?1 that raw was suppremented in
a bid by the French to discourage acts of hostage-taking. Designed
specificalìy to discourage a common terrorist act, prison sentences were
publicly announced as a deterrent. rf a hostage were herd for more than
a month' the sentence wourd be rife in prison; if herd for ress than a
month the sentence wourd be between 10 and 20 years; if the victim were
released in less than five days the sentence wourd be two to five years.r6
The death penarty courd stil be appried in extreme circumstances.

The Foreign Ministry retained most of the decision_making power in
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teruorist incidents at the end of 7977, reflecting the French belief that
temorism was rargery a foreign probrem, and their decisions had a good
deal to do with raison d'étât and little to do with law and order, much less
international cooperation. on December 1g, 1g21, Frazeh Khaelfa escaped
from British custody after attempting to kill the Jordanian ambassador to
London' French police arrested the terrorist in Lyons and Britain
requested extradition' A French court ruled in favour of the extradition
despite France's asylum tradition, but the Forefgn Ministry overruled the
decision of the court and released Khaelfa.t? Demonstrating the sharp
differences in style between branches of government and bureaucracies,
the incident underscored what would become a patlern in French
counterterrorism: the porice, the inteiligence services, the courts, and the
InterÍor Ministry would frequently clash with the Foreign Ministry in the
decision-making process, thus rendering French policy confusing,
vacillating and uncertain. No clear message was sent to the terrorists in
these circumstances.

Although the French government downprayed or ignored terrorist
activities ' in rg72 the chief commissioner of police, Robert Broussard, .!{as

given the authority to establish a series of specÍalized antite*orist units
throughout the country.tB Dozens of these Brigades Anti_commando were
formed from the ranks of existing police forces and were given additional
training in barricade resolution, special weapons and t¿ctics. The BAC
units were certainly insufficient for extensive and sophisticated
antiterrorist operations, but their existence was probably not necessarily
for that purpose' By allowing the establishment of specialized units the
French government hoped to address the concerns of the French porice,
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send a message to potential terrorists that France was not unprepared, and
allay the fears of those in France who were more committed to a poricy of
law and order than avoidance and appeasement. The measure also
displayed the possibirity that the French government may have been
somewhat nervous regarding its perceived immunity from terrorism.
symbolic as opposed to substantive, the French government wourd
eventually be required to strengthen its response.

France Starts to Respond

By 1973 the French government began to reap the rewards of its
policy in the form of increased terrorist activities within France, combined
with antiterrorist activities perpetrated by foreign governments. rgnoring
the problem had failed miserably for France, arthough the original intent
of policy had been to avoid entanglements in what v/ere perceived to be
foreign problems' German terrorists enjoyed vacations in the south of
France, much to the consternation of the German authorities.rg various
Palestinian terrorist groups began to estabrish their presence in France,
secure in the knowledge that the authorities wourd not harass them if they
avoided French targets. The PFLp, certainly one of the deadliest of the
groups' set up office in paris in 1923, sparking a greater incidence of
Israeli-palestinian covert warfare.zo R¿thur than responding to these
developments' the French chose to stay out of the batile; the Israelis kiiled
Mahmoud Hamshari in paris in 1gz3 for his rore as & pranner for the
Munich Massacre the previous year by wiring a bomb to his telephonezr,
and killed Mohammed Boudia with a car bomb in an incident which would
become known as the "Boudia barbeque,,2z. France was not just a place
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where terrorists courd thrive, but, became a substitute batilefierd in
global conflict invorving the security forces of a number of st¿tes and
plethora of substate groups.

A number of terrorist groups solidified their political aspiratÍons by
L973' particularly those within France and its territories, which in turn
demonstrated to the government that terrorism could no longer be seen
entirely as a foreign phenomenon. while spain fought the Basque ETA, a
violent support movement developed in southern France called rpa**te*ak
(rK)' or Those of the North, whose members espoused violence as a means
to establish a purely Basque homeland.23 Violent separatist movements
were estabrished in corsica, Brittany, Alsace, Franders, French cateronia
and occitanja.24 AIso, Ieftist groups began to operate from French bases,
including the Armed Nucrei for proretarian Autonomy (NApAp) and the
ïnternational Revolutionary Action Group (GARI). The latter group gained
a recruit in Jean-Marc Rouinan, who wourd rater gain greater infamy in the
French terrorist scene.25 crearly, the French government was facing a
rising tide of extremism within its own borders to coincide with greater
activities from various Middre Eastern groups, yet the government was
somewhat hesitant to concede that the poriticar system was incapable of
absorbing these groups into the mainstream of political discourse. A
greater sense of threat and embarrassment would be necessary to entice
change in the official reaction to political vjolence.

one incident in 1g73 served to convince the French government that
some changes were needed without delay. Five palestinian terrorists
stormed the saudi embassy in paris, demandÍng the rerease of Abu Daoud,
then under sentence of death in Jordan. without much deray the

a
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government capitulated and allowed

airport with their hostages in tow.

the terrorists to leave from Bourget
26 The incident ¡das a considerable

embarrassment to the French government, as the capitulation contradicted
t'he trend of neighbouring states au¡ay from such attitudes and served to
demonstrate that the French were both unprepared for such incidents and
unwilling to defend their national interests. The saudis were certainly
unimpressed with the French security effort, yet the incident did litile to
spark a debate in France regarding security measures. That situation
would start to change in short order.

whire the officiar French reaction to te*orism was to deny the
existence of a real threat to national security and the official policy was
avoidance, French readers were showing signs that they no longer had
confidence in isolationism as a means of defence against terrorism. The
combination of the Munich massacre the previous year, the saudi embassy
affair, and the deveropment of a rarge number of terrorist groups with
interests within France or operating from that sanctuary all demanded a
stronger reaction than had previousÌy been ailowed. Additionaily, some rg_
20 serious hostage-takings related to terrorism occurred on an annual
basis' but the BAc units were insufficient for that sort of conflict
resolution.2T In response, the French government created its first
specialized antiterrorist unit, the Groupement drrntervention de Ia
Gendarmeríe Nationale (GrGN), which was initially composed of 54 men and
was constructed and trained along lines similar to the British SAS and the
German GSG-9'28 Answerabìe to the Ministry of Defence, GIGN retained
its powers of arrest so it courd be deproyed against drug dearers and
other violent criminals along with terrorists, and every member was trained
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in "mountaineering, scuba diving, hand-to-hand combat, aggressive/evasive
driving, marksmanship, and parachutingr.29 Each member was cross_
trained in special weaponry, direct' building assaults, instinctive shootÍng
and a host of other unorthodox procedures compatible with specialized
units from other countries. The French appeared better prepared for
terrorism than had previousry been the case, arthough further measures
were required to round out the reaction to politicar viorence.

In addition to the creation of GIGN as a new unit, a parachute
regiment was set aside for antiterrorist duties, and the Foreign Legion was
tasked with maintaining the capability of responding to terrorist actions
overseas'30 This modification essentially meant that there were four
distinct methods of antiterrorist assaurt, utilizing either the BAC, GrGN, the
Parachute Regiment, or the Foreign Legion. France certainly appeared
prepared for any significant contingency, although most units had a
foreign designation as opposed to a major domestic rore, Additionaily, the
process of information was made more efficient, with a liajson office created
to oversee the transfer of interigence between at police forces.3l The
DRG retained its role in counterterrorism intelligence, but it was
supplemented by the Drrec tion de surveilÌance de la Territoire (DST), which
is the intelligence agency charged with preventing subversion from foreign
sources'32 A crose rerationship was encouraged between the Dsr and the
criminal InvestÍgations Department of the paris police to facilit¿te the
transfer of timely and relevant intelligence regarding imminent threats to
public security' rn summary' the combination of intelligence services,
police, and direct assaurt forces gave the impressron that t,he French
government was on a clear path tor+,ard a hard_line policy. However,
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politicar wilr was lacking in this &rea, and the French peopre wourd pay a
high price for this attitude.

rn L974 t'he French government chose to send two distinct messages
to terrorists and the general public that terrorism would be fought rather
than tolerated, representing the first concrete instances of a possible shift
in policy. First, Jean-Marc Roujlran, a reading figure in GARI, was arrested
and jailed for his attacks against spanish targets in France.as second,
the FLB-ARB was declared an outlaw organization, effectivery meaning that
any association or particÍpation with that group could be considered
crimjnal's4 rn the first instance, Rouillan's arrest was not followed by
any whoresale arrests of other members of GARI, suggesting that the
government meant to send a message to the terrorists that they had erred
only by attacking a target within France. rn the second instance, the
government wanted to send a crear message to the people of France that
the FLB-ARB would not be tolerated, even though their activities were on
a very lorn' level, had not caused any deaths and had only destroyed
symbolic targets such as French television towers and other threats to
Breton curture' overan, the officiar government reactjon had yet to show
any teeth.

The French government was forced to deal with two related terrorist
incidents in 7974' both of which demonstrated that the government was sti,
unwilring to fight terrorism and that the poricy of the government was
capitulationist in nature. rn the first instance, a Japanese Red Army (JRA)
terrorist, yutuka Furuya, was arrested at orry airport on Jury 26, rg74
while in the possession of forged passports.ss paris police followed up
their investigation by arresting a cell of eight JRA terrorjsts in paris, a'
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of whom were released and deported to the Netherlands with the exception
of Furuya. The second incident occurred just six weeks ,ater, on
september 13' when three JRA terrorists and & paris-based pFLp cell
seized the French embassy in the Hague, demanding the release of
Furuya's6 Although the Dutch government was wiling to storm the
embassy and was certainly prepared for the task, the French government
conceded to the demands of the terrorists on september 1?, a¡owing the
Hague group to escape to syria, forowed by the rerease of Furuya.3z rn
addition to those pubric embarrassments, the former head of French
intelligence' Pierre Marion, later revealed that the French government had
come to an understanding with syria and Abu Nidal, which allowed Abu
Nidal operatives safe passage provided they did not att¿ck French
targets.3s rn summary, by rg74 the French government had the
necessary tools with which to combat terrorism, but seemed quite satisfied
to maintain a policy of capitulation and avoidance. ïn the instances of
action taken against terrorists it was apparent that the French were
willing to remowe any substance from their actions, thereby negating any
effective message to te*orist groups, the domestic public, and foreign
governments' The credibility of France as a partner in counterterrorism
was not onry in guestion, but remained a point of contention for
governments, such as in Germany and Britain, which were activery
pursuing terrorists. In the quest to avoid terrorism, France wourd not
only prove to be naive, but would rose the confidence of its European
partners.
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Despite having created t'he institutions and structures necessary for
responding to the threat of terrorism, the French government chose
instead to maintain its past position, even though the threat of terrorism
was increasing' The porice, the intenigence agencies, the Armed Forces,
the special forces' and the courts had all been somewhat altered, reflecting
the belief that terrorism represented a criminar threat of speciar
significance' The French government did not require a definition of
terrorism' but rather chose to maintain terrorism in policy formulation as
a criminal matter' Hence, terrorism did not represent ordinary criminality,
nor did it resembìe a form of war in France. This belief and the resurting
attitude which defined the French response to terrorism wourd not change
to any significant degree for some time, quite unrike the procedures in
place in Germany and Great Britain.

Between the end of rg74 and 19.6 a number of terrorist groups
established themserves on the French poriticar scene, yet there was no
distinct change in counterterrorist methodorogy, structure or attitude. By
the end of 1974 the corsicans began to rose patience with the French
government and its perceived continuation of imperiarism; a number of
corsicans established the terrorist group Ghiustizia paolina to promote
Corsican nationalism and destroy the French presence there.3g France
u¡as now facing a similar situation to that which occurred during its phase
of colonial withdrawal' The degree of violence in corsica would increase
exponentiaily, however, before concrete measures were taken by the
government.

rn 1975 yet another terrorist group, GRApo, was formed in France,
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ostensibly for t'he purpose of attacking spanish interests.ao Additionally,
the Armenian secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia (ASALA) began
operations in France, concentrating its initiat att¿cks on Turkish
targets'ar The infamous terrorist called carlos attempted two rocket
attacks on El Al flights in six days in January.42 After t,he second
attempt,, twent,y hostages were taken by the pFLp_Gc ceI acting on orders
from carros and were arowed to reave France unmorested.43 on June 2?,
7975' two DST agents and an informant went to an apartment which was
rented by carros. A[ three were kiiled and car]os disappeared.4a
Despite the countermeasure6 previousry instituted, France appeared
unprepared for spectacurar terrorist incidents. In response to these
incidents the French government expered three cuban dipromats for
"supporting the carros network,,4s, which was rikery discovered by the
DST' That organization improved its ties with the sDEcE as a direct result
of the discovery of foreign invorvement in the affairs of France and
because the activities of the terrorists had embarrassed the country. The
DRG expanded its operations against terrorism, but this led to ilt feelings
between them and the DST. The ratter organization, angered by the
encroachment of the DRG into what was perceived to be Dsr territory,
quietly established or expanded its operational intelligence against
terrorists.a6 Thus, France,s intetigence agencies began taking a greater
interest in terrorism due to embarrassment, and bureaucratic rivalry, rather
than due to instructions from senior government officials. policy did not,
change, but the increased rore of inteiligence armost certainry gave the
French government more information with which to formurate future
responses.
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In 1976 there were a number of incidents that disprayed both the
capabilities of France in counterterrorism and the inability of the
government to be consistent in its response to terrorism. In February, six
terrorists seized a school bus containing 31 French children in Djibouti,
near the site of a French army base. In a decisive response the French
Elovernment dispatche'd GIGN to the scene with the intention of resolving
the sjtuation' with the cooperation of t,he Foreign Legion, all six terrorists
were killed and the children were released.a? white this incident rÁ¡as
consistent with a policy of no concessions, it neither defined a new French
polÍcy nor reflected a harder line. other incidents and events would
reconfirm past policy.

In r.926 the French government was faced w-ith a deepening crisis
regarding its position in corsica. The Fron t de Ia Libération Nationale de
la corse (FLNC) was estabrished, ushering in a new and extremery wiolent
era in the region' The polÍtical cover group Action pouîja .Renar.ss ance de
la corse (ARc) was banned by the government, but was repraced by the
Associu dí patriotÍ corsi (Apc), Ied by the siméoni brothers, who u/ere
regarded as leaders of the corsican resistance movement.4' In one of
their most spectacurar attacks on French targets, the FLNC destroyed an
Air France 8727 at Ajaccio Airport.as France could ill afford either to
disregard or underestimate the threat of terrorism in corsica alone, along
with activities in other parts of French territory. Airport security wourd
require improvements, as wourd countermeasures aimed against the FLNC.
Ïn another incident involving an aircraft, croatÍan terrorists landed their
hijacked plane on French soil; the authorities refused to negotiate with the
terrorists, probably because "no French nationars were invorved,,.s0 The
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banning of the ARC, the assault at Djibouti, and the croatian incident all
combined to suggest that French policy toward te*orism appeared to be
in a state of transition.

However, two reiated incidents in 19z6 indicated that, the French
r¡/ere not yet prepared to commit themserves to a strong poricy against
terrorism' The authorities arrested wilfrid Böse, wanted by Germany for
activities associated with the RAF. while Germany requested extradition,
the French transported Böse to the border and released him. A short time
later he was invorved in the hijacking of an Air France A300, which was
successfully liberated by the Israelis in their famous raid on Entebbe.sr
The combination of humiliation and the frequency of terrorist attacks only
served to heighten French concerns regarding their asylum tradítion.
Before the end of 1976 the French government expelled 35gb foreigners,
believing that a reduction in foreign residents wourd decrease terrorist
activíties.s2 France's security poricy was not significantry artered,
despite a clear need for change. continuity in avoidance remained a
central theme.

rn 1977 the government communicated the intention to st¿y removed
from any concerted effort to batile terrorÍst groups. On January 3,
French police spotted Abu Daoud and arrested him, onry to have the
government order his immediate release.53 Atthough the German and
Ïsraeli governments had both requested extradition, the French government
chose instead to deport Daoud to Algeria, where lucrative oil contracts
awaited French firms. Also, the rerease confirmed the French policy of
avoidance in the face of terrorist activity. The decision resulted in a
diplomatic crisis of sorts, with the Israeris deciding to recan thejr
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ambassador in protest, rn addition to this incident, the French, who had
released Jean-Marc Rouillan from prison despite knowing he was a terrorist
leaders4' were unabie to assist the Germans in their search for Hans-
Martin schleyer, who was eventuaty found at Mulhouse, Francerss and
began a long process of appeasement toward the Bretons, including
concessions such as alowing more Breton ranguage in schoors, Erreater
economic investment in the region by the state, and more Breton_ranguage
television.s6 Furthermore, a. report, to the Minister of Justice, Arain
Peyrefitte, regarding violence in France hardly even mentioned
terrorism.sT The threat was downprayed by the government, and Ít
seemed that counterterrorism would not receive any new attention. when
questioned abor¡t the lack of effective countermeasures taken by the
government, peyrefitte said "It is not possible to reply Lo terrorism by a
state terrorism which wourd draw us into a spirar of terrorism,,.sB
Despite criticism from abroad, a growing terrorist menace and a series of
public emba*assments, the government refused to arter its poricy on
terrorism' rt would become increasingly apparent that this trend would
come under greater pressure, although France would be subjected to mo.e
violence before there would be any subst¿ntial change.

Although the French government had made a mockery of
counterterrorism Ín previous years, by 1g7B that attitude began to change.
The FLB-ARB aìone had committed 206 terrorist attacks since 1g?sse, but
unwittingry contributed to its own demise by bombing one vitar target: the
Palace of Versa'res.60 causing an estimated sbo',0oo in damage to
national treasures such as a portrait of Naporeon, Giscard d,Estaing said
the attack had arso caused "ramentabre damage to a part of France,s
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the att¿ck was quite unlike

intelligence services eombining

terrorists within the next few

other measures were t¿ken to give the impressjon that France was
Iess rÁ¡illing to tolerate its terrorist population. Jean-Marc Rouillan was re-
arrested in 1g7B and sentenced to six months, imprisonment for his part
in a GARI terrorist att¿ck on a spanish target63; the eentence k¡as
lenient, but symboric. After the kidnapping of a. prominent Bergian
industriarist, the concept of fragrant défiú was expanded to provide the
police with the power to search any vehicre for suspected terrorists or
weaponry, and such searches courd be conducted at random, rather than
only after evidence could be collected to arouse suspicion.6a Serious
discussions began in France regardlng the ownership and possession of
weapons' and proposaìs were made to ensure rong prison sentences for
convicted terrorjsts.65 The paris police expanded the Crjminal
Investigations Department and charged that unit with responsibility inpursuing criminal charges against terrorists.66 Most importanily, the DST
was reorganized into three distinct divisions: counterEspionage, a
Technical Group, and Counter-Interference (CI).6? The DST_CI \a,as
further di'ided into three subsections, incruding one for European and
þliddle Eastern affairs, one for terrorism arone, and one for cuban and
Latin American counterintelligence. Greater cooperation was estabrished
between the DST and the paris porice, and the DsT received a greater rore
for conlbating terrorism' The matter was considered a criminal probrem with
special significance arrd ramifications which required unconventjonal

heritage ".6r The

previous behaviour,

forces to effect the

months.62

immediate reactjon to
with the police and the

arrests of 39 FLB_ARB
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reactions. Around this time, the DST began operating asainst corsican
terrorists because it became known that col. Qaddafi had trained some of
t,hem and because the FLNC was a growing threat. Overall, France
appeared to be reversÍng its previous policy regarding terrorists, but that
policy direction was undermined by the government,s decision to use the
DST to strike a dear with Abu Nidar in an effort to keep his group from
tergeting French nationals'.s DespÍte appearing to toughen its approach
to terrorism, France effectiver¡, negated its own responses by sending
mixed messages to terrorjsts.

By 1979 the government mandated all overnight residences to fiÌl out
lodging cards on every customer, all of which would be given to the
authorities daily so they could use them to track suspected terrorists and
other criminars'.s GIGN was ca'ed upon to assist the saudi government
in its effort to remove violent fundamentalists from the Grand Mosque in
Mecca, which capped over 100 operations for GIGN since its inception.zo
Furthermore' the government removed refugee status for ETA terrorists
fleeing the spanish authorities, effectively eliminating their safe haven.?r
still, mixed messages Ìvere sent to terrorists once again. concessions n*,ere
made to BrÍtt¿n)" apparently as a result of the activities of the FLB-ARB,
and the Ero'ernment more than tripred its economic aid to corsica, giving
that region over four times the per capita aid than elsewhere.?z Not onl¡,
did French poricy appear confusing and Ínconsistent, but an omen \r,as
apparentì¡' ignored' NAPAP and GARI combined forces to form Actio,
Ðirecte, a terrorist group *hich wourd haunt France for a decade, and the
Factions armées révolutionai¡es Iibanaises (Lebanese Armed Revolutionar¡,
Faction; LARF or FARL) was created.?3 Both groups would usher in a
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neu¡ 
'/ùave of viorence that the French Éovernment wourd be unabre to

ignore.

The terrorist threat to France was crearly on the rise, but the
government was hesitant to institute more countermeasures, choosing
instead to rely on existing structures and traditional methods of fighting
crime. France cooperated with Germany in dismaniling an RAF ceil in
Paris, finding a bot,ulism laboratory in the process.?a GtG¡¡ successfully
stormed a hotel Ín Ajaccio, where FLNC terrorists had seized a number of
hostages'7s GIGN had enjoyed such success that the number of hostage
incidents had dropped from 1g-20 per year in 1g73 to three or four per
year by 19g0.76 After a series of bombings by AD, the French
government encouraged the a*est of leading figures in that group. The
DRG responded to the request by the government by arresting the two
most dangerous and experienced terrorists in that group, Nathalie Menignon
and Jean-Marc Rouitan'7? By the end of lggo the go'ernment had
banned 14 right-wing terrorist groups, 14 reftist giroups, and five others
in a symbolic move away from tolerating terrorism.zs By doing so, the
government was able to expand its criminal law response to include such
activities as belonging to a proscribed organization. The combination of
efforts, however, was insufficient to quelr a rising threat to France.

Two important scandars rocked the French counterterrorist
establishment in r'g8o, causing the government to rose confidence in its own
security forces' First, when the Féderation d'Action Nationale Européenne
(FANE) was banned, it was discovered that up to a third of lts membership
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v/ere police officers.?g Th" second major scandal invorved GïGN, when the
second in command of the antiterrorist squad was arrested for allegedly
supplying weapons to neo-Nazi terrorist groups in Germany.E' These
alarming indiscretions betrayed the pubric trust, caused the government
to mistrust its own response units and personnel, and raised serious
questions about the commitment of security personnel to maintain high
standards of personal conduct. Additionalty, the timing of these scandals
could not have been worse; France was beginning to enter its own phase
of serious disorder from terrorism and wourd certainry require a
professional security structure. The result of this essentially left France
poorly prepared for the growing threat.

The storming of the rranian embassy in London that year had caused
a" number of Middte Eastern terrorist groups to rerocate to paris for
another round of internecine warfare.Bl The main offices of the DST were
bombedsz' the FLNC increased its attacks to 463 for the y"*r8s, violence
from both the Left and Right appeared to be on the increase, and France
was about to come under heavy attack for its Middre Eastern policy.
strong and effective countermeasures were required immedlately, as France
was due to experience the intensity of viorence already deart with by the
German government. rnstead, France inexpricabry chose to imprement
policies that were direcily opposite to those needed.

Ïn addition to a significant internal terrorist threat, France also
faced growing opposition from Middle Eastern countries regarding matters
of foreign poricy. The war in chad had pitted French troops against the
Libyan army' and the tack of success on the part of the Libyans pro*ided
col' Qaddafi r'^"ith an excuse to sponsor terrorjst activities against French
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targets in an effort to exact revenge. secondly, the French effort to
maintain a presence in Lebanon provided an excuse for the syrians to
respond in a similar fashion. Additionaly, French support for saddam
Hussein in his struggle against rran, combined with & large rranÍan
opposition movement in France, gave the rranians a justification for
sponsoring terrorist activities against French interests. In summary,
various Musrim countries decided to wage an alternative form of war
against France.

French counterterrorism poricy fluctuated wirdry in 1981, with
examples of three different approaches to terrorism. on the one hand
France employed solid countermeasures through the use of its antiterrorist
unit' second, France chose to retaliate against the use of state-sponsored
terrorism' Third, the French government struck deals with terrorists,
which was a response from the opposite end of the spectrum. Arl these
countermeasures combined to suggest that no singre poricy was functioning
and no crear message was communicated to te*orist groups, foreign
sponsors' the domestic popuration, and friendry foreign gowernments. such
vacillation did little to enhance France,s image.

The successfur use of GIGN represented a wilingness by the French
government to utilize correct and effective antiterrorist measures. By
1981' GIGN had freed some zrz hostages from their captors.s4
Additionally, GIGN successfully resolved a potentialty dangerous hijacking
incident. Lawrence James Downey, reportedry a runatic, seized an Aer
Lingus plane, demanding the third secret of Fatima. Although the act of
this single person may or may not have been terrorism, the fact remajns
that GIGN was able to convince the man to sunender to the authorities,
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the antiterrorist unit was certainry prepared and able to have stormed
aircraft. s5

other French actions made use of a compretery different type of
response to answer challenges to French foreign policy in the Middte East.

The syrians were actively engaged in a struggle to remove French
peacekeepers from Lebanon, so that syria could exercise greater control
over the region, Rather than engage French troops directly, the syrians
chose to utilize terrorism as a tool of policy. French targets in the region
were repeatedly bombed, apparently with the support and encouragement

of the syrian government. rn August 1981 the French ambassador to
Lebanon was assassinated by syrian intelligence personnel.s6 rn response
to these outrages, France "probably" retaliated by detonating a bomb on
November 29, 1g8f in Damascus, kiling 64 and wounding 13b.8? In
addition to this specific instance the French government apparenily
ignored the activities of GAL and FRANCIA; the former attacked ETA

members while the latter attacked FLNC activists.ss Franc. appeared to
have no single policy, preferring instead Lo respond to terrorist activity
on an ad hoc basis.

Proper countermeasures through the use of special forces and
ret¿liation were not the only tools France used to combat te*orism in 1g81.

In accordance with the traditions of the 19zOs, the French government

attempted to deal with the Armenian secret Army for the Liberation of
Armenia (ASALA), offering them free movement in exchange for their
promise to refrain from bombing targets in France.Bg This decision was

either not communicated to the police or ignored by them; Dimitriu Giorgiu,
a leader of ASALA¡ wâs amested. The deat fell through when ASALA

and

the
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stormed the Turkish Consulate in paris and bombed

the arrest of Giorgiu.so The French government

48 hours.sl

Orly Airport to protest

released Giorgiu wit,hin

A fourth and major policy expression r^/as made by the Mitterrand
government in 1981. In a tragic and incomprehensible mistake by the

French government, five important changes in national action were

implemented, demonstrating a significant poticy shift. First, capital
punishment was abolished, negating eny possible detement as a result of

strictness. Second, France lvas reconfirmed as a safe haven for political

refugees, even if they were actuaily terrorists. Third, the French

Elovernment announced its refusal to cooperate with other European states

Ín matters of extradition. Fourth, thousands of violent criminals were

released from prison, including at least 31 convicted terrorists. Two of

those were Jean-Marc Rouillan and Nathalie Menignon, the principal leaders

of AD.s2 Fifth, the French government abolished the State Security

Court, which had been established during the Algerian conflict and had

jurisdiction in criminal proceedings against, temorisls. overall, thez.e was

no clear policy in 1981 until Mitterrand announced his policy shif,,s, which

were intended to alleviate the teruorist threat in France by not threatening

the terrorists. France would be ruthlessly attacked by violent criminals

as a direct result of this fai-lure to t¿ke strong countermeasures. The

Elovernment wor:ld be forced to realize its mistake within a very short
perÍod of tir¡re.

By 1982 the government began to rearize that the

implemented the previous year were not having any positive effect

terrorist community. The FLNC detonated more than go0 bombs

policies

on the

in that
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year alone,93 a nuclear reactor was hit by four rocket-propelled

grenades,g4 and France was subjected tp numerous attacks by a variety

of groups. The L981 policy changes had failed miserably and t,he

government was becoming a\¡/are of that, fact. Italian terrorfsts had taken

refuge in France, much to the chagrin of the Ïtalian authorities, but

France was unwilling to extradite them. In a scathing attack on French

policy in 1982, Judge Ferdinando Imposimato of Italy expressed frustration

with France:

For a long time now, we in Rome have had evidence that
terrorism has rooted itself in France and that Paris has
become a remarkably well-organised base for terrorist
operations . . . We deplore the fact that the French authorities
have not reacted with more interest to our information and
warnings . . . International terrorism has been strangled in
Germany, and has suffered serious setbacks in Italy. Driven
out, or alnlost from these countries, it has taken refuge and
is recuperating in Paris.s5

combination of international castigation and domestic pressures caused

French government to rethink its policy positions of 1981.

Two general themes in 1982 reflected France's schizophrenic approach

to countering terrorism. First, deals were attempted with a variety of

groups in order to reduce terrorÍst activities. l'{hen a group of ASALA

terrorists went on a hunger strike in a French prison, they were awarded

political status and ASALA ceased its attacks for a short period of time.s6

Gaston Defferre, the Minister of the Interior, said "During Giscard

dtEstaingts term as President, people were t¿ken into custody, arrested and

then released . . . Today, we do not act like that".s? Shortly thereafter

the police arresled Vicken Tcharkoutian, an Armenian terrorist wanted for

a bombing in the United States. ASALA threatened the French government

with reprisals and carried out an att¿ck designed to gain the release of

The

the
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their imprisoned comrade. Tcharkoutian \Á¡as released by the French

authorities and flown to the Middle East.es Further evidence of avoidance

came from a surprising source. Captain Paul Barril, t,he head of GIGN' was

instructed by the government to attempt to strike a deal with AD. In a

note written on GIGN letterhead, Bamil proposed an amicable surrender of

the leader, Jean-Marc Rouillan:

I, Captain Paul Barril, commander of the GIGN, commit myself
to ensure the physical protection of Jean-Marc Rouillan, and
to present him directly to a magistraLe. I further commit
myself to give evidence in his favour of the fact of his
vóluntary .pp".""rrce before the legal authorities.gg

The proposal was rejected by AD and it subsequently continued with its

bombing campaign. AD was banned by the French government shortly

thereafter. loo

Two incidents of particular notoriety forced the governmentts hand

in the latter half of LgBz, ASALA bombed the Turkish Airlines desk at

Orly, kitling 7 and wounding scores of others. A bombÍng committed by a

different group at a Jewish restaurant killed six and wounded dozens of

others. Major efforts by the French government to control terrorism

started immediately. First, more than 50 Armenians were arrested, which

effectively halted Armenian terrorism in the short run.10r Second, the

government reversed its previous stance by announcing a host of new

countermeasures.

Policy changes by the government at this point affected twelve

different areas of French counterterrorism. A position was created called

the Ministry of State for Public Security, headed by Joseph Franceschi.

A position of permanent adviser to the President on matters involving

terrorism was created. The Central Office for Repressing Traffic in
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Ï{eapons and Explosives (coRTwE) was created to control the fiow of inicit
materials into and within the country. Two senior syrian diplomats r^/ere
expelled from the country for activities in support of Arab terrorists
within France. Immigration was tightened, with greater screening of
appÌicants required under the new policy and the government increased
the use of surveilrance against foreigners on French soil. Budgets were
increased for the Gendarmerie nationale and. other police forces, all of
which increased their staffing levels. A centralized computer system was
established for the purpose of locating and tracking known terrorjsts.
cooperation with other western European countries was increased. The
conseil nationare de sécurité (cNS, or National security council) was
created as a permanent body at the highest political level for combating
terrorism' and included the President and the ministers responsible for
ïnterior, Security, Justice, Foreign Affairs and Defence. The military,
largely through the gendarmerie, was given primary responsibility for
fighting terrorism,l02 By instituting these changes it appeared that the
French government was less willing to tolerate terrorism, more willing to
fight it' and perhaps had come to the realization that an inconsistent
policy based on avoidance, appeasement, dear-makingr, correct measures, and
retaliation had not saved France from the scourge of terrorism. By any
measure at the time it appeared that France had moved its position to the
opposite end of the response spectrum; the empiricar record over the next
few years wourd determine if France was willÍng to use these tools in
combination with politicar win for the purpose of eriminating terrorism.

rn 1983 it appeared that France was willing to respond forcefully to
terrorism in accordance with the poricy shift announced the previous year.
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Part of the reason for the shift was the level of tenorism aimed against
France, or committed against targets on French so1. ïn addition, France
had experienced 726 attacks against its diplomatic community between 1gz?
and 1983' which was a higher ievel than the Americans had endured in the
same time frame'r's on July 15, 1983 an Armenian terrorist detonated a
bomb at the Turkish Airrines counter at orry, kiüing g and wounding 60,
including four French citizens.roa Using the DST, the te*orist groups
ASALA and AD were hounded to a greater degree than had been the
previous pattern. This signailed the rising importance of French
intelligence in the battle against terrorism, and showed the wiliingness of
the government to involve the Dsr in domestic terrorism as well as foreign
subversion' Essentially, the French government began to realize the
importance of good intelligence in the fight against tenorism. Due to the
number and ferocity of terrorist attacks in corsica, the French government
banned the FLNC and the poriticar front group ccN as an expression of
greater politicar wil.r.s The French pubric, now subjected to far more
terrorism than had previously been the case, took greater notice of
government action; two-thirds of the public wanted special jurisdictions
and sentences for terrorists and 62 percent wanted a higher degree of
security.l06 The rising number of attacks by the GAL against the ETA
on French soil ararmed the government to such a degree that it tightened
its immigration procedures beyond the LgBz decrarations; part of this
crackdown was due to concerns expressed by the spanish government.r0T

Two related events in 1gg3 suggested that the French were witting
to use retaliation against terrorism. on the same day that Hezborah
bombed the us marine barracks in Lebanon, kiling z4r, a simirar attack
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against the French barracks killed 56 and prompted the French government
to withdraw its forces from Lebanon.ros The French government was so
infuriated by the teruorist attack and the number of casualties suffered
that plans were immediately made to retaliate against those responsible.
The French armed forces organized an air strike at Baalbek in the Bekaa
valley, hoping to decimate or discourage the terrorists. on November 17,
1983' the French air force bombed the area, but faíled to hit the intended
targets. It was rater reveared that the Foreign Ministry under the
leadership of Foreign Minister cheysson had leaked a warning of the air
raid to the terrorists.l's The event exposed a major rift between the
Foreign Ministry and the Interior Ministry, with the ratter placing its
emphasis on law and order rather than the improvement of relations with
Middle Eastern states' concerned that its role in counterterrorism was
being undermined by the forces of raw and order, the Foreign Ministry
essentially compromised French national security in the interests of its own
bureaucratic goals' rts elevated position in the fight against terrorism
would begin to erode.

Although the French appeared to be dearing with terrorÍsm in a more
effective fashion than had been the case in previous years, a singre
incident brought into question the commitment of the government in
combating terrorism' Another note was written by captain paul BarrÍl to
t'he leader of AD, proposing negotiations between the highest 1evers of
Sovernment and the terrorist group. The letter, which included the official
GIGN insignia, stated:

Monsieur Rouillan,
ï should like to meet you-personally, where and when youwish, in order to open a dLrogue *úi"rr courd permit theregularisation of your position. I 

"r--a,,,thorised by the
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Presidency to deal direcily with you.
A bientôt j'éspère, paui Baryi1-rro

Ïn essence, despite strong evidence to suggest that the French government
was willing to use its 1982 reforms in a crackdown against terrorists, and
had even gone to the extent of attempting a retaliatory strike against a
terrorist stronghold, other evidence suggested that French policy was still
in a state of vacillation. The use of its antiterrorist unit to attempt
negotiations with AD completely undermined the efforts of the previous
year' Additionaily, it became apparent that a power struggre was
underway between two senior branches of government. rt was therefore
clear that France had not yet managed to attain maturity in
counterterrorism.

In 1984 the French government continued to dispray some degree of
confusion regarding measures against terrorists, arthough a number of
s'ccessful and encouraging developments occurred. The head of LARF,
Georges Ibrahim Abdanah, surrendered to the porice in Lyons because he
feared that he was being foilowed by the Mossad. In truth, the DST had
him under surveillance, but the capture of this important terorist leader
scored a major blow against LARF.lll The combination of GAL attacks
in France against the ETA and spanish pressure caused the French
government to reverse its poricy on asyrum for ETA members; three
terrorists were extradited directly to spaÍn for the first time.rrz
Although the government attempted to estabtish a regional assembly for
corsica, the FLNC increased its activities, setting over 1300 bombs between
1982 and 1984 alone.113

Faced with this degree of terrorism the government was forced to
respond with two major measures. First, the gth section of the pubric
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Prosecutor's office was established as the central unit responsible for
pursuing criminar charges against terrorists.r14 In a second major move,
the government further centrarized counterterrorism by creating a"

coordinatÍon unit called unité de coordination de Ia Lutte Anti-Teruoriste,
or UCLAT' Established under the control of the National police, ucLAT
became "responsible for collating and distributing all information in the
shortest possible time",1r5 and this specialized unit was able to reinforce
the activities of the police and the intelligence services without direct
involvement from the presidentrs office.116 However, the French
government disprayed a degree of inconsistency by entering into
negotiations again. François de Grossouvres, a crose associate of
Mitterrand, headed negotiations that incruded syrian inte¡igence,
represented by Rifat Assad. The talks regarded syrian activities and
involvement with certain terrorist groups, the pl,o and the corsicans.rr?
The French intermediary to corsica was assassinated, ending that section
of negotiations, and Mitterrand sought peace with ASALA by pubricr¡,
supportinS their cause'1r8 once again, France at least partially negated
its growing strength in counterterrorism by entering into controversial
negotiations' Mixed messages were sent to terrorists just as France was
entering the worst phase of terrorism since the Argerian war.

By 1985 France appeared to be changing its structures and policies
in such a fashion as to falr in line with other European states, arthough
there were certainry occasionar incidents which suggested that the
government was not entirely willing to be consistent. one of the reasons
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for this type of behaviour on the part of the French is that, contrary to
the terrorist threat in Germany and Britain, France experienced a greater
threat from Middle Eastern sources and accordingty believed that it could
avoid terrorism by occasionally neglecting its duties as an emerging state
within the counterterrorism community. The probrem, in essence, is that
all states maintain a differentiation between foreÍgn and domestic sources
of terrorism' Foreign terrorism can be complicated because it may involve,
say' a French nationar, a foreign government, a foreign terrorist group,
and a foreign public. These matters cannot be easiry resorved by the
projection of power overseas, which is a brunt instrument when a sharp
one is needed' rntelligence services and police forces face insurmountable
obstacles in attempting to locate a hostage, including the fact that French
polÍce cannot normally be deployed outside French temitory. In addition,
it may be poriticalry more acceptabre and ress damaging for a government
to concede to certain demands than it would be to create a larger crisis
by a failure in overt or covert intervention. while ali European states
faced this problem and found their own solutions to the dilemma, France
also dealt with foreign terrorists as they saw fit. French poricy, for the
most part, was in a state of transition.

There was a sharp increase in terrorist activity in France in Lgg5,
including a merger between AD and the RAF. with the two forces combined
the frequency and ferocity of attacks increased, and prominent individuals
were targeted by these Euroterrorists. one such victim in January 1gB5

was General René Audran, head of the Engineering corps of the French
army'11s Another incident involving a. foreign terrorist did iitile to
prove to friendly governments that France was completely serious about
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counterterrorism. us intelligence sent a warning to the French authorities
t'hat Imad Mughniyah was on his way to France. Atthough Mughniyah was
wanted by the Americans for a 1gg2 embassy attack, ,,the French spotted
Mughniyah and then ret him ge"'rzo other events wourd suggest that
this type of behaviour was no longer a common feature in France.

rn 19Bs the French authorities made a series of raids on ETA
safehouses, capturing and deporting some 30 terrorists to spain.rzr
Additionally' while there were about 120 Red Brigades temorists avoiding
the ltalian authorities by staying in France, the French government
appeared ready to deport these individuars by the spring of 1gg5.rz2
while the government was under increasing attack by LARF, the committee
for solidarity with Arab and Middre East poüticar prisoners (csppA), and
a host of other terrorist groups, the p,,o offered its services as an
information source against Abu Nidat, LARF, and ASALA in exchange for the
continuation of French support in the internationar community.rz3
Although the government considered trading Georges lbrahim Abdallah for
a French citizen herd captive in Lebanon, the trade was never compreted,
largely because the French government rearized that there was a
substantial amount of pubric support for keeping Abdartah in prison.rz4
The most significant measure taken by the French government in lggs was
the creation of a second speciarized antiterrorist squad, the unité de
recherche, d'assr'stance, dtintervention, et de dr.ssuasion, or RArD.rz5
This unit was simirar in form and function to GIGN, GsG-g, and the sAS;
RAID was responsible to the Director General of the National police and, as
such, retained powers of arrest. Despite this move, France would embark
on a more ambitious course of radicar change the fouowing year.
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The degree of terrorism increased dramaticalty in France in early
l-986' with att¿cks coming from a variety of groups, incruding AD, LARF,
csPPA' the RAFr the FLNC, some other ress known operations, and quite
probably the interigence services of Libya, Iran and syria. France was
under siege from terrorists, and 70% of French citizens believed they were
in a state of war.l26 The intetigence services had gone through a
recent reorganization and appeared incapable of handling the onslaught of
politicar viorence. France was forced to absorb the kilring.

rn March 1986, Jacques chirac called for and received greater
resources for the intelligence services, realizing that this constjtuted
France's best hope for preventing a continuation of the high Ìevel of
teruorism'127 since the goal of much of the terrorist activity emanating
from the Middte East was to alter French poricy in the region, France
began to coor rerations with rraq, particurarly invorving the sare of
weapons' Chirac sought to improve relations with rran, but was also faced
with French hostages being herd in Lebanon. In a st¿ternent made just
before negotiations wjth lran began, Chirac said:

A nation with t'he responsib'ities of rran must be beyondsuspicion of any terrorist acts -invorving hostage taking lsic];the prerea¡ri¡ite for any normarisation olf rerations is that theofficials of 
. 
that country 

. do u.r""vining 
- 
t., their power to

;::HLt"::1rJ" 
the resolution of th; piã¡lu* of tnå i,åncr,

Iran demanded the repayment of loans made by the shah and also
requested that opposition movements in France be expelled or controlled.
In June 1986, chirac ordered the expursions of Mahmoud Rajavi and a
number of other rranian dissidents; within two weeks, two French hostages
were released from captiviiy.r2s Meanwh'e, LARF continued with its
demands for the release of Abdallah and the ASALA terrorist, varoudjÍan
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Garabedjian. France negotiated with the Lebanese-based group in the
summer and apparently agreed to release the pair in exchange for Gilles

Peyrolles' The latter was released, but France chose to reecind the deal

after the fact. LARF responded with a stern threat to France:

France should start adopting the needed steps and proceduresto release Armenian as wer as Arab patriots. A truce-rikeperiod of calm between us and the Frìnch government musthave convinced pubric opinion that we respect the interestsand security of the French and other peopre. The wave ofexplosions will return to the streets o? France; all Frencheconomic, air traffic and marine facilities will be subjected tosabotage. r3o

France refused to yield to the threat; LARF and other temorist groups
would attack France in all their fury by September.

While French security forces were unable to prevent the bombing of
LaBelle Disco in April 1986' the government responded shorgy thereafter
by expelling two Libyan diplomats for their alleged role in the attack.r3r

A combination of good intelligence and police alertness proved effective in
at least one important case, when "the French prevented a slaughter at the
visa line at the U.S. Embassy in paris" that same year.132 France
appeared to be taking better notice of possible threats to security and

scored a major success by preventing a horrendous attack on American

embassy st¿'ff and prospective citizens and visitors. Important changes to
structures and laws to improve counterterrorism efforts, however, would
not be undert¿ken untir the massive bombing campaign of september.

Fu1ly aware that there was an increased possibility of terrorism
within France in the near future and already a.ware of the dangers posed

by the csPPA and LARF, France began discussions with Algeria regarding
a mutually beneficial agreement. rn exchange for economic support and

deport,ing enemies of Algeria, the French government was able to use
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Algerian int'elligence to assist in negotiations with LARF and in the

surveillance of other Musrims in France.r33 rn addition to providing

surveillance of potentiai Muslim extremists, "the French government looked

the other way while the Algerian secret services physically eliminated

others".lsa This development signalled at least two problems for French

counterterrorism. First, Ít was possible that the French intelligence

community was not prepared for the onslaught of terrorism given the

recent reorganization of the services. Second, the Algerian deal gave the

French the opportunity to respond to terrorism in the harshest possible

manner while maintaining plausÍble deniability. In either event, France was

still exposed to an extensive assault by various groups, which led to the

most sweeping changes in French policy that had been seen in years.

In the short span of two weeks in september 19g6, at least zoo

French citizens were killed or wounded by terrorist attacks. Believing

that the franians were responsible for at least some of the attacks, France

ceased its efforts at normalizing relations betr+,een the two countries. "we

are going to terrorize Lhe terrorists", exclaimed Minister of the fnterior,
Charles Pasqua.l35 Further diplomatic negotiations with Syrian and

franian officials seemed out of the question. Outraged by the attacks,

chirac promised that the response by France would be ',crushing and

without weakness". Appearing on national television, Chirac also said:

we will do everything -- and I mean everything -- to punish
without pity the assassins and those who manifulate them. The assassins, r assure you, will not escape us . . . we wirl
wage this fight to the end, with the help of all and withrespect for the fundamenLal rules of our dãmocracy.r3G

The statement by Chirac was a clear warning to terrorists that substantial

changes in French counterterrorism were already under way. Discussions
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at the highest possibre rever between France and syria, combined with
Aigerian and French inteiligence efforts, Ied tß the decimation of
¡app.13? Additionarly, a Musrim Brotherhood cert was smashed by the
DST in December"lss continuing pressure from other terrorist groups,
however, convinced France to alter its policies.

one of the first changes invorved removing the status of lead agency
for counterterrorism from the Foreign Ministry and granting it to the
Interior Ministry' The government also announced reduced sentences for
terrorists who would come forward and provide information which could be
of use in preventing further terrorist attacks.r3s The authority of the
police to apply preventive detention was increased, allowing for four days
of questioning without the presence of an attorney; stiffer penaities were
requested by the government in terrorist cases; random identity checks
were undertaken by police and they were given the authority to arrest
anyone who refused to compry with an order to produce papers; resources
were increased for police and intelligence services and some magistrates
became specialists in terrorist cases.t40

categories of offences were created that courd be considered
Iterrorist' in nature, complementing the inductive approach to a definition
of the threat' First, personal offences such as murder, assassination,
serious bodily injury, or abduction could be treated in a different manner
than conventionar cases. second, attacks on property invorving a danger
to the public became another classification, which included destruction of
monuments or public utilities by explosives or arson; destruction by
explosives or incendiaries; breaking into houses for the purpose of
intimidating magistrates, juries, lawyers, or witnesses; theft or burgrary
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by t'wo or more persons at night or with violence; extortion; and the use
of any means to derail or provoke a coilision invorvÍng a train. Thírd,
offences could be recognized as (terrorist' crimes when e¡ridence could
show the preparation for the offence, incruding conspiracy; production or
possession of murderous devices, incendiaries, or biorogicar weapons; and
possession or transportation of certain types of weapons.l4r

Another important change came as a result of the activities of
tefforists while in court. The Germans and the British had already dealt
with serious disturbances in court and threats to jury members. rn
December 1986 a number of AD suspects were praced on triar, incruding
Régis schleicher, for terrorist offences. tühen schleicher threatened
vengeance on the jury members, a number of them asked to be excused
from court and the trial was postponed.raz In response to this
intimidation the French government introduced juryless courts retroactive
to september 1986, in which seven professional judges would determine the
fate of the accus"¿'143 This change essentiaily returned a form of the
state security court to having jurisdiction in extreme circumstances.
Additionally, a special unit was created called the ,se¡vr'c e central de Lutte
Anti-Terrorist, or sCLAT, within the 14th section of the public prosecutor,s
office'raa This branch of the judiciary courd compile information and
bring charges against terrorists, effectivery giving the unit the power to
determine which cases wourd go before the speciar courts. In summary,
France had dramaticaily artered its approach to terrorism after enough
destruction had occurred to provoke concern among the pubric and the
government itself' Repeated attacks by domestic tercorists were no longer
treated lightty, nor were any attacks associated with foreign groups or
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governments' France moved sharply toward a hard line when dealing with
terrorism.

A number of developments in French counterterrorism took piace in
1987' all of which provided strong empirical evidence that France had
rounded out jts structural problems in the counterterrorism field and,
perhaps more importantly, had altered the previous attitude of avoidance
and tolerance with stronger political will to crush the terrorists. Having
been the victim of the aspirations of so many terrorists, French people and
their political leaders opted for a position more closely reminiscent of Great
Britain, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands. Using the expanded
resources of the intelligence services and the police along with higher
political interest and direction, France served notice to terrorists,
sympathetic groups and sponsoring states that terrorism would no longer
be seen as a passing and foreign phenomenon. Terrorist groups wourd be
treated with the contempt they deserved.

The first indication of a switch in French poricy occurred on
February 27, 7987, when four of the five remaining leaders of AD r{ere
arrested near vitry-aux-Loges, including Menignon, Rouilran, Jöe¡e Aubron,
and Georges cipriani'ras The police and intelligence services had been
specifically told to eradicate the group, and they utilized a reward system
for the first time in France, offering $r.g0,000 for information on the
terrorists' A friend of the group chose to collect the reward, essentially
becoming a paid pentiti,ta' The DST performed the second important
piece of counterterrorism work earÌy in lgBZ by arresting Abbas Hamadei,
who provided the intelligence service with information about a terrorist celt
operating from a Tunisian restaurant in Paris. That cell was smashed after
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a period of surveillance, and the terrorists were found in the possession
of a large quantity of methyl nitrate. Another cell was captured a short
time later bv the ¡91.1+7 By this time it was crear that the Dsr was the
lead agency for countering terrorist activities in France. Having recovered
from the troubles of reorganization the Dsr (and the DRG) were utilized to
a greater degree by the Interior Ministry. The ratter had a two_point
strategy for the DST when in 1987 it was announced that both the quantity
and quality of intelligence wourd be increased substantially.ras rt was
now clear to France that good intelligence was the key to counterterrorism,
and the change marked France's ascendancy to the apex of development in
the modern battle against terrorists.

The Interior Ministry added two more agencies to its counter-
terrorism structure, includin$ the Po\ice de I'Air et des Frontières and the
Police [Jrbaines't4s Another command structure was established at the
top of the French poLiticaì system when the comité rnterministériel de
Liaíson Anti-Terroriste (CILAT) began weekly meetÍngs to discuss terrorism
and the French reaction to the probrem. The committee was composed of
representatives from the Prime Minister's office, Justice, Foreign Ministry,
Defence, Interior, and the Ministry of the Budget.lso With a similar
attendance roster as the cNS, which had been created in 1ggz, it remained
unclear whether CILAT had actuaily repraced the cNS, arthough there is no
evidence to suggest this occurred. In either event, there was a crear
commitment on the part of the French government to consider all matters
involving terrorism at the highest possible level.

France made a dramatic move to reinforce its new poricy by ratifying
the European convention on the suppression of Terrorism (ecst) by the
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early summer of 1987' which committed France to principles developed a
decade earlier such as the removat of political status for terrorist offences
and the requirement of signatory st¿tes to extradite or prosecute any
captured terrorist.15l France and Germany estabrished a secure
computer link in order to exchange information on terrorists, and the
French government chose to grant greater powers to the Ministry of the
rnterior by giving it the right to expel anyone suspected of terrorist
activities by using executive authority and denying the suspected te*orist
any legar recourse for appear.lsz Additionaty, at the G-7 meeting in
June, France broke with tradition by stating its commitment ,,to the
principle of making no concessions to terrorists or their sponsors,,.rs3

These actions were compremented by a series of concrete measures
against terrorists in 1gBz. First, the corsican Movement for serf-
Determination (McA)' the new legal front for the FLNC, was banned.r54
second, using its new executive authority, the Ministry of the rnterior
summarily expeiled more than 150 ETA terrorists, who had used France as
a safe haven from which to raunch attacks on spanish targets.rss Third,
some 200 terrorists were captured in France in the last few months of 1gg7
alone, signalling the determination of France to fight terrorism.r56
Finally, French poricy was decrared as the ,,refusar to give in to brackmail
and unfailing determination to use all the available resources, the only limit
being respect for the 1u1¡/rr.15?

one incident in lggz underscored the extent to which France was
willing to go in order to rid itself of terrorist activities. French
intelligence had determined that the csppA had been backed by lran, and
had bombed France in order to arter French foreign policy in the Middte
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East' In July, when French police attempted to arrest an ïranian suspect,
wahid Gordji, he escaped by taking refuge in the lranian Embassy in
Paris.rss The rranians had been warned of the impending a*est by the
Foreign Ministry in a crassic case of bureaucratic bungring.rss The
rranian Embassy was surrounded by French police, and the rranians
surrounded the French Embassy in Tehran; diplomatic relations were
broken on July 17, and the French government sent the aircraft carrier
Clemenceau and its escorts to the Gulf.r6o Open hostilities were a very
real possibilitv at this juncture. The embassy standoff lasted until the
end of November and relations were not restored until the following
year'161 Despite the inexplicable actions of the Foreign Ministry, France
proved its mettle in combating temorism.

The reforms France had undergone in 1gg6 and 19g7 began to bear
fruit in 19BB' The authorities "scored a number of successes against
terrorism"162, incruding the imprisonment of 30 AD members for up to 13
years each.163 During the triars, which were herd before France,s
special court, AD members went on a hunger strike to seek political status
and sympathy for their cause. The French government disprayed its poricy
of no concessions by not allowing the strike to succeed.r64 In addition
to this apparent dismantling of the notorjous anarchist group, the French
government arso scored a huge success against rpa*ate*ak (IK) when the
Ieader of the terrorist gïoup, phitippe Bedart, was located and arrested,
apparently as a direct result of information given to French intelligence
by the ETA'16s The onty significant terrorist group remaining in France
was the FLNO. A hard iine poricy on the part of France appeared to be
succeeding,
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France generally held to its tough policy throughout lgg9, including
a reversal in its prevÍous policy of allowing Itaiian Red Brigades terrorists
sanctuary in France,r66 brt by 1g90 it appeared that the socialists under
Mitterrand were slightly less than committed to this policy, although there
were no changes ín the established counterterrorism structure or
procedures' First, the silco affair cast some doubt on Mitterrand,s
willingness to comply with existing policy. In the summer of 19g6 a
pleasure yacht with eight French citizens aboard was seized by a Libyan
gunboat. The victims were herd captive by the Libyans until Aprir 1gg0,
when they were released in exchange for a French promise to return three
Mirage jets to Libya in direct contravention of a European weapons
embargo'167 second, Mitterrand allowed a permanent representative of
Abu Nidal to be stationed in France, and Abu Nidal's intelligence chief was
apparently "a frequent visitor to France,,.t68

Despite these vacilrations in poricy the generar thrust of French
counterterrorism remained as it was defined between 1gg6 and 1ggg, which
was basically centred on French unwillingness to concede to terrorism.
The best exampre of the continuing commitment by France to hord firm in
the face of terrorism in 1990 was the establishment of a group of offences
which courd be determined as rterrorist, offences by scLAT, thereby
allowing trials to be conducted without juries. These offences included
criminal association, voluntary homicÍde, threats, wilful violence leading to
mutilation or infirmity, mortal blows, hostage-taking, abduction of a minor
through viorence, aggravated destruction, destruction with exprosives,
incendiaries or other dangerous means, petty and grand theft where it was
associated wjth terrorism, extortion, hijacking, construction or possession
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of a lethal weapon, possession of either of two classes of ffrearms, and the
construction of biorogicar weapons.16s virt,ua'y any 

'regar 
activity

associated with terrorÍsm could be prosecuted using Francers speciar court
and, most importantly, these laws were made permanent. Although it,
appeared that the French government was much more efficient at combating
terrorism, the permanence of regisratÍon suggested that France furty
expected the war against terrorism to continue indefinitery.

The French commitment to battle the ETA continued in 1gg1, although
some had suggested that the group had rost its previous rerevance. The
ETA, a strong nationarist/separatist group, proved stronger and more
resilient than some experts imagÍned. The French authorities arrested the
ETA chief of logistics, Jose xavier zabareLa Elasegui (,,wardo,,), reflecting
the poticy of targeting senior terrorist officials. t?o Additionally, the
battle between rranian revorutionaries and opposition groups based in
France intensified' Former lranian Prime Minister shahpour Bakhtiar and
his secretary, Furush Katibeh, were assassinated by Iranian agents in
August 1991.171 One was captured shorily thereafter by Swiss
authorities and handed over to the French.l?z while foreign fights still
occurred in France, the arrest of the suspects suggested that French
authorÍties were maintaining their tough policy.

Two incidents in 19g2 refrected both an unwavering hard rine poricy
and its direct opposite, demonstrating the socialists, schizophrenic
approach to counterterrorism. In the first instance the French authorities
arrested a number of the top ETA readers, incruding the head of the
organization, Francisco Mugica Garmendia.t?s In the second instance,
France moved sharply in the other direction, effectively creating a scandal
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t'hat rocked the foundation of the government. The leader of the pFLp,
George Habash, was allowed entry into France for medical treatment.
Although Mitterrand denied any knowledge of this and three senior civil
servants were fired, the Israelis broke relations with France, calling the
incident a "slap in the facert.tT4 Mitterrandrs government faced
substantiar criticism from aD quarters, incruding a censure motion
sponsored by conservatives in the National Assembly.t?s At least three
senior civil servants in the Foreign Ministry and the French Red cross
were sacked'1?6 and the event signalled the possibiiity that the Foreign
Ministry was attempting to regain lost prestige. The embarrassment may
have been a contributing factor in the demise of the socialists i¡ France
in elections that followed. The scandal completely contradicted French
policy on terrorism and undermined France's position as a leading nation
in the battle agaínst terrorism.t??

l{hile 1993 remained somewhat quiet for scandars in France, four
incidents in 1994 reinforced the image of France &s somewhat schizophrenic
regarding terrorism, arbeit hard rine. First, two ïranians who had been
captured in France and were scheduled to be extradited to switzerland
according to a decision by a French court were instead deported to ïran,
furt'her eroding Francets image in counterterrorism and causing strained
relations with the swiss.r?s The measure appeared to be the work of the
Foreign Ministry, which has interfered with court decisions in the past,
and which was seeking improved relations with fran. The move also
exposed the contradiction in styles between the Interior Ministry and the
courts on the one hand, and the Foreign Ministry on the other.

The second major effort for France invorved the capture by the DST
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of rlich Ramirez sanchez, or "carlos", with the apparent acquiescence of
Sudan and Syria, in August 1gg4.r?s Convicted jn absentia by the courts
for the murders of two DST agents in i.g?5 and wanted for many other
crimes, the capture of carlos Erave France the unique opportunity of
holding the most wanted terrorist in the world. The third major incjdent
in France in 1994 concerned the increasing threat to the country from
Aìgerian extremists. Thousands are seeking exile to escape the Frs and its
fundamentalism and violence, and the French authorities have jailed dozens
of suspected or known terrorists.l8o Fourth, French authorities scored
a major coup by arresting an important terrorist leader wanted by the
Turkish government, who may in fact be the leader of the Kurdish
workerst Party, or PKK.181 rn the final three incidents, France appeared
to have a hard lÍne policy, but the other incident for 1g94 throws that
conclusion into some doubt. Nevertheress, France has moved srowry but
steadily toward a hard line, and appears ready for a switch to no
concessions under the right circumstances. An increase Ín threat from
Algerians may provide France with that opportunity in the near future.

Summary

rn 1968 the French government began to feel the effects of terrorism
on a grand scale, just as their neighbours in Germany and Great Britain
'were experiencing. France, however, already had a number of specialized
counterterrorism procedures, most notably the state security court.
Despite this decided advantage, the French government experienced
difficulty in the establishment of sound. policy and countermeasures. The
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vacillation displayed by the French government allowed terrorism to expand

within the country.

In the 1970s France had made deals with terrorists to avoid their
wrath, although some serious countermeasures were put fn place. rn the

early 1980s, the government under the leadership of Mitterrand inexplicably
began to dismantle its counterterrorism capacity, and paid a substantial
price for that decision. Realizing aftel a very short period of time that
a mistake had been made, the French government began to strengthen its
countermeasures.

By the late 1980s, corresponding with a dramatic shift in French
policy, the French pubtic no longer appeared willing to coddle te*orists.
Major successes were scored against terrorist groups and individuals by
utilizing the specialized tools created by the government in the latter half
of the 1980s. Specialized courts, laws, intelligence agencies, police units,
paramilitary assault forces, and senior command structures had proven

effective in the battle against terrorism. The only exception to the

effectiveness of France as a major force in the counterterrorism community

involved political decisions which contradicted the stated desires and goals

of policy-makers and enforcement personnel. The Habash affair eppears

to have been an isolated event, In May 1gg3, when a ìunatic seized a

nursery school and demanded $18.5 million, RAID members quiegy entered

the building and shot the offender.rs2 Although the offender could not
be considered a terrorist, he was treated in the exact same fashion one

would expect, given French structure and policy in this matter. The

Habash affair behind them, the French have begun to take a position

alongside other leading counterterrorist nations. France has neared the
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apex of development regarding terrorism and will lÍkely continue this trend
for the foreseeable future.
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ïn the study of te*orism and counterte*orism, it, is apparent that
Great Britain' Germany and France have all faced substantial and sustained
threats to their security and to the lives of their citizens. The threat
changes constantry, since viorent groups choose to change tactics and
targets in order to escape apprehension and to maintain the uncertainty
and fear that terrorism is designed to create. The threat has increased
substantially to these three states in the last quarter century despite the
best efforts of governments to create and maint¿in effective
countermeasures. since terrorism is a weapon used by individuars, groups,
and states as an expression of hatred and revenÉre, and since increases in
terrorism refrect the perception that terrorism is an reffective, mode of
politicar communication, more terrorist groups exist now than at any other
time in history.

since 1968' Great Britain, Germany and France have attempted to
respond to the evoiving threat by various means, most of which have been
publicry documented' Nonetheress, these states have faced obstacres to
their counterterrorism prans. problems related to the definition and
assessment of the threat, the varues of liberar democracy, incrementarism,
and organizational and bureaucratic poritics have a' prayed rores in
constraining st¿te action, 8s was evident in the preceding study of the
three countries' More importantly, these case studies reveal clearly that
some of these factors have been more prominent than others in each case.
Thus, measures and styres of each of these st¿tes under anarysis reads
back to the fundamental hindrances placed on riberar democracies when
fighting terrorism.



Differences

rn 1969, ail three states found themserves at the beginning of the
modern age of terrorism, which was refrected in the shared poricy of
benign neglect. T{hen the threat increased, the UK ü¡ÂÃ the first to
respond, forlowed by Germany and France. without a doubt, the speed of
reaction was directly related to the scale of the threat. Northern rreland
represented a situation close to the point of civil war and the conflict
spread to mainrand Great Britain within a few short years, adding to the
threat' posed by a variety of foreign sources. while Germany and France
did not face as great a threat, both were crearry in a situation of
sustained and substantiar assaurt by the earry 1g70s, yet the time involved
between the beginning of the threat and the maturation of policies and
response mechanisms varied greatly. Great Britain had defined the threat
in a matter of about five years; Germany ten; France almost twenty. while
the time lag between Great Britain and Germany can be partiarty attributed
to the scare of the threat, the same cannot be saÍd for the rag between
Germany and France; indeed, the threat in the latter two st¿tes \á/¿rs quite
similar' It is reasonable to argue that Germany itserf was rather srow to
respond, and France was even worae.

The most fruitful method for examÍning the differences in policies
and procedures between the three states is to use France as the focar
point and compare its countermeasures with those of Germany and the uK.
First' in 1968 the inteiligence services of France, particurarry the DRG,
gave the government a crear warning that terrorism was emerging as a
threat' while German and British intetligence \¡¡ere not utilized for several
year"s. whire this did not transrate into immediate and sorid
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countermeasures by the French government, it indicated a substantial and
crucial difference between national styles, since intelligence has been and
is the most important feature in the overail process of fighting terrorism.
The pattern of not utilizing inteltigence remained in place in Germany and
Great Britain until the mid-1970s, but has changed substantia¡y since then.

second, while France disprayed an underrying uncertainty over the
role to be played by its police forces, Great Britain and Germany both
considered the porice to be the primary response mechanism. Third, the
establishment of a lead agency demonstrated policy confusion. The French
Foreign Ministry retained elevated status until 19g6, whereas Great Britain
and Germany r4¡ere inclined all along toward the Home office and the
rnterior Ministry, respectivery. Fourth, the French government was wiiling
over the years to strike dears with terrorist groups, far beyond when
Great Britain and Germany had dispensed with the option of any
discussions with terrorists. Fifth' structural modifications such as the
creation of specialized antiterrorist units were not necessarily used in
France' while the creation of similar units in Great Britain and Germany
tended to signal policy changes and a greater wilringness to resist
appeasement' sixth' the French government under Mitterrand curiously
dismantled some important features of its counterterrorism structure in
1981' such as the eÌimination of capital punishment and the state security
court' These measures stood in stark contrast with the activities taking
place in Great Britain and Germany at the time, although France was forced
to rethink these changes within a year.

seventh' France has opted for ret¿liatory measures against terrorists
based in foreign countries at least twice and probabry much more often
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than that; these have included a bombing in Damascus and an air strike
in the Ba¿lbek varey of Lebanon against Hezboilah. Eighth, the French
Foreign Ministry has warned terrorists of impending arrests or reprísals
at least twice, incrudÍng the Baarbek raid and regarding the Gordji affair
in Paris' These actions contributed to the definite impression that
organizationar and bureaucratic interests took precedence over the
intended poricies of the French government, and ran compretery opposite
to the procedures used by Great Britain and Germany. Ninth, in contrast
to the countermeasures instituted by the British and Germans throughout
the 1970s, France did little to change policies and structures until the
latter half of the 1980s, reflecting a substantial divergence between the
three countries in fighting terrorism. Tenth, and finany, France showed
significant weakness in overall policy until the latter half of the lggos.
while policy is definitery hard rine at the moment, France remains the weak
sister of the three, owing to the possibility of changes in politicar will.
Great Britain and Germany estabtished tough policies earlier than France
and have generaily herd their ground. In summary, while there have been
important differences between the three countries in poricies, that era
appears over.

Reasons for Differences

Although it is true that ail three states in this study have been
limited in the search for countermeasures by the four theoreticar
constraints outlined in the paper, it is important to suggest that there are
reasons which can help explain why differences have occurred between the
three states in this study. The proper identification and definition of the
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threat' the values of liberal democracy, increment¿.rism, and organizational
and bureaucratic politics have combined to hinder state action in Great
Britain, Germany and France. rf arl factors had equar importance, one
would expect identical timing and structures for the three countries.
However' the differences between the three countries requires expianation
using the empirical records of the three and expressed in theoretical
terms.

The records of Great Britain, Germany and France suggest that, whire
all experienced the same hindrances' one of those limiting factors may have
had a greater influence in the establishment of policy. Considerations
t¿ken from the experiences of the three countries in this study do suggest
that there have been divergences in the time requÍred to establish
effective counterterrorism policies and units. Further examination will
expose why this occurred.

ln the case of Great Britain, the threat was substantiar, yet it took
at least five years to implement solid countermeasures and more time than
that to solidifv poricy. Although the uK was rimited in responses by
respect for democratic values, the most stunning feature of the British
response has been the sheer number of incrementar changes to
organizations, laws and procedures, particularly with reference to the
proliferation of smat sub-units tasked with some specific rore in the
overall approach to counterterrorism. These changes occurred when it
became apparent that the terrorists changed tactics and targets, or the
threat' over a period of time. still, decision-makers in the uK chose to
implement security measures only after that threat became blatant. since
these shifts occurred over a period of time, it is reasonabre to suggest
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that incrementalism has been the greatest hindrance to counterterrorism
in Great Britain. rf the latter had made more substantive changes to the
security apparatus in a more sweeping fashion and over a shorter period
of time' it is likely that lives would have been saved and terrorist groups
may have been dismantled sooner.

The German case is ress crear, arthough incrementarism prayed a smarl
role. The threat was significant and sustained, but sweeping changes in
security poricy occurred only after major te*orist incidents. Although
there is some evidence to suggest that the Germans were somewhat
hindered by organizationar potitics as a resurt of the nature of the
decentralized state, which translated into information blockages to the
federal rever, this was probabry not the most important hindrance to
federal action' similarly, incrementalism played a smaller role than in Great
Britain, as the empiricar record has demonstrated that Germany acted
swiftly and forcefury, but onry after such shocking incidents as the
Munich massacre of 1'972 and particularly the schleyer affair of 7977,
Hence, the strongest iimiting factor to German decision_makers has
probably been the values of liberal democracy.

Germany has been very reluctant to imprement drastic securit,y
measures' and this is most tikely due to its past. Te*orists consistentry
reminded senÍor politicians that the republic was corrupt and,fascist, in
nature' owing to the fact that many in positions of political and economic
power were former Nazis themselves. Decision-makers became constrained
by fears that overly stringent measures to combat terrorism would create
images of an authoritarian state and the regacy of the Nazi experience.
owing to this national guilt complex, German authorities sincereiy wished
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to avoid playing into the te*orists, hands by becoming stricter with
violent youths. That attitude changed 

'ery quickry when terrorist,
activities became more brutar and shocking, and when ordinary Germans
were in favour of stronger action.

France was also in a period of sust¿ined terrorist attack, yet actions
there differed greaily from Great Britain and Germany. Unlíke Great
Britain' changes in French security policy h¡ere less incremental in nature.
Like Germany' changes occurred only after some degree of enhanced shock,
but the limiting factor was not rooted in a dark past. Rather, France
stands out from Great Britain and Germany for the problems experienced
that are directly attributable to organizationar and bureaucratic politics.
First' it is worthy to note that the Foreign Ministry retained much of the
power in decision-making for the greater part of this period of study,
ceding that authority after the bomb waves of 19g6. second, squabbles
between intetigence agencies such as the DRG and the DST seemed
commonplace' Third, the Foreign Ministry curiously interfered with the
rnterior Ministry, Defence, the Gendarmerie, the inteuigence agencies, the
Justice Ministry, and the public prosecutor on severar occasions. This
strongly suggests that an effective and consistent program of
counterterrorism was delayed due to the fact that the Foreign Ministry had
a different agenda than other branches of the French government. wh'e
this problem was apparentry resorved with the transfer of lead agency to
the rnterior Ministry, the Foreign Ministry still interferes with normal
security duties on certain occasions, particurarly when the terrorists
happen to be from other countries. Atthough this could be resolved by
issuing stricter guidelines to bureaucrats in the Foreign Ministry, suffice
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to say that this has been

counterterrorism in the past,

the greatest hindrance to F rench

Similarities

Although there are differences in the importance of hindering factors
between the Great Britain, Germany and France, there are a number of
areas in which the empirical record has demonstrated remarkabre
simiiarities in styte and substance between the three countries. The
definition and identification of the threat was problematic for alr three,
even though it was reasonably obvious that they were ail under sustained
attack from internar and externar sources from a very early stage.
rntelrigence services were either ignored or not used, thus creating
enhanced opportunities for terrorists to become better est¿blished, trained,
and armed in the interim; and it is important to note that terrorist groups
have been consistentry underestimated, which has contributed to the
longevity of some, the expansion of others, and has led to consistent
underreaction on the part of governments. The police were expected to
deal with the threat from the beginning, refrecting a genuine reructance
on the part of each government to arter any measure or structure in a
manner that would or could constitute a threat to the values of liberar
democracy' That attitude remained evident throughout the development of
counterterrorism in an three states. Furthermore, virtuauy art changes in
structures, procedures, and raws have been incrementar in nature.

There are a number of countermeasures shared by Great Britain,
Germany and France, arthough the imprementation of these took place at
different times. No singre measure or combination of measures has
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eiiminated te*orism, but violence has certainly been restricted because of
these efforts' various groups have been banned; rodging cards are
required for permanent and temporary sherter; special forces have been
created and used, and their rore is constantry increasing; immigration
controls have increased dramatically; periods of detention are allowed;
juryless courts have been estabrished; porice powers have increased
substantiaily; the rights of accused terrorists have been reduced;
intelligence is now a very high priority and the budgets for such agencies
have increased dramatically; special categories of laws exist specifically for
terrorist crimes and the penalties for offences have increased; command
and control structures have been created to ensure the efficient flow of
information and orders; Ministries of the rnterior (Home office) have
evolved as the lead agencies, and political contror of the counterterrorism
machinery is maint¿ined at the highest revers of government. Moreover,
the creation of specialized units has changed the appearance of certain
or$anizations' to the point where police units have become militarized, and
military and paramilitary organizaLions frequenily act as quasi-police units
rather than in their traditional roles. These organizational and incremental
changes, particularly the proliferation of specialized units, have resulted
in decentralized structures when centrahzation would be more efficient for
the flow of information and contror. whiìe this probrem has yet to be
resolved, the most important point to make is that ail three states have
evolved legally, structuraily, and in terms of poricy to the point that they
closely resemble each other. The evolutionary process that led to this can
be explained in theoretical terms.
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The empirical record has demonstrated that there are a number of
surprising similarities in countertemorism that are visible in the three
countries analyzed' All three countries have faced eimilar threats,
although the British were first to respond, rargery owing to the sheer scare
of violence' other than this factor, these states chose to react to
terrorism for the same reasons and with the same measures, with the only
significant differentiating factor being the lapse of time between the onset
of the threat and the maturation of policies. This strongly suggests that
all three states experienced and had to overcome similar or identical
hindrances before terrorism could be effectivery fought.

There are four commonry shared theoreticar points that have
combined to restrict the activities of states in the struggle against
terrorism' including defining the threat, the values of liberal democracy,
incrementalism, and organizatr.onar and bureaucratic poritics. First, the
definition, identification, and assessment of the threat has been
problematic. There has been a tendency on the part of governments to
ignore terrorism as a new threat to security, which is rargery a resurt of
poor or no information' The definition of terrorism itself has created
uncertainty for the governments and the organizations concerned, since an
accurate definition contributes to an ability to target specific threats using
appropriate reactive and preventive measures. Accuracy in this area can
determine who should do the job, what units are required or what new
units may be needed, will they be abre to herp and what costs the creation
of these units an. sub-units might have to the treasury and to riberal
democracy itself. Furthermore, without an accurate definition and
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assessment of the threat, there has been consistent underestimation of
terrorist groups and the measures needed to dismantre them. since
accurate definitions of the threat are the resurt, of good intelligence, and
since there has been what appears to be an institutional bias against
intelligence agencies and terrorism itself, the threat has been allowed to
escalate' rntelligence agencies are now at the forefront, so this problem
may be on the decrine' Finaty, uncertainty of the threat is direc'y or
indirectly related to other theoretical points.

second, the people responsible for making decisions at all levels of
government are sworn to defend the values of liberal democracy, including
the rule of law, individual rights, and basic freedoms. Any decision
regarding changes in laws or structures must account for the possible
impact that these changes can have on society. Societal values must be
maintained, the rure of law must be paramount, and overreaction must be
avoided to protect the democracy. Terrorists, by definition, seek to
destroy what must be defended. Governments are hindered in their
reactions to violent political activities, even though harsh actíons could
certainly disrupt or destroy terrorist groups. rn short, gcvernments must
not become overly repressive, but societies must accept reduced freedoms
in exchange for increased securit;,. To date, governments have tended to
err on the side of cautiorr.

Third, armosr- alr decisions made by governments in the area of
coünterterrorism are incremental in nature, indicating a process of trial
a¡¡d error based on the desire to maintain the essential character of tiberat
democracy' and because of the amorphous nature of the threat. Terrorists
change the threat as they see fit, so nev/ decisions, policies and units must
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be created to respond effectively to such changes. Each small change
made by governments has not constituted a change in grand poricy, but
the sum of these shifts over time has resulted in dramatic developments
in policy in all three states studied. The goal of all governments is to
make terrorism a costly political activity by increasing the chances that
terrorists will be captured, imprisoned, or killed. Each small decision made
by governments, as opposed to sweeping changes, demonstrates the
commitment of governments to democratic varues while showing the
hindrances placed on decision_makers.

The fourth hindrance to counterterrorism invorves organizational and
bureaucratic politics. uncertainty regarding the threat translates to a lack
of clarity in decisions and directions passed to organizations, and
incrementarism is armost arways the result of such confusion. The most
obvious demonstration of this problem can be observed in the proliferation
of new sub-units, each of which is tasked to defend against a certain and
specific terrorist threat as defined by the government. Along with this
tendency another probrem is created, namery brockages of information and
occasional turf wars between organizations and sub_units, which may also
be a resl¡lt of bureaucratic jockeying. I{hile there is very lit,e evidence
pointing aL bureaucratic poritics as a specific hindrance to
counterterrorism, organizaLionar poritics certainry prays a rore. The
decentralized structure of a government,s counterterrorism pran in turn
hinders effective action because of the inefficiencies posed by secretive
and small organizations' rf the upward fìow of information is disrupted or
blocked in any wârr governments may be unabre to assess the threat
accurately' leading to more incremental decisions and greater chances for
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intelligence failures.

ïn summary, governments have been srow to respond to terrorism
because of uncertainty regarding the specific threat. states have chosen
the safest path to compensate for inaccuracy, which has been to
underestimate the challenge to the state. Furthermore, the maintenance of
the rule of law and certain core values of liberar democracies feed into the
considerations faced by governments when making decisions. The resurt
of these inputs is almost always an incrementar change in policy, indicating
a lack of coherent strategy and a preference for triar and e*or. since
the directives issued by governments under such conditions will tend to
be unclear' smaller specialized units will be the beneficiaries of decisions,
because small changes imply a reduced possibility for large mistakes. such
decentralization inhibits the proper flow of information, which results in
a repetition of the decision-making process, thus compìeting the circle.
whiÌe it is true that the most significant hindering factor has been
different in the three states in this study, there remains a remarkabre
degree of similarity. This can be attributed to the fact that the
hindrances themselves are the same for all three countrjes. Great Britain,
Germany and France have all faced these challenges and hindrances in the
past' and it will be interesting to observe their activities in the future.
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